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Résumé 

Au cours du développement, le comportement des cellules est étroitement régulé, ce qui assure un 

fonctionnement optimal des tissus épithéliaux sains. Les cellules épithéliales établissent ainsi des 

jonctions intercellulaires bien organisées, une polarité apico/basale, une architecture du cytosquelette 

et intègrent des entrées régulatrices et homéostatiques relayées par des voies de signalisation dédiées. 

Les altérations de ces processus sont le plus souvent associées au cancer. 

Mon laboratoire s'intéresse au décryptage des mécanismes par lesquels les altérations de jonctions et 

de polarité sont capables d'induire une tumorigenèse. Les protéines d'échafaudage représentent des 

régulateurs importants de ces différents processus, et les altérations de plusieurs échafaudages 

épithéliaux clés ont été liées au cancer. Des travaux récents de l'équipe ont identifié Magi, un membre 

de la famille MAGUK, comme un régulateur des jonctions adhérentes à base d'E-Cadhérine pendant 

le développement de l'œil chez la drosophile. Le but principal de ma thèse était d'étudier la fonction de 

MAGI1, le membre le plus abondant de la famille MAGI dans les tissus humains, pendant le cancer, 

et plus spécifiquement ses rôles dans les cellules luminales A du cancer du sein. En utilisant 

principalement des approches de perte de fonction, nous avons pu identifier une fonction de 

suppression de tumeur de MAGI1 dans les cellules BCa luminales, aussi bien par des essais cellulaires 

in vitro que sur des souris nudes xénogreffées. De plus, ces travaux ont révélé que MAGI1 inhibe un 

axe de signalisation AMOTL2/P38 qui est activé lors de la perte de MAGI1 et qui est ensuite 

responsable du phénotype de tumorigénicité accrue obtenu. Il est intéressant de noter que la perte de 

MAGI1 a induit une augmentation de l'activité de la myosine, des comportements de compression 

amplifiés et une tension élevée de la membrane plasmique associée, que nous proposons d'être l'un des 

activateurs de P38 en aval de la perte de MAGI1. Il est frappant de constater que, même si les cellules 

dépourvues de MAGI1 présentent une tumorigénicité élevée, l'activité de l'onco-protéine YAP est 

réduite dans les cellules du cancer du sein luminal dépourvues de MAGI1, ce qui suggère que la relation 

entre YAP et la tumorigénèse pourrait être plus complexe qu'on ne le pense généralement. 

L'étude de la régulation de la voie d'Hippo est en effet un axe majeur de l'équipe. Un objectif secondaire 

de ma thèse était donc d'explorer l'implication de YAP/TAZ et de la voie Hippo lors de l'exposition à 

l'oxaliplatine dans les cellules cancéreuses du côlon. En tant que chimiothérapie de première ligne avec 

le 5 Fluorouracil, il est important de comprendre le mécanisme d'action de l'Oxaliplatine au-delà de 

son rôle majeur d'inducteur de cassures délétères des doubles brins d'ADN. Les cellules cancéreuses 

du côlon HCT116 traitées avec des doses relativement modestes d'oxaliplatine (à la IC50) ont présenté 

une translocation de YAP/TAZ vers le noyau accompagnée d'une augmentation de la transcription 

médiée par YAP/TAZ, comme en témoignent la RTqPCR et l'ARN-Seq. Cet effet a été couplé à une 

réorganisation du cytosquelette d'actine à l'intérieur de la cellule lors du traitement, et de nombreux 

gènes affectés par le traitement à l'oxaliplatine étaient des régulateurs d'actine (dont plusieurs qui sont 

également des cibles potentielles de YAP/TAZ). Cette étude implique YAP/TAZ dans la réponse 

HCT116 au traitement à l'oxaliplatine, et nous proposons qu'elle conduise à une réorganisation de 

l'actine. 
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Abstract 
 

During development, the behaviour of cells is tightly regulated ensuring optimal functioning of healthy 

epithelial tissues. Epithelial cells thus establish well organized intercellular junctions, apico/basal 

polarity, cytoskeletal architecture, and integrate regulatory and homeostatic inputs relayed by dedicated 

signalling pathways. Alterations in these processes are most often associated with cancer. 

My lab is interested in deciphering the mechanisms in which junctional and polarity alterations are able 

to induce tumorigenesis. Scaffold proteins represent important regulators of these different processes, 

and alterations to several key epithelial scaffolds have been linked to cancer. Recent work in the team 

identified Magi, a member of the MAGUK family, as a regulator of E-Cadherin-based Adherens 

Junctions during eye development in Drosophila. The main goal of my thesis was to study the function 

of MAGI1, the most abundant MAGI family member in human tissues, during cancer, and more 

specifically its roles in luminal A Breast Cancer cells. Using mainly loss-of-function approaches, we 

were able to identify a tumour suppressive function of MAGI1 in luminal BCa cells both in vitro 

cellular assays as well as in xenografted nude mice. Moreover, this work revealed that MAGI1 inhibits 

an AMOTL2/P38 signalling axis that is activated upon MAGI1 loss and then responsible for the 

enhanced tumorigenicity phenotype obtained. Interestingly, the loss of MAGI1 induced increased 

myosin activity, increased compressive behaviours, and associated elevated plasma membrane tension, 

which we propose to be one of the activator of P38 downstream of MAGI1 loss. Strikingly, even though 

cells lacking MAGI1 showed increased tumorigenicity, the activity of the YAP onco-protein is lowered 

in MAGI1-deficient luminal breast cancer cells, suggesting that the relationship between YAP and 

tumorigenesis could be more complex than commonly assumed. 

The study of Hippo pathway regulations is indeed a major axis of the team. A secondary objective of 

my thesis was thus to explore the involvement of YAP/TAZ and of the Hippo pathway during 

Oxaliplatin exposure in colon cancer cells. As first line chemotherapy along with 5 Fluorouracil, it is 

important to understand the mechanism of action of Oxaliplatin beyond its major role as inducer of 

deleterious DNA double strand breaks. HCT116 colon cancer cells treated with relatively modest doses 

of Oxaliplatin (at IC50), featured a translocation of YAP/TAZ to the nucleus accompanied with 

increased YAP/TAZ-mediated transcription, as judged by qPCR and RNA-Seq. This effect was 

coupled with a re-organization of the actin cytoskeleton inside the cell upon the treatment, and many 

genes affected by oxaliplatin treatment were actin regulators (including several that are also potential 

YAP/TAZ targets). This study involves YAP/TAZ in HCT116 response to Oxaliplatin treatment, and 

we propose that it leads to actin re-organization.
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Introduction 
 

1. Epithelial tissues 

In multicellular organisms, different types of cells enter in contact and communicate to create the 

different tissues and organs. In humans there are over 200 different cell types achieving a wide 

variety of functions, but one of the most ubiquitous cell architecture is that of epithelial cells, found 

as the basic building block of most internal organs. Through their adhesion, these cells will form 

cohesive sheets, epithelia, lining the interior of hollow organs or covering the surface of other 

tissues. They serve as barrier between the exterior and interior of the organism, and are the body 

first line protection. Epithelia serve as guardians of the body regulating the permeability and 

allowing limited passage of material over the physical boundaries made by them (OpenStax, 

2013a). Changes in the integrity or the shape of these epithelia could disturb the organ function and 

lead to different diseases.  

 

1.1. Generalities on different types of 

epithelia 

Epithelial tissues are divided in different categories 

depending on shape and number of cells layers. 

Epithelia can be grouped by the rough shape of the 

constitutive cells: squamous (flat cells, with very small 

lateral membranes), cuboidal (cells as cubes), or 

columnar (tall rhomboid cells with extended lateral 

membranes) epithelia. Depending on the number of 

cells layers they are also classified as either simple or 

stratified. The main function of epithelial tissues, 

summarized in Figure 1, are: absorption and/or the 

secretion of different nutrients, waste and for some of 

them secretion of mucus. In addition, depending on 

their thickness, some of them play an important role in 

the protection of the organ lining.  

 Figure 1: Different epithelial tissues, locations and 
functions.  
Adapted from (OpenStax 2013) 
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1.2. Examples 

a. Breast tissue: 

The breast tissue has one specific function: produce milk. It is organized in glands in which nutrients 

coming from the blood are turned to milk, and ducts that collect and bring the milk to the nipples, 

a specialized feeding structure. The glands are constituted of 15 to 20 lobes separated by fat and 

each lobe is divided into lobules (Figure 2) also called Terminal ductal lobular unit or TDLU. 

Lobules are mainly composed of an epithelial structure called acinus; together all acini produce the 

milk from the blood(“Anatomy of the Female Breast,” n.d.). 

 

 

The breast epithelium is a stratified epithelia constituted of two different types of epithelial cells: 

the internal luminal cells surrounded by the external basal myoepithelial cells. These cells are 

present lining the ducts and the terminal ductal lobular unit (Figure 2). The luminal cells are present 

in the inner layer of the ducts and the acini and have a simple columnar shape. They produce and 

help in the secretion and transport of the milk. The myoepithelial or basal cells are found on the 

outer part between the luminal cells and the basement membrane. Their function is to maintain the 

basement membrane and contract the lobules producing milk to favor its transport towards the 

collecting ducts. Basal cells also maintain the polarity of the luminal cells.  

Figure 2: Anatomy of the female Breast.  
Adapted from 

https://dceg.cancer.gov/sites/g/files/xnrzdm236/files/styles/cgov_enlarged/public/cg

ov_contextual_image/800/800/files/Anatomy-of-normal-

breast_f_.jpg?itok=wdiwC5WO 
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Basal cells are flat and organized resembling to a squamous epithelium (“Breast Development and 

Anatomy : Clinical Obstetrics and Gynecology,” n.d.). 

Breast cancer originate in the breast epithelial cells, either in the lobules or in the ducts. It is thus a 

solid cancer of epithelial origin or carcinoma. This part will be detailed in section 4 of this thesis 

manuscript.  

 

b. Colon tissue: 

The colon is 150 cm long and divided into 5 main segments (Figure 3A). It is also called large 

intestine. It removes water salt and other nutrient leaving waste from food digestion. Muscles are 

lining the colon wall helping moving the stools towards the rectum, and billions of bacteria are 

living inside helping with food processing (Hoffman and MD, n.d.).  

 

The basic units of the colon are glands lining the wall of the colon, the intestine crypts also called 

crypts of Lieberkühn. These glands are covered by a simple columnar epithelium, the colon mucosa, 

composed mainly by enterocytes (absorptive cells) and goblet cells (Figure 3B) (OpenStax, 

2013b),(“The Large Intestine | Boundless Anatomy and Physiology,” n.d.). Goblet cells secret the 

mucus and Enterocytes absorb the water, salt and other nutrients produced by the intestinal bacteria. 

A B 

Figure 3: A) The colon anatomy and B) histology. 
Adapted from https://opentextbc.ca/anatomyandphysiology/chapter/23-5-the-small-and-large-

intestines/ 
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There is always a renewing of the epithelium in the crypts, balancing the permanent shedding of 

damaged cells due to the continuous passage of food. Deep at the base of the crypts, multipotent 

stem cells, ensure this constant renewal and production of new epithelial cells.  

Alterations in the proliferation control in the crypt are the primary cause of colorectal cancer; this 

part will be detailed in section 4 of this thesis manuscript. 

 

2. Epithelial cells: 

 

Epithelial cells are highly polarized cells, a feature that is essential for their function as barrier cells, 

ensuring thus polarized flow of molecules and information. Furthermore, epithelial cells develop 

several highly specialized intercellular junctions along the lateral membranes, which are critical for 

their adhesion, and for ensuring their function as barrier between the exterior and the interior of the 

organism (Knust and Bossinger, 2002). An important aspect for the formation of a tissue is that 

while the different components of polarity, adhesion molecules and cytoskeleton need to be 

asymmetrically distributed in each cell (to form the different axis of the cell), the organization of 

this asymmetry needs to be coordinated between all the cells in the epithelial sheet (Bryant and 

Mostov, 2008). 

 

2.1. Polarity : 

Different complexes orchestrate the asymmetric distribution of components and complexes (i.e. 

polarity) inside the cell. The polarity is established along the apico-basal (A/B) axis of the cell. In 

addition, some epithelial cells have a second axis of polarization, orthogonal to the A/B axis (the 

plane of the tissue) generally referred to as PCP or Planar Cell Polarity (Bryant and Mostov, 2008; 

Djiane et al., 2005).  

The apical and basolateral membranes are usually associated with a set of proteins, transporters and 

enzymes responsible of the function of each membrane, but only a few play an essential role in the 

establishment and/or the maintenance of the polarity (Bazellières et al., 2018), which are 

evolutionarily conserved across the animal kingdom. 
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a. Apical identity: 

The apical domain of a cell is facing an external environment or a lumen if the cells are forming a 

tube. Two main complexes participate in the formation of the apical side of the cell: The PAR 

(CDC42, PAR6, PAR3 and aPKC) and Crumbs (CRB, PATJ/MUPP1 and PALS) complexes. The 

PAR complex can be subdivided in two: the apical complex composed of CDC42, PAR6 and aPKC 

and the Junctions associated complex with PAR3 and aPKC as main actors (Figure 4). 

Using genetic screening in Caenorabditis elegans (C.elegans) , Kemphues et al. identified the Pard 

genes (for Partitioning defective) which when mutated lead to a defect in the antero-posterior axis 

of the zygote (Kemphues et al., 1988). Six Pard genes were identified encoding for scaffold (such 

as PAR3 and PAR6), for serine threonine kinase (as Par1 and Par4), a member of the 14-3-3 family 

(Par5) and a ring finger protein implicated in the ubiquitin pathway (Par2). PAR6 and PAR3 have 

one and three PDZ domains (named for PSD-95, Discs Large and ZO-1) respectively promoting 

the formation of different protein complexes: PAR3 could bind aPKC (atypical Protein Kinase C) 

and these two proteins could also be found in a complex with PAR6 and CDC42, a small GTPase 

(Joberty et al., 2000; D. Lin et al., 2000) implicated in polarity from budding yeast to 

human(Pichaud, 2018). PAR6 binds Cdc42 through its CRIB domain (D. Lin et al., 2000).  

In epithelial cells, despite its interaction with the Par complex, PAR3 is able to interact with other 

proteins including junctional proteins. PAR3 has thus early functions during polarity establishment 

and maintenance, but also during junctional biology in mature epithelia. There is evidence that 

PAR3 play an important role in recruiting the PAR6/aPKC complex through weak interactions to 

initiate and maintain the apical polarity (Laprise and Tepass, 2011). These complex interactions of 

PAR3 are regulated by its phosphorylation by aPKC (Izumi et al., 1998),(Hirose et al., 2002). Upon 

its phosphorylation, PAR3 detaches from the PAR6/aPKC complex and becomes relocalized at the 

levels of the Tight Junctions (Nagai‐Tamai et al., 2002),(Suzuki et al., 2002), where it binds and 

Figure 4: Apico-basal polarity complexes in epithelial cells.  
Taken from Bryant et Mostov 2008. 
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stabilizes for example the tumor-suppressor PTEN (for Phosphatase and Tensin homolog) to the 

Tight junctions. This PAR3-mediated PTEN stabilization is responsible for the transformation of 

the lipid PiP3 (phosphatidylinositol triphosphate) to PiP2 (phosphatidylinositol diphosphate), a 

critical step for plasma membrane compartmentalization and function (exo/endocytosis, 

cytoskeleton attachment… (Pichaud, 2018)). All these interactions highlight the critical role of 

PAR3 in epithelial cell biology, including in cytoskeleton dynamics. In addition to its 

phosphorylation by aPKC mentioned above, PAR3 is subjected to many regulations to ensure its 

good localization inside polarized cells. Par1 (a component of the basolateral membrane), after its 

activation by PAR4/LKB1, can phosphorylate Par3, creating a site for the 14-3-3 Par5 protein, 

leading thus to the disruption of its binding to the plasma membrane and its exclusion from the 

basolateral membrane (Benton and Johnston, 2003), (Hurov and Piwnica-Worms, 2007). 

The main active component in the Par complex is the Serine Threonine kinase aPKC, which can 

phosphorylate many substrates such as PAR3 and PAR6 in the Par complex, but also proteins 

implicated in the establishment of the baso-lateral membrane identity such as LGL. This latter 

activity is essential for the exclusion of LGL from the apical membrane and the definition of the 

opposite basal identity (Bailey and Prehoda, 2015). Indeed, mutations that inactivate the aPKC in 

zebrafish lead to impairment of cellular polarity, mitotic spindle orientation and organogenesis 

(Plant et al., 2003), and the overexpression of a kinase dead isoform of aPKC blocks the formation 

of Tight Junctions (Suzuki et al., 2001).  

While the Par complex regulates polarity in many cell types (including epithelia), the Crumbs 

polarity complex function is specific to epithelial cells. In 1990, the link between the epithelial 

polarity and Crumbs was uncovered in Drosophila Melanogaster. Using electron microscopy, it 

was clear that Crb is an essential apical determinants localized at the levels of the apical membrane 

and concentrated at the interface of the apical and the basolateral membrane where the junctions 

forms. There are three mammalian Crumbs homologues (Crb1-3). All three Crumbs have a 

conserved cytoplasmic tail, with a PDZ binding domain and a FERM domain. It seems that both 

domains are required for the correct activity of Crumbs (Klebes and Knust, 2000). The cytoplasmic 

tail of Crb binds the scaffold proteins Pals1 (associated with lin7) via its PDZ binding domain. 

Pals1 then will recruit Patj (Pals1 associated tight junction) to form the Crb complex (Assémat et 

al., 2008).  

In Drosophila Melanogaster, loss of function mutations in Crb or Sdt (Pals1 homologue) resulted 

in strong defects of epithelial polarity (Tepass et al., 1990),(Müller and Wieschaus, 1996) with a 

disappearance of the apical side, while the overexpression of Crumbs caused the expansion of the 
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apical domain (Makarova et al., 2003), highlighting the critical role of Crb in the apical side identity 

and size in Drosophila epithelial cells. 

In mammalian epithelial cells, the Crb complex has been linked to Apical Junctions formation and 

biology. First, the overexpression of Crb in MDCK cells (Madin-Darby Canine Kidney cells) 

resulted in a delay in the formation of the tight junctions (Lemmers et al., 2004). Second, 

knockdown of Pals1 in MDCK leads to a polarity defect and a severe disturbance of Tight Junctions 

but also Adherens junctions (Wang et al., 2006),(Straight et al., 2004). Finally, at Tight Junctions, 

Patj interacts with other TJ resident proteins such as ZO3 (Zonula Occludens 3) and Claudin1, and 

Patj knock-down results in the mis-localizations of ZO1, ZO3 and Occludins thus destabilizing 

Tight Junctions (Assémat et al., 2008).  

 

b. Basolateral identity: 

The complex specifying the basolateral identity in epithelial cells is constituted of three main 

protein: Scribble (SCRIB), Discs Large (DLG) and Lethal Giant Larvae (LGL) (Figure 4). Cells that 

lacks any of these proteins have polarity defects and have the ability to over proliferate (Bilder and 

Perrimon, 2000). It is shown in Drosophila that the main function of this complex is to restrain the 

apical protein from the lateral membrane. E-cadherin (Ecadh) mediated adhesion plays an important 

role on the localization the Scrib complex, and reciprocally, Scrib maintains Ecadh mediated 

adhesions to specify the basolateral membrane and oppose apical membrane identity (Bilder and 

Perrimon, 2000),(Navarro et al., 2005),(Qin et al., 2005). 

The scribble gene was isolated in Drosophila melanogaster using a genetic screen for maternal 

mutations that could disrupt epithelial aspects such as adhesion, cell shape and polarity (Bilder and 

Perrimon, 2000). It encodes for a large protein with 16 leucine reach repeats (LRR) and four PDZ 

domains belonging to the LAP (LRR and PDZ) protein family (Bilder et al., 2000). Scrib is known 

for its role in maintaining the apico-basal polarity but also in tissue growth regulation in Drosophila 

melanogaster (Bonello and Peifer, 2019), C.elegans (Legouis et al., 2003) and human (Nagasaka 

et al., 2006). Depleting the LRR domain eliminated both function of Scrib (Zeitler et al., 2004). 

Recent discovery showed scribble controls polarity in the imaginal wing discs of Drosophila 

through the endocytosis of apical proteins on the basolateral membranes. More specifically, early 

endosomal internalization of cargos is not affected in scribble mutant cells, the transport from the 

endosome to the Golgi apparatus via retromer complex (a complex implicated in recycling) is 

disturbed. The apical protein Crumbs is one of the proteins cleared from basal through this pathway 
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(Vreede et al., 2014). Moreover in MDCK cells, removal of Scrib expression caused a delay in the 

formation of the Tight Junctions as evidence by de-novo junction reformation using the calcium 

switch model (Qin et al., 2005). Indeed, evidence suggest that SCRIB plays an important role in 

the assembly of the TJs, by regulating and stabilizing p120/E-Cadherin complexes at the levels of 

Adherens Junctions, ultimately regulating cell proliferation, migration and metastasis (Bonello and 

Peifer, 2019). 

 

DLG belongs to the Membrane Associated Guanylate Kinase (MAGUK) family of scaffold 

proteins. Many studies in Drosophila have shown the important role of this gene in several key 

biological processes including epithelial polarity, asymmetric cell division and invasion. DLG 

mainly acts as a tumor suppressor. The list of its interactors is growing, and includes tumor 

suppressors such as APC (for Adenomatous Polyposis coli) and PTEN but also some oncogenes 

such as β-catenin (Roberts et al., 2012).  

LGL is composed of repeated WD40 domains. These repeats act as a protein interacting modules 

for Scribble. LGL is a downstream target of the aPKC/PAR6 complex. This phosphorylation during 

the establishment of polarity causes the detachment of LGL from the complex and it prohibits its 

returning to the apical part of the cell (Plant et al., 2003), (Mu∸sch et al., 2002), (Chalmers et al., 

2012). LGL regulates many biological processes including cell polarity and asymmetric division, 

through its interplay with other polarity proteins, regulating exocytosis, cytoskeleton dynamics and 

signaling pathways (Cao et al., 2015). 

It is worth mentioning that the Scribble module regulates the PCP polarity axis (Cao et al., 2015). 

 

Hence, it is clear that the Crumb and the Par complexes located at the apical region of the lateral 

membrane and the Scribble complex concentrated along the basal region of the lateral membrane, 

do not act alone to establish and maintain the identity of the different poles of the cell. The polarity 

of a cell is a complex phenomenon that requires intricate interactions between these different 

polarity molecules, such as the mutual exclusion of the apical and basal complexes. In addition to 

the example of the LGL and the PAR3 regulation by aPKC, similar reciprocal exclusion actions are 

performed to maintain the asymmetry of the cell (Figure 5).  

 

Several cellular machinery cooperate with the different polarity complexes to form and maintain 

the apico-basal polarity:  
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Ø Adhesion between the different cells of the epithelia and between cells and the basement 

member. 

Ø Polarized cytoskeleton that help and support the adhesion and traffic. 

 

The establishment of the apico-basal polarity is essential for the right positioning of the junctions 

along the lateral membrane. Likewise, the expansion of the apical and basal membrane depends on 

the correct localization of the junctions. 

 

2.2. Cellular Junctions: 

Within an epithelium, cells establish intercellular junctions which fulfil different functions: 

epithelial cells need to be linked together and anchored tightly to the basement membrane. To that 

purpose, four different junction types are established between cells: Tight junctions (TJs), Adherens 

junctions (AJs), Gap junctions and Desmosomes. Other junctions are present to maintain 

interactions between cells and their basement membrane: Hemi desmosomes and focal adhesion 

(Figure 6). In the following part I am going to talk about the Tight and the Adherens junctions owing 

to its relevance for the project.  

Figure 5: Interplay between the different polarity complexes in the cell. 
The Par complex, composed of Bazooka (Par3 in mammalian cells), Par6 and aPKC and the Crumbs complex composed 
of Crumbs, Stardust (PALS1 in mammalian cells) and Patj act through mutual antagonistic interactions to maintain 
basolateral localization of the Scribble complex, which is composed of Scribble, Dlg and Lgl. Adapted from Zeitler et 

al, 2004.  
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A highly specialized adhesive belt present just below the apical membrane surrounds each cell. It 

is constituted of: the Tight Junctions (TJs) or the zonula occludens region and the Adherens 

Junctions (AJs) or the zonula adherens region followed by desmosomes. Gap junctions are present 

at the basal level of the lateral membrane and are specialized in communication through the 

exchange of small molecules (Figure 6).  

a. Tight Junctions: 

Fifty years ago, Farquhar et al described the ultrastructure of the TJs (Farquhar and Palade, 1963). 

The first protein associated with these structures was discovered in 1986 and called ZO-1 (for 

Zonula Occludens 1) (Stevenson et al., 1986). Following this characterization, other proteins were 

associated to the TJs such as ZO-2, ZO-3, cingulin and JACOP (for junction associated coiled-coil 

protein) (Ohnishi et al., 2004). However, the localization of these proteins at the periphery of the 

plasma membrane and their lacking of transmembrane domains suggested that they do not 

constitute the intermembrane strands linking adjacent cells. Using similar biochemical analyses, 

Tutsika’s lab identified two transmembrane proteins at TJs: the Occludins and the Claudins (Furuse 

et al., 1993),(Furuse et al., 1998). At the same time, a member of the Immunoglobin superfamily, 

Junction Adhesion Molecule (JAM) was identified as protein localized at the TJs (Martìn-Padura 

et al., 1998). 

TJs are composed by a mesh of strands constituted by intramembranous particles, which are linearly 

polymerized (Figure 7a). The complexity of the TJs network and the number of parallel strands are 

Figure 6: Cellular junctions.  
Representation of junctional complexes in 
intestinal epithelial cells (a). Electron micrograph 
in mouse intestinal epithelial cells. TJs are circled 
(b). Taken from Tsukita et al. 2001. 
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different between the different epithelia. Its density and tightness are correlated with the trans-

epithelial electric resistance (TEER) even though some exceptions exist (Møllgård et al., 

1976),(Martinez-Palomo and Erlij, 1975). 

The transport between epithelial cells occurs through two pathways: the transcellular (through the 

cell) and the paracellular (between the cells) which depends on the TJs (Frömter and Diamond, 

1972). Dysfunction in the TJs function can then be related to many pathological conditions 

(Sawada, 2013).  

In addition to its role as a gate keeper and its selective permeability to ions and solutes, TJs have 

an important role acting as a fence, preventing the mixing between the different lipid and protein 

components of the apical and the basolateral membranes (Hartsock and Nelson, 2008). 

TJs are associated with a group of cytoplasmic proteins called the TJs protein plaque, among which 

many contain PDZ domains and/or act as molecular scaffolds, able to establish macromolecular 

complexes linking TJs with the actin cytoskeleton, the closely localized AJs and different signaling 

pathways (Schneeberger and Lynch, 2004).  

When three adjacent cells meet, it is called tricellular junctions (tTJs) (Figure 8). At the interface, 

the TJs expand along the lateral membrane and a central tube is formed, which is thought to be 

permeable to higher molecular weight solutes (Schulzke et al., 2012).  

Figure 7: The structure of the TJs. 
Freeze-Fracture Electron microscopy of mouse intestinal TJs (a) (Ap:apical side, Bl: Baslolateral side, Mv: 
microvilli, arrows show strands on the protoplasmic side, arrow heads represent grooves at the extraplasmic 
side). Thin layer vue of the TJs. The kissing point (arrowhead) where the passage is blocked with specific 
permeability (b). A three dimensional scheme for TJs between two cells (c). Taken from Tsukita et al. 2001.  
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i) The Claudin family: 

 Claudins are tetraspan proteins with short cytoplasmic tails (Figure 9b) localized at the level of the 

TJs strands. The C-terminal part of all Claudins (27 members have been identified so far), except 

the Claudin-12, ends with PDZ binding sites. These motifs mediate the interactions between 

Claudins and different proteins such as ZO-1, ZO-2, ZO-3, MUPP1 and PATJ (Hamazaki et al., 

2002; Itoh et al., 1999; Müller et al., 2003; Roh et al., 2002). All these interactions act like a bridge 

to link the actin cytoskeleton and to recruit other proteins to the TJs. 

 

Exogenous Claudin expression triggered TJs-like structures in mice fibroblasts (Figure 9d) (Furuse 

et al., 1998),(Tsukita et al., 2001), suggesting that Claudins alone are sufficient to build TJs strands. 

However overexpressing a mutant form of Claudin-1 unable to bind to the cytoskeleton lead to the 

formation of aberrant TJs strands in MDCK cells (Kobayashi et al., 2002),(McCarthy et al., 2000), 

suggesting that the cytoskeleton plays an important role in the formation, maturation and regulation 

Figure 8: Different types of TJs. 
Representation of the different types of TJs (a). Freeze-Fracture Electron microscopy for TJs in MDCK 
cells (b). Taken from Higashi et Chiba 2020. 

Figure 9: Structure of the different transmembrane proteins constituting the TJs.  
FFEM of L mouse fibroblasts expressing Claudin-1 (d). Taken from Tsukita et al. 2001 
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of the TJs. The Claudins polymerize in the TJs strands through cis (side to side) or trans (head to 

head) interactions (Tsukita et al., 2019).  

All KO mice models support the idea that Claudins are important for TJs functions (Table 1) and in 

particular for ion permeability. Indeed, most Claudins (1, 4, 5, 8, 11 and 14) are known to increase 

the TER of the cell by decreasing cation permeability while others act as cations pores and two of 

them are known to act as anion pores (Angelow et al., 2008),(Tsukita et al., 2019). These different 

ions permeability capacities are conferred by their first extracellular loop (Colegio et al., 

2003),(Colegio et al., 2002). It is worth mentioning that the function of Claudins goes far beyond 

the regulation of the barrier and adhesion. (Claude and Goodenough, 1973) observed that some 

Claudin molecules were present along the basolateral membrane of stomach epithelial cells. This 

observation was further confirmed in other tissues such as epidermis, lung, kidney, intestine and 

others (Hagen, 2017). Finally, some Claudins were detected in the nucleus (Dhawan et al., 2005), 

even though the functional relevance of this nuclear localization remains to be established.  

 

The Claudins are tissue and organ specific. They are expressed in epithelia with different barrier 

properties which suggests that a wide range of interactions between Claudins exists and could 

confer specific properties unique for each tissue (Markov et al., 2015). Generally, more than two 

different Claudins are expressed inside the cell, and having multiple Claudins that could interact 

with each other as homodimers or heterodimers could explain, at least in part, the functional 

diversity of the TJs (Furuse et al., 1999).  

Table 1: Knockout Mice models.  
Taken from Markov et al. 2015. 
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Claudins at the TJs are tightly regulated ensuring their correct localization and functions (reviewed 

in (Angelow et al., 2008)). Their cytoplasmic tail is subjected to phosphorylation by 

serine/threonine kinases and also to other post translational modifications such as palmitoylation 

(e.g. palmitoylation of Claudin-14 controlling routing to TJs (Van Itallie et al., 2005)). Claudins are 

the substrate of different kinases such as PKA (Protein Kinase A), PKC (Protein Kinase C), 

WNK1&4 (With No lysine [K] 1&4), Rho Kinase, MAP kinase, and EphA2, all modulating 

Claudins’ functions. Finally, Claudins are also regulated at the transcriptional level. For example, 

an important physiological process associated with regulation of Claudins expression is the 

epithelial to mesenchymal transition (EMT). Several Claudin genes have E box motifs in their 

promoters, which can bind and thus be silenced by Snail, a transcription factor associated with 

EMT.                   

ii) The TAMPS: Occludins, Tricellulin and MarvelD3 

 

If Claudins are responsible for the paracellular transport of ions and water between two cells, the 

TAMPs or Tight Junction-Associated Marvel domain-containing proteins are known to regulate the 

macromolecules barrier formation: the “leaky pathway” (Shen et al., 2011). Moreover, while 

Claudins alone were sufficient to create TJs strands in fibroblasts, the introduction of any of the 

three TAMPs along with Claudins is able to change the morphology of the strands suggesting that 

the TAMPs affect the organization of the TJs but not their formation (Cording et al., 2013). These 

data suggest that Claudins and TAMPs complement each other to form functional TJs. 

TAMPs are characterized by four transmembrane domains with a long C-terminal tail. They share 

homology with the MAL protein (Myelin and lymphocyte-associated protein) and are known to 

play important role in vesicle trafficking between Golgi and apical plasma membrane. 

TAMPS show some level of redundancy and could compensate for each other. For instance in 

Occludin-deficient mice, Tricellulin spread along the bicellular TJs even though in wild-type it is 

more abundant at the tricellular TJs (Ikenouchi et al., 2008). 

 

Occludins: 

Occludins are localized at the levels of the TJs strands along with the Claudins. Introduction of 

Occludin in fibroblasts expressing Claudins resulted in their colocalization at the TJs suggesting 

that Claudin play a role in the correct localization of Occludins (Furuse et al., 1998). Using 
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truncated forms of Occludin identified the second extracellular loop as necessary for its correct 

localization at the TJs (Medina et al., 2000). 

Occludin knockout mice were viable without drastic effect on the TJs structure. However, after 

birth, these KO mice showed growth retardation and chronic inflammation at the level of the gastric 

epithelium along with other abnormalities in other tissues (Saitou et al., 2000),(Schulzke et al., 

2005) suggesting that Occludins are required for the correct functions of several tissues. 

Overexpression of Occludins in MDCK cells enhanced macromolecules permeability such as 

mannitol (Balda et al., 1996), but this might actually represent a dominant-negative effect since a 

similar increased permeability to macromolecules up to 70kDa was reported after Occludin 

knockdown in CaCo-2 cells or in ex-vivo intestinal murine tissues (Al-Sadi et al., 2011). A debate 

still exists on whether or not the Occludin could affect the ion permeability and the TER of the TJs. 

Hence, Occludins appear to be important for the barrier role of the TJs, and even though it does not 

affect the TER, their disturbance changes the TJs properties and therefore may lead to damages. 

Occludins are often targets of pathogens during infections (Nava et al., 2004; Raleigh et al., 2010), 

suggesting that barrier loosening against macromolecules is a process used by pathogens to enter 

inside tissues. 

Occludins have many binding partners, among which most of them are implicated in junctional 

regulation. ZO-1, ZO-2 and ZO-3 can bind to Occludins and constitute a bridge between TJs and 

F-actin. Occludin itself could bind F-actin, a unique property among TJs transmembrane proteins 

(González-Mariscal et al., 2003). JAMs (see later) also bind Occludins. When co-transfected with 

Occludin, JAMs cause its accumulation at TJs suggesting that JAMs recruit and/or stabilize 

Occludins at TJs. Occludins belong the MAL family implicated in vesicle traffic. VAP-33 (VAMP 

associated protein of 33 kDa), a protein involved in vesicle fusion and docking (Skehel et al., 1995), 

is a binding partner of Occludins in human liver cells (Lapierre et al., 1999), suggesting that VAP-

33 could be using Occludin as an anchor for directional vesicle trafficking (Feldman et al., 2005). 

Finally, other partners for Occludins include CLMP (coxsackie- and adenovirus receptor-like 

membrane protein), JEAP (junction enriched and -associated protein) or AMOTL1 (Angiomotin 

protein like 1) and ZAK (ZO-associated kinase). A summary of the different Occludin binding 

partners is shown in Figure 10.  
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Phosphorylation on Serine/Threonine (S/T) residues represents the key factor for the regulation of 

Occludins function (Seth et al., 2007; Wong, 1997). After TJs disruption by treating cells with low 

calcium, Occludins are dephosphorylated, suggesting that the S/T phosphorylation could play a 

critical role in the maintenance of TJs integrity. Since aPKC (part of the apical polarity complex) 

is found at TJs, it was suggested that this kinase is able to phosphorylate Occludins. PP2A (protein 

phosphatase 2) and PP1 are implicated in the regulation of Occludin in MDCK and in CaCo-2 cells 

(Nunbhakdi-Craig et al., 2002; Seth et al., 2007), and Knockdown of any of these two phosphatases 

enhanced TJs stability. Surprisingly, S/T dephosphorylation associated with disruption of TJs is 

coupled with tyrosine (Y) phosphorylation, and Y kinases inhibitors prevented the disassembly of 

junctions following hydrogen peroxide treatment (Basuroy et al., 2003; Rao et al., 2002; Sheth et 

al., 2003). Many kinases have been reported to induce Y phosphorylation of Occludin including c-

Src (proto-oncogene tyrosine kinase Src) (Basuroy et al., 2003), c-Yes (tyrosine protein kinase Yes) 

(Chen et al., 2002) and PI3K (phosphatidylinositol-3 kinase) (Sheth et al., 2003). The Y 

phosphorylation of Occludin is associated with a loss of interaction with ZO-1. Thus, the balance 

between S/T and Y kinases and phosphatases regulates the phosphorylation status of Occludins and 

therefore regulates the TJs assembly/disassembly. 

Finally, Occludins can also be regulated by small GTPases such as RhoA, Rac1 (Jou et al., 1998), 

Raf-1 (Li and Mrsny, 2000) and PAR6 with its binding partner CDC42 (Gao et al., 2002), as well 

as by proteases secreted by viruses (Wu et al., 2000) and cytokines like Interferon alpha (INF-a) 

(Lechner et al., 1999). 

 

  

Figure 10: Summary of interactions between Occludin and TJs 
associated proteins.  
Abreviations: CLMP, coxsackie- and adenovirus receptor-like 
membrane protein, JEAP, junction enriched and -associated 
protein, ZAK, ZO-associated kinase. Adapted from Feldman et 

al. 2005. 
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Tricellulin and MARVELD3 

Tricellulin is concentrated at the levels of the tricellular TJs while weaker presence at bicellular 

junctions is observed. 

Knockdown of Tricellulin in cell lines induced a discontinuity of the TJs and the bicellular TJs were 

thinner with abnormal pattern of Occludin. Furthermore, the paracellular barrier was highly affected 

and the TER was compromised (Ikenouchi et al., 2005). Introduction of Tricellulin in L Fibroblast 

expressing Claudin-1 changed the shape of the TJs strands by increasing the number of crosslinks 

and Claudin oligomerization (Cording et al., 2013). Moreover, Tricellulin knockdown in CaCo-2 

cells induced a delay in barrier development (Raleigh et al., 2010). Despite all these cellular 

phenotypes caused by the deregulation of Tricellulin, the only obvious phenotype in the KO animals 

was deafness (Riazuddin et al., 2006). 

A limited number of partners are described for this protein. Giving the 32% similarity of it C-

terminal tail with that of Occludin, it is known to bind ZO-1. Tricellulin also binds MARVELD3 

but not Occludin (Furuse et al., 2014). 

 

iii) The JAMs family: 

 

Unlike the Claudins and the TAMPs, the JAMs (Junctional Adhesion Molecule; JAM-A/B/C) have 

only one transmembrane domain Figure 9c). They belong to the immunoglobulin superfamily of 

adhesion molecules (with JAM-4, coxsackievirus and adenovirus receptor (CAR) and endothelial 

cell-selective adhesion molecule (ESAM), and mediate adhesion through cis-dimerization and trans 

interactions (González-Mariscal et al., 2003). 

When JAM-A is transfected into L-fibroblasts, cells do not exhibit strand-like structure as when 

transfected with Claudins, suggesting that JAMs do not participate directly in the formation of the 

TJs strands (Itoh et al., 2001). Supporting this notion, JAMs are expressed in a variety of cells 

lacking stable junctions such as leucocytes and platelets.  

JAM-A depletion by RNAi, increased the paracellular barrier permeability (Luissint et al., 2014). 

In addition, MDCK cells lacking JAM-A were not able to form 3D polarized spheroids in collagen, 

suggesting that it participates to the establishment of the apico-basal polarity (Rehder et al., 2006), 

a function likely linked to its interaction with PAR-3 (a protein involved in polarity). The JAMs 

family have also been reported to regulate many other processes such as leucocyte trans-epithelial 
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and trans-endothelial migration, inflammation, epithelial proliferation and wound healing 

(González-Mariscal et al., 2003). 

Through a PDZ binding motif at the level of their cytoplasmic C-terminal part, JAMs interact with 

many proteins associated with the TJs such as ZO-1 and ZO-2, Afadin, MUPP1, PAR-3, and 

MAGI-1 (Membrane Associated Guanylate kinase with Inverted domain structure 1) but also PDZ-

GEF2 (guanine exchange factor 2) and CASK (calcium/Calmodulin-dependent serine protein 

kinase). 

aPKC is able to phosphorylate JAM-A, and this phosphorylation is important for the maturation of 

TJs and the maintenance of its gate function (Ebnet, 2013).  

 

iv) Other families of proteins:  

  

Recently, a family of monospan proteins was identified and associated with tTJs. Angulins, known 

before as lipolysis-stimulated lipoprotein receptor (LSR), regulate the paracellular permeability of 

the TJs barrier. Interestingly, in Angulin knockdown cells, the localization of tricellulin is impaired 

but not the other way around (Masuda et al., 2011), suggesting that Angulin is recruiting the 

tricellulin at the levels of the tTJs.  

CRUMB3 is a single-pass transmembrane protein localized at the TJs that was described and 

developed earlier in this manuscript (polarity determinants section (2.1.a)). Despite their role in 

polarity determination, CRUMBS also control TJs biology. 

 

v) Protein associated with TJs:  

A protein plaque is associated to the transmembrane proteins at the levels of the TJs. This plaque 

is connected to the actomyosin cytoskeleton. Proteins constituting this plaque can be divided in two 

groups: proteins containing PDZ domains and proteins lacking PDZ domains. 

· Members of the PDZ domain containing protein 

 

Constituted of the ZO proteins (ZO-1, ZO-2 and ZO-3), the membrane associated guanylate kinase 

inverted proteins (MAGIs), the multi PDZ protein (MUPP1), the Ras target protein Afadin (AF-6), 

PAR-3, PAR6, PALS1 and PATJ (Figure 11). 
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The ZO proteins belong to the MAGUK (Membrane Associated Guanylate Kinase) family. They 

are considered as a network interaction hub (Guillemot et al., 2008). Through its PDZ domains ZO-

1 interacts with: 

Claudins. This interaction is essential for the correct formation of TJs (Umeda et al., 2006). 

Accordingly, mammary epithelial cells which do not have ZO-1 and ZO-2 fail to assemble TJ 

strands. Introduction of a ZO-1 mutant unable to localize to the junctions but to the lateral 

membrane leads to the formation of ectopic TJ strands (Umeda et al., 2006) suggesting that the 

assembly of ZO proteins is necessary and sufficient for TJ strands formation. It is noteworthy that 

cells lacking the three ZO proteins have normal apico-basal polarity. 

 

Other ZO proteins. This dimerization is crucial for ZO-1 because cells with dimerization mutant 

ZO-1 were not able to recruit Claudins to the junctions (Umeda et al., 2006). 

 

Connexins, components of the gap junctions. Considering the increasing number of this family 

described to interact with the ZO proteins, ZOs emerge as playing a role in organizing the gap 

junctions and signaling pathway related to it (Umeda et al., 2006). 

 

JAMs. Since JAMs interact with PAR-3, ZO-1 establish a link between the polarity components 

and the Claudin-based TJs strands (Itoh et al., 2001). 

 

The interaction with p120-catenin (a component of the AJs) is unique to ZO-3. But targeted deletion 

of ZO-3, to date, is not linked to any detectable phenotypic effect.  

 

Through other domains than the PDZs, ZO-1 and ZO-2 interact with Occludins, Afadin, ZONAB 

(ZO-1 associated Y-box factor), actin and many others (Guillemot et al., 2008). Accordingly, ZO-

1 and ZO-2 regulates directly the cytoskeleton organization by binding to actin but also indirectly 

by affecting protein Rac-1 activity (a small GTPase known to regulate actin) (Guillemot et al., 

2008).  

 

PAR-3, PAR-6, PALS1 and PATJ, proteins part of the apico-basal polarity machinery were detailed 

in section 2.1.  
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MUPP1 has 13 PDZ domains, allowing it to scaffold and regroup protein complexes along the 

lateral membrane alongside the TJs. It binds to Claudins, JAM-1, CAR, Crumbs-1 and the 

angiomotin (AMOT) family. 

 

AF-6 (Afadin) was originally identified as a fusion protein of the acute lymphoblastic leukemia-1 

(ALL-1). It is concentrated at the levels of the TJs but also the AJs. It could bind to the JAMs and 

the Eph (Erythropoietin-Producing human Hepatocellular receptors) family of tyrosine kinase 

receptors. It interacts with profilin, a major remodeler of actin filaments. AF-6 appears to play a 

critical role for early polarization of the apical junctional complex (Huang et al., 2012). 

 

The MAGI family. This family will be detail in chapter 5 of this thesis manuscript. 

Hence, the PDZ containing domain proteins of the TJs plaque regroup many proteins, involved in 

signaling, adhesion and maintenance of the TJs. 

 

· Members of the non PDZ containing proteins of the TJ plaque 

 

Cingulin and Paracingulin. Unlike Cingulin, a TJs specific protein, Paracingulin is found at TJs and 

AJs. They both associate with the actin and microtubule cytoskeletons. Cingulin interacts with 

Myosin and is recruited to the TJs by ZO-1 (Gonzalez-Mariscal et al., 2016). Both proteins can 

regulate RhoA activity (a small GTPase molecule able to regulate the dynamic of Actin). Cingulin 

is characterized by a globular head and forms a parallel homodimer with two subunits. The head 

Figure 11: The different PDZ containing domain proteins associated with the TJs.  
Their potential interactors are represented. Taken from Gonzalez-Mariscal et al, 2003 
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interacts with several protein, such as Actin but also the ZO protein family, Occludin. Its knock-

down or upregulation do not affect the TJs formation and the barrier function but affects the 

expression of a wide range of genes, including several genes coding for the TJs components Claudin 

and Occludin (Guillemot et al., 2004). 

 

AMOT family. This family will be presented in the future section 3.3 of this manuscript.  

The protein plaque is composed of many other proteins implicated in signaling and the maintenance 

of cellular architecture.  

 

b. Adherens junctions: 

 

AJs are found directly below the TJs (Figure 6). They connect neighboring cells together by initiating 

and stabilizing the cell-cell adhesion. These junctions contribute to the establishment and 

maintenance of the apico-basal polarity of the epithelial cells (Coopman and Djiane, 2016) but also 

to mechanical sensor functions and to signaling pathways that are essential for survival, growth and 

development, proliferation and differentiation (Collinet and Lecuit, 2013). 

 

They were first referred to as stable structures at the cellular membrane (Farquhar and Palade, 1963) 

but a dynamic view of these junctions has emerged in the recent years. Even though cells need 

stable adhesion to sustain a robust entity and polarized epithelia, cell-cell contact remodeling occurs 

in a variety of physiological processes such as development and wound healing (Collinet and 

Lecuit, 2013). The remodeling of AJs is associated with adjustment of cell size, structure and 

activity (Coopman and Djiane, 2016). Plasticity of the AJs is not just the product of adhesion 

molecules recycling, it is also due to active pulling forces that are caused by the interaction between 

actin filaments and AJs components (Takeichi, 2014). The core of the AJs is composed of the 

cadherin superfamily such as E-cadherin and catenin family members’ p120, a-catenin and β-

catenin (Figure 12). 
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i) The core complex of the AJs 

   

  E-cadherin: 

Cadherins, a name derived from "Calcium dependent ADHEsion", constitute a superfamily of 

transmembrane glycoproteins, which may interact in trans with other cadherin molecules, in a 

calcium dependent manner through their extracellular domain, and which play a key role in their 

adhesion function (Takeichi, 1977). 

 

The E (epithelial)-cadherin is considered as the main protein in the classical cadherin family along 

with the N (neural), the P (Placental), the R (Retina) and the VE (vascular endothelial) cadherin. It 

is a transmembrane glycoprotein with one single-pass (Hartsock and Nelson, 2008). 

 

The extracellular domain or ectodomain of E-cadherin is formed by five repetitions of extracellular 

cadherin repeats (EC1-5) in tandem. EC1-4 are highly conserved between species whereas the EC5, 

Figure 12: Molecular architecture of adherens junctions.  
a) A model for the E-cadherin and the catenin family complex based on crystal structure: pink and blue domains (the 
ectodomain) of the E-cadherin is bound to divalent Ca2+ion (green) and O-linked glycans (brown). The p120 catenin (orange) 

binds to the juxtamembrane domain of E-cadherin. The β-catenin (dark pink) and the a-catenin bind the E-cadherin-catenin 
binding domain found in the cytoplasmic domain of E-cadherin. Taken from Masatoshi Takeichi 2014 
b) A schematic model of the interaction between the E-cadherin and the catenin family proteins. The extracellular domain of 
the E-cadherin contains five repetitions (EC1-5). The combination of three calcium ions between each EC domain enables the 
formation of rigid homophilic interactions in trans (by its EC1) with other E-cadherin molecules present on the neighbouring 
cells. The cytoplasmic domain allows the interaction with the catenin family proteins that play an important role in anchoring 
the F-actin at the levels of the AJs. Adapted from Wheelock et al, 2008.  

B A 
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also known as MPED (Membrane Proximal Extracellular Domain), is the least conserved. Then, 

the hydrophobic membrane domain is followed by a short cytosolic domain (Figure 12). The latter 

enables the interaction of E-cadherin with other proteins implicated in endocytosis, recycling, 

degradation, signaling, transcription and the regulation of the actin cytoskeleton (Hartsock and 

Nelson, 2008). This domain has two binding regions: the JMD (for juxtamembrane domain) binding 

to p120-catenin and the CBD (for catenin binding domain) associated with β-catenin. The anchoring 

of E-cadherin to the actin cytoskeleton is processed through α-catenin which is able to bind to β-

catenin. 

 

The total knockout of E-cadherin is lethal in mouse embryos which show defects in cell junctions 

and in the organization of the cytoskeleton, which in turn lead to the failure of formation of the 

trophectoderm, the first polarized epithelial layer in the embryo (Larue et al., 1994). Moreover, 

conditional knockouts (removing the gene in a specific tissue) confirm the important role of the E-

cadherin not just in establishing cell-cell adhesion but also in the formation of the TJs (Tunggal et 

al., 2005).  

 

E-cadherin is tightly regulated in cells and cadherin-mediated cell-cell adhesion is highly dynamic. 

For example, during epithelial to mesenchymal transition in normal and cancer cells, the expression 

of E-cadherin is downregulated while other members of the cadherin superfamily are taking over. 

The regulation of the cadherin switch and the implication of E-cadherin in cancer will be further 

detailed in chapter 4.2 of the introduction.  

 

 

p120-catenin: 

 

p120 was initially identified as a substrate for Src kinase. Its tyrosine phosphorylation mediated by 

Src correlated with cellular transformation (Reynolds et al., 1989) and then later assigned to the 

catenin family due to its sequence homology with β-catenin. p120-catenin is ubiquitously 

expressed.  

 

It has 10 armadillo repeats allowing it to interact with the JMD of E-cadherin and mutations in this 

domain have shown that it is necessary and sufficient to recruit p120 to the AJs (Thoreson et al., 

2000). This binding stabilizes E-cadherin by preventing its endocytosis. This was demonstrated by 

conducting downregulation experiments of p120 in human cells; the downregulation causes the loss 
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of membranous E-cadherin, its internalization and its trafficking to the lysosomes for degradation 

(reviewed in (Xiao et al., 2007)). p120 is not required for the correct distribution of E-cadherin at 

the plasma membrane but once it is there its stabilization depends on the presence of p120. Different 

studies have highlighted several mechanisms to better understand the stabilization of E-cadherin by 

p120. It was demonstrated that p120 is in competition with Presenilin 1 and Hakai to bind the JMD 

of E-cadherin. Presenilin 1 binds to E-cadherin and mediates its proteolytic cleavage (Kouchi et al., 

2009) whereas Hakai is an E3 ubiquitin ligase able to bind phosphorylated E-cadherin and target it 

to degradation (Fujita et al., 2002). Other evidences suggest the presence of a di-leucine motif next 

to the JMD important for the clathrin-dependent E-cadherin endocytosis, which is hidden by the 

binding of p120 hide this motif (Chiasson et al., 2009). 

  

Another important role of p120 is the regulation of Rho family of small GTPases (RhoA, Rac1 and 

Cdc42). This family of proteins regulates cell migration and the actomyosin cytoskeleton dynamic. 

p120 inhibits RhoA and activates Rac1 and Cdc42. It can directly bind and inhibit RhoA activity. 

Moreover, at newly formed AJs, p120 can activate Rac1 and Cdc42 to promote actin cytoskeleton 

remodeling and at the same time recruit 190RhoGap which is a mediator of Rac-dependent 

inhibition of RhoA activity. Finally, p120 associates and links directly the Rho associated protein 

kinase 1 (ROCK1) to the plasma membrane (Kourtidis et al., 2013) and it can also regulate the 

stability and the association of microtubules at the AJs.  

 

  β-catenin: 

 

β-catenin has 12 armadillo repeats mediating protein-protein interactions and was first discovered 

as an adhesion molecule present at the level of AJs linking E-cadherin to F-actin via a-catenin 

(Kemler, 1993). It binds E-cadherin through its armadillo repeats in a phospho-regulated manner 

while its N-terminal part binds a-catenin. 

 

In vivo, the knockout of β-catenin is lethal at the embryonic stage, 5.5 days after mating: the absence 

of the β-catenin leads to a defect in the ectoderm formation and a failure in the establishment of the 

A/B polarity axis (Huelsken et al., 2000). 
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It plays a dual role depending on its localization in the cell:  

a. Part of the AJs core complex to stabilize the complex. 

b. A key nuclear effector associated with the WNT canonical pathway (detailed in section 

3.1 of the manuscript). 

 

How can the β-catenin mediate both adhesive and signaling functions separately?  

Its structure has the answer. Most of the β-catenin binding proteins have overlapping sites at the 

levels of the ARM repeats: E-cadherin, APC (for adematosis polyposis coli, an important partner 

in the destruction complex) and TCF/Lef (for T Cell Factor/ Lymphoid Enhancer binding protein, 

its main partner in the nucleus) (Valenta et al., 2012) (Figure 13). Moreover, depending on its 

conformation, β-catenin will be committed to a specific role. To date, the switch between the two 

pools of β-catenin is still not entirely clear. Brembeck et al. have characterized BCL9 (B-cell CLL/ 

lymphoma 9 protein)-2 and shown that its binding domain overlaps with the a-catenin binding 

domain. They identified a tyrosine that needs to be phosphorylated within this region enhancing its 

binding to BCL9-2 and inducing its translocation into the nucleus and thus enabling its 

transcriptional activity (Brembeck et al., 2004). siRNA directed against BCL9-2 in SW480 

fibroblast-like cells enhanced their epithelial morphology by keeping the β-catenin at the level of 

the membrane and stabilizing the core complex of the AJs whereas the expression of BCL9-2 in 

MDCK cells (epithelial cells) induced EMT.  

   

 

Figure 13: β-catenin structure and binding partners.  
The β-catenin protein is composed of 12 armadillo repeats 
represented by boxes flanked by the N and the C terminal domains. 
The different binding proteins based on the bibliography are 
represented. All of these partners have overlapping binding domains. 
The one in purple represents the protein related to AJs, in blue are 
related to the β-catenin destruction complex, in red are activators of 
the β-catenin transcription function, in green are the different 
transcription factor bound by β-catenin the nucleus and finally in grey 
are proteins able to repress the transcription activity of β-catenin. 
Orange circles represent phosphorylation sites known to enhance the 
binding to β-catenin. APC, Adenoma Polyposis Coli; TCF/Lef, T-cell 
factor/Lymphoid enhancer factor; AR, Androgen Receptor; LRH-1, 
Liver Receptor Homologue-1; ICAT, Inhibitor of b-catenin and TCF; 
BCL9, B-cell lymphoma-9. Taken from Valenta et al, 2012. 
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The interaction between β-catenin and the newly synthetized E-cadherin occurs in the endoplasmic 

reticulum (ER). This interaction provides a mutual protection of both proteins. The binding of β-

catenin to E-cadherin covers the PEST (for proline, glutamate, serine, threonine) domain of E-

cadherin recognized by the E3 ubiquitin ligase thereby protecting it from degradation. 

Simultaneously, E-cadherin association to β-catenin protects it from degradation mediated by its 

destruction complex in the cytoplasm (Valenta et al., 2012).  

β-catenin can also associate with several proteins implicated in the actin cytoskeleton regulation 

such as Fascin, IQGAP and a-actinin (see section 2.3 for more details about these proteins). 

 

a-catenin: 

 

a-catenin has three different isoforms: αE (epithelial)-catenin, αN (neural)-catenin and αT (heart 

and testicles) catenin. It has three domains, the N-terminal, the middle and the C-terminal and each 

domain has a different set of interactors. For example, the N-terminal part binds β-catenin, the 

middle part can associate with vinculin, an actin binding protein closely related to a-catenin, and 

the C-terminal domain can link F-actin (Takeichi, 2018). 

 

a-catenin is needed to strengthen the cadherin-catenin complex adhesiveness by linking it to the 

actin cytoskeleton under force and tension. Cells lacking a-catenin display a deficiency in cell-cell 

adhesion, and even though they do have the rest of the core complex, they fail to concentrate it at 

the cell surface suggesting that a-catenin plays an important role in maintaining the cadherin 

/catenin complex at the level of the membrane (reviewed in Scott and Yap, 2006).  

 

Interestingly, a-catenin is detected as a homodimer in the cytosol. This homodimer binds F-actin 

in a cadherin-catenin independent manner to regulate the F-actin dynamic suggesting that a-catenin 

has other roles than cell-cell adhesion. The association with β-catenin masks its homo-dimerization 

domain concluding that a-catenin is in its monomeric form when associated to the AJs. It can also 

translocate to the nucleus and interfere with the transcriptional activity of β-catenin. (Takeichi, 

2018). 

 

a-catenin possesses other binding partners such as a-actinin, afadin and formin (actin binding 

proteins), zevatin which binds the non-muscular myosin at the same time linking the AJs to actin 

and tension forces and finally ZO-1 (component of the TJs) (Kobielak and Fuchs, 2004).  
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ii) The phospho-regulation of the cadherin-catenin complex association and levels 

 

The structural and functional integrity of the E-cadherin/catenin/actin complexes is largely 

regulated by phosphorylation and de-phosphorylation processes, respectively dependent on protein 

kinases and phosphatases. The phosphorylation of these proteins can affect them either by 

increasing their affinity to bind other proteins or by inhibiting their protein interactions or by 

affecting their amount in cells (Bertocchi et al., 2012).  

 

A main kinase family implicated in the regulation of the core complex interaction is the Src family 

of tyrosine kinases (reviewed in (Coopman and Djiane, 2016) and this by: 

i. Phosphorylation of E-cadherin on two different residues (Y753/754) enabling thus its 

degradation through the proteasome 

ii. Phosphorylation of β-catenin on Y86 and Y654 thus decreasing its affinity for E-cadherin 

iii. Phosphorylation of a-catenin on Y177 thus inhibiting cell adhesion 

iv. Phosphorylation of p120-catenin on Y112 thereby destabilizing the AJs 

 

Other kinases can affect the establishment and the levels of the core AJs complex: 

i. The RET receptor kinase can phosphorylate β-catenin and impair its binding E-cadherin 

ii. The tyrosine kinases such as EGFR FGFR2-3 are able to phosphorylate β-catenin thus 

causing its dissociation from the membrane and its cytoplasmic accumulation finally 

activating the WNT/ β-catenin canonical pathway. 

iii. CK1, a serine/threonine kinase, phosphorylates E-cadherin. This phosphorylation inhibits 

its localization at the membrane weakening its binding to β-catenin. 

iv. JNK phosphorylates β-catenin disturbing its cellular contacts 

While many phosphorylations have negative effect on the AJs complex, others promote its 

stabilization. The SYK kinase, CK2 and PKC ensure the correct localization of the different 

components at the cell membrane and the enhancement of cell-cell adhesion. 

 

iii) Nectin/Afadin complex 

 

The Nectin/Afadin complex is also essential for intercellular adhesion at the level of the AJs. From 

a structural point of view, Nectin is an adhesion molecule related to the immunoglobulin 
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(Ig)/Calcium-independent superfamily and containing three Ig domains in its extracellular part. The 

family of nectins is composed of four members which form homodimers in cis on the same cell. 

They share the same general structure, defined by three extracellular Ig type domains, one 

transmembrane domain and an intracellular domain capable of interacting with the actin-binding 

protein, Afadin/AF-6.  

Loss of Afadin delays the E-cadherin localization at the cell membrane but also weakens the AJs. 

Nectin/Afadin interacts with Par3 and controls its’ correct spatio-temporal localization, and thus 

A/B polarity establishment. (Campbell et al., 2017). 

   

c. Interplay between AJs and TJs and assembly of apical junctions: 
 

The TJs and the AJs are not independent structures; they communicate and are physically linked. 

During the assembly of the apical junctions of the cells, the assembly of the AJs enables the 

formation of TJs. Below, the assembly of apical junctions reviewed in (Campbell et al., 2017; 

Coopman and Djiane, 2016) Figure 14 is detailed : 

1. Actin protrusions are formed in order to get adjacent membranes for two different cells. 

2. The Nectin/Afadin complex is set up and forms an homophilic interaction in trans. Afadin 

recruits ZO-1 

3. The cadherin complex assembles and a-catenin binds ZO-1. 

4. Once the AJs matured, the occludins and other TJs proteins are recruited. 

5. Occludins bind ZO-1 and as TJs matured, ZO-1 dissociates from the AJs and binds exclusively 

the TJs.  

Figure 14: Sequential formation and assembly of the AJs and the TJs.  
Once membranes of adjacent cells meet, a nectin/Afadin complex based trans interaction is established. Afadin (in red) recruits 

ZO-1 to the membrane and the cadherin complex starts to assemble (Cadherin in pink, a-catenin in yellow and β-catenin in blue). 

The a-catenin binds ZO-1 and the AJs starts to mature. As the AJs mature, occludins and claudins (proteins of the TJs core) are 
recruited and ZO-1 switches partners and associates with occludin). Taken from Campbell et al, 2017 
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This model of junctional assembly is not exclusive and many studies suggest the implication of 

other protein complexes. Moreover, ZO-1 is shown to have other binding proteins at the levels of 

the AJs such as vinculin, proteins implicated in the regulation of F-actin dynamic suggesting that 

ZO-1 modulates the actin cytoskeleton at the levels of the apical junction promoting maturation and 

assembly of its different components. 

 

2.3.  Maintenance of cellular architecture (actin cytoskeleton): 

The cytoskeleton is constituted of cytoplasmic proteins forming a robust structure inside the cell 

Figure 15. It has three main role (Pollard and Goldman, 2018): 

· Spatially organize the intracellular space.  

· Connect the cell physically and biochemically to its surrounding environment.  

· Maintain mechanical integrity and generate coordinated force that enable the cell to move, 

divide and change shape.  

In Eukaryotic cell, the cytoskeleton is composed of three polymers, the actin filament (F-actin), the 

intermediate filament and the microtubules. The structure of these polymers is different and each 

one of them has its own function inside the cell. Immunofluorescence images (cf Figure 15) show 

that one pool of actin (in blue) is concentrated around the periphery of the cell (cortical actin) and 

another pool is present in bundles (stress fibers) and is anchored to the plasma membrane at 

Figure 15: Cytoskeleton organization in cells.  
Fluorescence of a cultured fibroblast stained 
with fluorescent phalloidin (blue) and 
antibodies to microtubules (green) and 
intermediate filaments (red). Adapted from 

Pollard and Goldman, 2018.  
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adhesion sites (Svitkina, 2018). In contrast, the intermediate filaments (in red) are present in the 

cytoplasm around the nucleus and they propagate to the periphery to anchor the desmosomes and 

the hemi-desmosomes (Jones et al., 2017) (mentioned in section 2.2.a and 2.2.b). Finally, the 

microtubules which are dense, long and stiff polymers (in green) all start from one specific point 

inside the cell: the Microtubule Organizing Center (MOC), and radiate to the edge of the cell.  

 

These three filaments assemble spontaneously inside the cell under physiological conditions. The 

microtubules and the F-actin are dynamic features and they require energy (GTP (guanine tri-

phosphate) and ATP (adenosine tri-phosphate) respectively) for their polymerization/ 

depolymerization (reviewed in (Pollard and Goldman, 2018). The components of the cytoskeleton 

are linked together; this link provides a robust mechanosensation web in the cell.  

 

In the section below, I will mainly detail the actin cytoskeleton because of its relevance to my 

project. 

 

Cells are able to change their shape and adapt to their environment, to divide, to migrate in order to 

pass through narrow spaces and to activate endo and exocytosis. The main mechanism by which 

these cells modify their shape is by assembling actin. Actin are monomers of proteins assembled 

into a variety of architecture (cf Figure 16) that fulfill a multitude of functions. 

 

At the front of the cell, the branched and cross-linked actin (lamellipodia) acts as an engine for cell 

movement and its polymerization pushes the cell membrane forward. Filopodia help the cell 

determine the direction in which it will be going. Cortical actin maintain cell shape and Stress fibers 

connect the cell to the ECM via focal adhesions sites acting as tension sensors (shown in Figure 16). 

The myosin superfamily, a well-known actin molecular motor, assembles in filaments and once 

incorporated in F-actin causes its contraction and tension (Blanchoin et al., 2014). 
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How this diversity of actin structures is generated inside the cell?  

 

a. Dynamic of the actin cytoskeleton: 

 

The core component of actin filaments is G-actin or globular actin. It will assemble into double 

helical filaments called F-actin. The assembly is composed of three main steps: nucleation, 

elongation and steady states (summarized in Figure 17).  

 

Figure 16: Schematic representation of a cell with 
different architecture.  
i) cell cortex, ii) an example of contractile fibers: the 
stress fibers, iii) lamellipodium, vi) filopodium. 
Adapted from Blanchoin et al, 2014.  

Figure 17: Steps for F-actin formation: Nucleation, Elongation and steady state phase.  
Taken from https://www.mechanobio.info/cytoskeleton-dynamics/what-is-

thecytoskeleton/what-are-actin-filaments/how-do-actin-filaments-grow/. 
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One monomer of G-actin has binding sites for two additional monomers. Binding an ATP molecule 

and an Mg2+ bivalent ion, the monomer is active and ready for the nucleation step. The nucleation 

step is the formation of a trimer of G-actin. Once the trimer is formed the elongation occurs. This 

step consists in the addition of monomers from both sides of the trimer. The actin filament has two 

distinguishable ends: the positive (barbed) and the negative (pointed) end. It is noteworthy that the 

positive end polymerizes five to ten times faster than the negative end. The polarity of the F-actin 

is important for the assembly but also for the myosin filament movement relative to the actin 

(Cooper, 2000).  

 

The ATP is hydrolyzed upon the incorporation of the monomer inside the filament.  

 

The last step (steady state) is the step in which the concentration of G-actin is low and an 

equilibrium between the G-actin and the F-actin occurs in the cell: the association of actin-ATP is 

compensated by the dissociation of actin-ADP. 

After each dissociation, the ADP is exchanged with an ATP and the monomer is integrated again 

in the filament. This phenomenon of polymerization at the positive side, the hydrolysis of ATP, the 

dissociation of actin-ADP at the negative end and the exchange of nucleotides is called treadmilling 

of the F-actin (Gressin, 2016).  

 

Hence, the formation of actin filaments in the cell is a dynamic mechanism. It is regulated by the 

concentration of salt at the physiological state, the concentration of ATP, and the concentration or 

the availability of G-actin.  

 

But having different structures of F-actin inside the cell implies the need to have regulators able of 

guiding the cell toward each type to meet its needs. Thus, the next part will deal with the actin 

regulation and regulators.  

 

b. Regulation and associated proteins: 

 

In vivo, cells tightly control the turnover of actin and this is done by:  

1. Maintaining G-actin stores 

2. Triggering the formation of new filaments and forming specific structures  

3. Inhibiting when needed the polymerization of the minus end (preventing shortage of G-

actin) 
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4. Accelerating the disassembly of old F-actin to maintain a high concentration of G-actin 

inside the cell 

This is regulated by actin binding proteins (ABPs). ABPs include Profilin, nucleation proteins, 

capping proteins and Cofilin or ADF (for actin depolymerizing factor) (summarized in (Pollard, 

2016)). 

 

i. Profilin: 

 

The G-actin located in the cell is not stable; it needs to be associated to Profilin, a step essential for 

cell survival since its knockdown abolishes the formation of all lamelipodia in Drosophila (Rogers 

et al., 2003). Profilin has high affinity for ATP bound G-actin, and binds the barbed end of the 

monomers inhibiting their spontaneous nucleation thus promoting polymerization only at the 

barbed (+) end of the filaments. Once the monomer is associated to the filament, Profilin dissociates 

freeing the barbed end for extra polymerization. 

 

Another important role of Profilin is to dissociate ADP from newly freed actin monomers thus 

favoring the exchange with ATP priming actin monomers to be integrated in F-actin.  

 

ii. Nucleation proteins:  

 

(Figure 18) Nucleation proteins include the ARP (actin related protein) 2/3 complex, responsible for 

branched/cross-linked Composed of actin formation, this complex is poised in cells and activated 

by a nucleation promoting factor (NPF) such as N-WASP (Wiskott-Aldrich syndrome protein). It 

catalyzes the polymerization of de novo filaments recycling older filaments (Chesarone and Goode, 

2009).  
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Other proteins in this family include the Formins, nucleators of bundled actin implicated in stress 

fibers, filopodia, cytokinesis, polarized cell growth, cell motility and vesicle transport (Edwards et 

al., 2014). This family of protein is characterized by the presence of two well-defined domains 

called FH1 and FH2 essential for the nucleation. While FH2 can dimerize and form a circle around 

and stabilize the barbed extremity for further polymerization, the FH1 domain binds Profilin linked 

to ATP-actin thus bringing actin monomers closer to the nucleation area and facilitating the 

elongation process (Chesarone and Goode, 2009). The Ena/Vasp family of nucleators has similar 

functions as Formins. 

WH2 domain containing proteins also include Spire, Cordon bleu (Cobl) and Leiomodinn (Lmod) 

(Quinlan et al., 2005; Ahuja et al., 2007; Chereau et al., 2008). These proteins bind and cluster G-

actin monomers, a step sufficient to create a stable nucleus and initiate F-actin elongation 

(Chesarone and Goode, 2009). 

 

iii. Capping proteins (Cp): 

 

These proteins inhibit the elongation of F-actin. Indeed, uncontrolled actin filaments elongation is 

toxic in part because actin pushing toward the cell membrane generates pressure that might lead to 

Figure 18: Summary of the different classes of actin nucleators and their mechanisms of action.  
ARP2/3 is recruited on a pre-existing actin filament and acts simultaneously with its N-WASP activator. ARP2/3 
contains two actin-related subunits, in addition to those present on N-WASP, allow the nucleation of a new 
filament. The formin dimerizes in a round shape and is capable of stabilizing two actin monomers to initiate 
elongation of a filament. Formin remains associated with the barbed end of the actin filament to promote 
elongation. Spire, Cobl, Lmod, interact with three or four actin monomers via the WH2 domain or other domains 
as is the case for Lmod. They are then able to form a stable nucleus to initiate the elongation of the filament. 
Adapted from Chesarone and Goode 2009. 
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plasma membrane breakage. Cp proteins compete with nucleation proteins such as profilin to bind 

the barbed end of F-actin (Dang, 2014) thus ensuring tight regulation and recycling of actin 

monomers. 

Cross linker proteins such as Filamin, a-actinin, Fascin, Fimbrin, Spectrin and Dystrophin further 

stabilize the different F-actin architectures (Figure 19). They affect the dynamics of the actin 

cytoskeleton by cross-linking actin filaments and other cytoskeleton components thus creating a 

scaffold that provides cellular stability and integrates the inputs from different signaling pathways 

such as the Hippo pathway. 

 

iv. Severing proteins: Cofilin/ADF 

 

They control the depolymerization, the disassembly and the fragmentation of F-actin. Five members 

have been characterized: ADF, Cofilin, Actophorin, Depactin and Destrin. 

These proteins are able to bind G- and F-actin. For instance, Cofilin binds preferentially to ADP-

conjugated G-actin monomers preventing the ATP nucleotide exchange, thus preventing 

polymerization. Cofilin also binds the ADP-actin of old F-actin causing twisting and rendering it 

more suited for depolymerization (Gressin, 2016). 

Figure 19: A non-exhaustive list of the different bundlers and crosslinkers of actin.  

Small proteins such as fascin, fimbrin and a-actinin form actin budles. Others that are larger such as Spectrin, filamin and dystrophin 
create larger spaces between the different F-actin and thereby form actin networks. Taken from 

https://www.mechanobio.info/cytoskeleton-dynamics/actin-crosslinking/. 
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Small GTPases such as Rho, Rac and Cdc42 are the main regulators of ABPs and thereby of actin 

cytoskeleton organization and remodeling. 

The actin cytoskeleton is therefore a highly dynamic multi-protein polymer that is tightly regulated 

and involved in many physiological processes. 

 

3. Implication of junctions in signaling : 

Many components of the different signaling pathways are located and concentrated at the level of 

cellular junctions and are regulated by the polarity machinery. In this chapter, I will give few 

noteworthy examples relevant to the project.  

3.1. WNT/β-catenin pathway: 

 

The β-catenin protein is essential both for the structure and function of the AJs and the WNT/ β-

catenin signaling pathway.  

While the membrane pool of β-catenin is highly stable, the cytoplasmic pool is not. In the absence 

of WNT signaling, the cytoplasmic pool is destroyed (Bienz, 2005). It is worth mentioning that the 

membrane pool of β-catenin is tightly bound to E-cadherin and this interaction is regulated by 

phosphorylation events (Nelson and Nusse, 2004).  

WNT stands for Wingless (the segment polarity gene in Drosophila melanogaster) and its homolog 

in vertebrates integrated (int-1) (Komiya and Habas, 2008). They are secreted glycoproteins that 

regulates many cellular processes such as cell fate determination, cell migration, proliferation stem 

cell renewal, neuronal patterning but also organogenesis during embryonic development and 

playing a key roles during adult tissues homeostasis in multicellular organisms (Steinhart and 

Angers, 2018).  

When WNT is OFF (cf. Figure 20), the destruction complex is active in the cytoplasm. It is 

composed of the scaffold proteins Axin, and Adenomatosis Polyposis Coli (APC), and of the 

enzymes protein phosphatase 2A (PP2A), glycogen synthase kinase β (GSK3β) and casein kinase 

1a (CK1a). The β-catenin is phosphorylated by CK1a and GSK3. This phosphorylation is 
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important for the recruitment of the SCF E3 ubiquitin ligase which will target β-catenin to the 

proteasome for degradation (Komiya and Habas, 2008).  

 

The binding of Wnt to the receptor Frizzled (Fz) and its co-receptor LRP5/6 (LDL Receptor related 

proteins 5/6) turns the pathway ON and induces first the recruitment of Dishevelled (Dsh) via its 

interaction with Fz. Secondly, Axin and GSK3β are recruited by Dsh enabling the phosphorylation 

of the LRP5/6. This phosphorylation recruits CSK1a which will phosphorylate LRP5/6. Finally, 

phosphorylated LRP5/6 binds Axin and promotes its degradation thus inhibiting the assembly of 

the destruction complex and stabilizing the cytoplasmic pool of β-catenin in the cell(Tolwinski and 

Wieschaus, 2004). However, studies (Cselenyi et al., 2008), (Piao et al., 2008) and (Stamos et al., 

2014) have claimed that these phosphorylations directly block the degradation of β-catenin by 

inhibiting the kinase activity of the GSK3β.  

The accumulation the β-catenin in the cytoplasm is then followed by its translocation to the nucleus 

where it acts as a transcription co-activator factor and modulates the Tcf (T Cell Factor)/Lef 

(Lymphoid Enhancer binding protein) family of DNA binding protein activity.  

In the extracellular medium, secreted factors have been identified to be able to antagonize the 

interaction between WNT and FZ or LRP5/6. This includes Dickkopf (DKK) (Glinka et al., 1998), 

WNT inhibitor protein (WIF)(Hsieh et al., 1999), soluble Frizzled related protein (SFRP) (Hoang 

et al., 1998), Cerebrus (Bouwmeester et al., 1996) and others summarized in (Komiya and Habas, 

Figure 20: an overview of the WNT/Beta-catenin signaling pathway.  
Taken from Schaefer et al, 2019 
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2008). The canonical WNT signaling is implicated in many human diseases and in cancer. A 

summary of the implication of each component of the WNT signaling in diseases and cancer can 

be found in Table 2. 

 

3.2. MAP kinase pathways: 

The Mitogen Activated Protein Kinase (MAPK) pathways convey, enhance and integrate signals 

from a variety of stimuli such as growth factors and stress and mediate an appropriate cellular 

response including cellular proliferation, differentiation, apoptosis and inflammatory responses in 

mammalian cells (Qi and Elion, 2005; Zhang and Liu, 2002). This is achieved by phosphorylating 

different downstream targets such as Transcription Factors, cytoskeletal proteins and kinases that 

will play a role in gene expression, metabolism, cellular division and morphology as well as 

survival. 

Till now, four classical branches have been characterized: The Extracellular Regulated Kinase 1/2 

(ERK1/2), Jun N-terminal Kinase (JNK1, JNK2), P38 kinase isozymes (p38a, p38β, p38γ and 

p38δ) and ERK5(Qi and Elion, 2005). The first three are the most characterized and I have chosen 

to detail the p38 pathway the most. 

The MAPK pathways contain a kinase cascade comprising a MAP kinase kinase kinase 

(MAPKKK), a MAP kinase kinase (MAPKK) and a MAP kinase (MAPK). Most of the time, the 

Table 2: Summary of diseases and syndrome in which the canonical WNT pathway component are 
implicated.  
Taken from Moon et al, 2004 
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signal is sent by small GTPases anchored to the membrane. These GTPases are regulators of 

junctions assembly and stability and of the cytoskeleton (Citi et al., 2014) . 

 

The MAPKKK are activated by relief of auto-inhibition and oligomerization or through binding to 

the small GTPases. This activation leads to the MAPKK activation by a dual phosphorylation of 

Serine threonine residues. Interestingly the MAPKK exhibit great specificity for their 

MAPK(Cargnello and Roux, 2011). Upon their phosphorylation, they phosphorylate the MAPKs 

on double residues (threonine and tyrosine) enabling thus their activity.  

For all the pathways, scaffold molecules have been identified (Good et al., 2011). These proteins 

are able to tether at least two kinases from the cascade. The purpose of this, similarly to all scaffold 

proteins, is to enhance the signaling by concentrating the MAPKs together, providing thus a spatial 

and temporal regulation of the cascade and localizing the complex in a specific cellular 

site(Morrison, 2012). Specific scaffolds exist for each pathway: KSR (Kinase suppressor of RAS) 

and MP1 (MEK1 scaffolding protein) for ERK1/2, JIP1-4 (JNK interacting proteins) and POSH 

(Plenty of SH3s) for JNK and JIP1-2 and OSM (osmosensing scaffold for MEKK3) for 

p38(Morrison, 2012). 

 

a. The ERK1/2 pathway: 

 

ERK was the first MAPK that was cloned and characterized (Cargnello and Roux, 2011). It is a 

serine threonine kinase that transmits mainly mitogenic signals. It is located in the cytoplasm and 

translocates to the nucleus upon activation to regulate transcription factor activity and gene 

expression(Guo et al., 2020). The Ras-Raf/MEK/ERK pathway is one of the best MAPK signaling 

characterized so far. 

The ERK module is activated by growth factors such as Platelet-Derived growth factor (PDGF), 

Epidermal growth factor (EGF), Nerve growth factor (NGF) and Insulin (Boulton et al., 1990). 

Moreover, it can be activated by G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs), cytokines, microtubules 

disorganization and osmotic stress (Raman et al., 2007). 
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The RAF family of proteins are the main MAPKKK composing this pathway (Figure 21). In contrast, 

MOS et TPL2 are utilized in a more restricted cell type and stimulus specific matter (Gotoh and 

Nishida, 1995),(Salmeron et al., 1996). 

 

ERK kinase has many targets (reviewed in (Yoon and Seger, 2006)): some of them are localized in 

the cytoplasm like MLCK (Myosin light chain kinase) and RAF while others can be found in the 

nucleus such as ATF2 (Cyclic AMP-dependent transcription factor), cMYC (myc proto-oncogene 

protein), cFOS (fos proto-oncogene protein), STAT3 (signal transducer and activator of 

transcription) and SMAD2/3 (mother against decapentaplegic homolog 2/3). Interestingly, some 

targets are located at the level of the plasma membrane like SYK (tyrosine protein kinase syk) and 

EGFR or are part of the cytoskeleton such as Paxillin, Tau (microtubule associated protein tau), 

and Dystrophin. 

The ERK pathway plays a critical role in the regulation of the cellular proliferation via several 

mechanisms (reviewed in (Meloche and Pouysségur, 2007)). As an example, Cyclin D1 which is 

crucial for the progression into the G1 phase of the cell cycle, has AP-1 (Activator Protein 1) 

Figure 21: The MAPK signaling cascades.  
ARAF: Serine-threonine protein kinase ARAF, BRAF: Serine-threonine protein kinase BRAF, RAF1: CRAF or 
Serine-threonine protein kinase CRAF, Mos: Serine-threonine protein kinase mos, Tpl2: MAP3K8 or 
Mitogen-activated protein kinase kinase kinase 8, MEKK: Mitogen Activated protein kinase kinase 1, MLK: 
Mitogen Activated protein kinase kinase 11, DLK: Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase Kinase Kinase 12, ASK: 
Apoptosis signal regulating kinase 1, TAK1: Mitogen-Activated Protein Kinase Kinase Kinase 7, TAO: serine 
threonine protein kinase TAO1, MEK1: Mitogen Activated protein kinase 1, MKK: Mitogen activated 
protein Kinase Kinase, ERK: Extracellular regulated kinase, JNK: Jun N-terminal kinase. 
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binding motifs at the levels of its promoter. ERK1/2 phosphorylates and stabilizes C-FOS and 

thereby its ability to bind to C-JUN and form a transcriptionally active AP-1 complex able to bind 

Cyclin D1 promoter and activate its transcription thus favoring the progression into the cell cycle. 

Most players in the ERK pathway are frequently mutated in cancers (summarized in Table 3), 

leading to sustained activation of the pathway with typical pro-tumoral and anti-apoptosis 

effects(Guo et al., 2020). 

 

b. The JNK pathway: 

The Jun N-terminal kinase (JNK) also known as stress activated protein kinase (SAPK) is activated 

by stress stimuli in response to heat shock, ionizing radiation, oxidative stress, DNA damage, 

cytokines, UV and growth factor deprivation(Cargnello and Roux, 2011). The JNK kinases have 

three different isoforms JNK1, JNK2 and JNK3. The JNK1 and 2 are ubiquitously expressed. The 

MAPKK activating the JNK kinases are MKK4 and MKK7 (see Figure 21). 

Table 3: Frequency of mutations in the components of the ERK1/2 pathway across different tumors. 
 Taken from Guo et al, 2020 
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About hundred substrates have been documented for JNK (Zeke et al., 2016). Most of its targets 

are implicated in proliferation, cell death and cell movement. For example, diverse families of 

transcription factors are targeted by JNK such as the bZIP (for Basic Leucine Zipper) family (Jun 

and ATF2), the bHLH (for basic Helix-loop-Helix) family (HES1 (Hairy and Enhancer off split 1) 

and Twist1), the zinc finger family (Sp1 (Specificity Protein 1)), Forkhead (FOXO3, FOXO4 (for 

Forkhead box O3 and O4)) and RUNT (p53), as well as some nuclear receptors and the co-activator 

of transcription such as YAP1 (for YES associated protein 1) (reviewed in (Zeke et al., 2016)).  

One of the main targets of this pathway is the JUN proto-oncogene. Being part of the AP-1 complex, 

JNK indirectly controls the transcription of genes related to cell cycle, metalloproteinases and genes 

related to tumor development (Wagner and Nebreda, 2009). 

Not all JNK targets are nuclear, some other targets are related to cytoskeleton such as paxillin or to 

vesicle trafficking and exocytosis (reviewed in (Zeke et al., 2016)). 

JNK has been implicated in different pathological stresses including the oncogenic 

transformation(Wu et al., 2019), the insulin resistance and the excitotoxicity (when nerve cells are 

damaged due to high levels of neurotransmitters). 

 

c. The p38 pathway: 

 

p38 was simultaneously discovered by three different teams in 1994 (Han et al., 1994; Lee et al., 

1994; Rouse et al., 1994). The four p38 isoforms (p38a, p38β, p38γ and p38δ) are all activated by 

stress stimuli including oxidative stress, UV, hypoxia, lipopolysaccharide, interleukin-1 (IL-1) and 

tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFa). They can also be activated by the Rho GTPases (RAC and 

CDC42) (reviewed in (Cargnello and Roux, 2011)). The p38 isoforms are phosphorylated by the 

MKK3/6 (Figure 21). Despite the redundancy between the p38 and the JNK pathways, some 

differences can be observed and their implication in the cellular physiology depends on cell type, 

tissue and organism (Martínez-Limón et al., 2020). 

p38a is the most abundant isoform in cells and it shows functional redundancy with p38β. The 

other two isoforms are less abundant and their targets are different than those of the a and the β 

isoforms(Cuenda and Rousseau, 2007). Genetically engineered mice targeting the different p38 

isoforms have been made; in contrast to p38a KO, in which mice die in the embryonic stage, the 
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p38β, p38γ and p38δ KO mice do not have any developmental defects (Adams et al., 

2000),(Mudgett et al., 2000). 

p38 is activated by phosphorylation mediated by its specific upstream MAPKK (Figure 21). 

Interestingly p38a can also be activated by MAPKK independent mechanisms (Figure 22); for 

instance, the activation of T lymphocytes induces the phosphorylation of the p38a by the ZAP70 

(z-chain associated protein kinase of 70 KDa) / P56lck (for lymphocyte specific tyrosine) kinases. 

This phosphorylation promotes p38a auto-phosphorylation and thereby its activation (Salvador et 

al., 2005). 

 

WIP1 (for Wild-type P53 induced phosphatase 1) is upregulated by p53 upon UV. This phosphatase 

is able to downregulate the activity of p38 allowing cells to recover from stress (Takekawa et al., 

2000). Similarly, as part of a negative feed-back loop, p38 activates indirectly the transcription of 

members of the DUSP/MKP (dual specificity phosphatase/MAPK phosphatase) family which 

dephosphorylate p38 thus inhibiting its activity (Ferreiro et al., 2010). 

Figure 22: p38 MAPK activation.  
(A) Canonical pathway: Several environmental stimuli activate p38 by phosphorylation of Thr180 and 
Tyr182 through MAPKKKs and MAPKKs MKK3/6. Phosphatases PP2A/C, Wip1 and MKP/DUSP inhibit 
p38 activation. (B) Non-canonical p38 activation occurs in T-lymphocytes upon antigen presentation 
(TCR: antigen T cell receptor) and involves phosphorylation of Tyr323, which promotes an auto-
phosphorylation loop. In addition, p38 can be activated by the presence of other stimuli such as 
intracellular infection, myocardial ischemia or dendritic cells (DCs) maturation signals. In these cases, 
TAB1 associates with p38 (TAB1: TGFβ associated kinase 1-binding protein 1), promoting its auto-
phosphorylation. Taken from Martinez-Limon et al, 2020.  
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Studies based on the targeted deletion of each isoform allowed to identify the different substrates 

of p38 kinases. p38a has many very diverse substrates. Some of these substrates include 

transcription factors, regulators of chromatin remodeling, regulators of protein degradation and 

localization, mRNA stability, endocytosis, apoptosis, cytoskeleton dynamic and cell migration 

(Cuadrado and Nebreda, 2010) (Figure 23). For instance, p38a/β phosphorylate MSK (mitogen and 

stress activated kinase) 1 and 2 which can then activate CREB (for cyclic adenosine monophosphate 

responsive element binding protein), ATF1 and STAT1 and 3. p38a/β also activate the MNK1/2 

kinases regulating eIF-4E (eukaryotic initiation factor 4E) thus regulating protein synthesis. 

 

 

Pathological implication of the p38 MAPK pathway is well established. It plays a role in promoting 

inflammation but also in cancer, cardiovascular dysfunction and Alzheimer disease (Cuenda and 

Rousseau, 2007).In cancer, a dual role of p38 has been observed. Indeed, some studies have 

demonstrated that p38 acts as an anti-tumorigenic factor in cells while others have claimed that this 

kinase could be a tumor promoter (Martínez-Limón et al., 2020). 

The tumor suppressive role of p38 is supported by the following observations. The hyper-activation 

of RAS in the cell is able to activate the p38 MAPK pathway. This activation is able to inhibit RAS-

dependent gene expression (AP-1 and SRE (Serum response element dependent genes) and cell 

growth (Chen et al., 2000). Moreover, p38 is able to sense ROS (reactive oxygen species) excessive 

production upon the oncogenic RAS activate and thereby triggering apoptosis in these cells (Dolado 

Figure 23: Substrates and function of the p38α/β MAPKs. 
The list of substrates indicated in this figure is not complete 
but shows the many important substrates and 
physiological roles described for these kinases to date. 
CHOP, CCAAT/enhancer-binding protein-homologous 
protein; MEF, myocyte enhancing factor; PGC, peroxisome 
proliferators activated receptor γ coactivator; SAP, serum 
response factor accessory protein; HBP, high mobility 
group-box transcription factor; NFAT, nuclear factor of 
activated T-cells; ATF, activating transcription factor; 
MAPKAP-K, mitogen activated protein kinase activated 
protein kinase; MSK, mitogen and stress activated protein 
kinase; MNK, mitogen activated protein kinase-interacting 
protein; TAK, transforming growth factor-β-activated 
kinase. Taken from Cuenda et al, 2007. 
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et al., 2007). Mice lacking the p38 upstream kinases MKK3/6 are more keen to develop tumors 

(Wagner and Nebreda, 2009). p38 is able to induce a cell cycle arrest by inducing the G1/S and the 

G2/M checkpoints by activating and stabilizing the HBP1 (for HMG box transcription factor). This 

transcription factor is known to be a negative regulator of the cell cycle through direct binding to 

the promoters of different cyclins (Bollaert et al., 2019). It can control the cell cycle by direct or 

indirect effect on p53 and can also phosphorylate the retinoblastoma (RB) protein rendering it less 

sensitive to the phosphorylation by the cyclin/CDK complex thus stopping the progression of the 

cell cycle (Joaquin et al., 2017). 

On the other hand, p38a is found to be required for breast cancer progression in mouse models. 

Indeed, targeting p38a abolished the DNA repair response and induced chromosomal instability. 

(Cánovas et al., 2018) have shown that upon deletion of the p38a gene (in vivo and after tumor 

development), the tumor volume was reduced due to the decreased ability of cells to repair DNA 

damage as a consequence of impaired ATR (for Ataxia Telangiectasia and RAD3 related) signaling, 

one of the DNA damage response (DDR) in the cell. In lung cancer models, p38 protein expression 

was found to be elevated in lung resected tumors when compared to normal tissues (Greenberg et 

al., 2002). There are also evidence that p38a inhibition suppresses proliferation in some cancer cell 

lines (Campbell et al., 2014), (Chen et al., 2009).  

Because cancer is a complex and highly heterogeneous pathology with genetic and metabolic 

rearrangements / adaptations happening at each step of the progression, tumors evolve as cancer 

progresses. Evidences have shown that low activity of p38 impairs the tumor formation and 

initiation (early stages) while advanced stages could profit from a higher activation of this kinase 

(Igea and Nebreda, 2015). Therefore, compared to other genes frequently mutated in cancer, the 

mutation frequency of the p38 gene is lower than 1% (Martínez-Limón et al., 2020). This pathway 

is therefore highly pleiotropic, and its action depends on the nature of the stimuli (mitogens or acute 

cellular stress), the duration and the intensity of its activation, cell and tissue type, and on potential 

crosstalks with the other pathways. So despite its initial implication as a tumor suppressor, 

accumulating evidences suggest that some cancer cells might also use this pathway to their 

advantage. 
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3.3.  The HIPPO pathway: 

The Hippo pathway is an evolutionary conserved pathway involved in the regulation of many 

biological processes including cell growth, fate decision, organ size control, regeneration and 

tumorigenesis (Davis and Tapon, 2019). It was first characterized in Drosophila melanogaster: 

genetic mosaic screens for genes implicated in tissue growth led to the discovery of the Hippo 

pathway core components. It consists of a kinase cascade (Figure 24) starting with the Ste-20 family 

kinase Hippo (Hpo, mammalian sterile 20 like kinase 1/2 (MST1/2) as orthologue) which with the 

scaffolding of its binding partner Salvador (Sav/ SAV1), phosphorylates and activates the NDR 

family kinase member Warts (Wts/ Large tumor suppressor kinase 1/2 (LAST1/2)) and the 

associated scaffold Mats (Mob as tumor suppressor/ MOB1A/B). Activated LATS then 

phosphorylates (on Ser127) and inhibits the transcriptional co-activator YAP (Yki in Drosophila), 

in part through its cytoplasmic sequestration by 14-3-3 proteins. In mammals, TAZ represents a 

redundant factor to YAP similarly regulated by the LATS kinases. There are five different sites 

phosphorylated by LATS in YAP. Another important phosphorylation is on Ser397. This 

phosphorylation primes phosphorylation by casein kinase 1 (CK1) unleashing a phosphodegron on 

YAP. This phosphodegron recognized by the β-TRCP (β-transducin repeat containing protein) 

complex which mediates YAP ubiquitination and its subsequent proteasomal degradation in the 

cytoplasm (B. Zhao et al., 2010). 

Figure 24: Simplified Hippo signaling pathway in Drosophila (Left) and mammals (Right).  
Hippo signaling is initiated by a variety of upstream stimuli. Activation of Hippo (MST1/2) leads to subsequent phosphorylation of 
Warts (LATS1/2). Warts negatively regulates the Hippo pathway effector Yorkie (YAP/TAZ). Unphosphorylated Yorkie translocates 
into the nucleus where it interacts with its Scalloped (TEAD) transcription factors to upregulate the transcription of a variety of 
genes. In contrast, phosphorylation of Yorkie by Wts lead to its cytoplasmic sequestration by 14-3-3 proteins and degradation. 
Taken from Taha et al, 2018. 
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When the Hippo pathway is off, the kinase cascade does not occur leading to the translocation of 

YAP/TAZ to the nucleus where it interacts with the TEAD1-4 transcription factors (Scalloped in 

Drosophila), activating the transcription of target genes involved in cell proliferation and growth 

including genes responsible of the G1/S transition in the cell cycle, DNA replication, repair, mitosis. 

Interestingly, it also regulates genes of the Hippo pathway as part of a negative feedback loop (e.g. 

Expanded in Drosophila or Amotl2 in mammals), genes implicated in cytoskeleton dynamic, 

apoptosis, or components of other signaling pathways such as WNT and Notch (Pocaterra et al., 

2020). It should be noted that TEAD default function consists in a transcription co-repressor with 

VGLL4 (Vg) (Guo et al., 2013), that is converted to an activator by translocated YAP/TAZ/Yki. 

YAP/TAZ are considered, as oncogenes and promoter of organ growth. Since the Hippo cascade is 

an inhibitor of YAP/TAZ activity, MST1/2 (with their partner SAV) and LATS1/2 (with their 

partner MOB) are thus considered as tumor suppressors. 

Other kinases can also phosphorylate LATS1/2 including the MAP4Ks family MAP4K1/2/3/5 

(orthologues of Happyhour in Drosophila), the MAP4K 4/6/7 (orthologues of Misshappen) (Meng 

et al., 2015), and the TAO kinases (MAP3K responsible of the activation of the p38 kinase) (Plouffe 

et al., 2016). (Meng et al., 2015; Plouffe et al., 2016) have shown that these additional kinases work 

in parallel of MST1/2 to activate LATS, and that MST1/2 invalidation in cells was not able to totally 

suppress YAP phosphorylation.  

Subsequent findings have identified other mechanisms directly or indirectly involved in the 

regulation of the Hippo pathway providing more complexity to this pathway.  

In Drosophila, it was suggested that the apical membrane-associated FERM-domain proteins 

Merlin (Mer) and Expanded (Ex) could influence the Hippo pathway (Hamaratoglu et al., 2006). It 

was not clear how until the discovery of the C2 and WW domain containing protein Kibra that 

functions along with Mer and Ex, binding directly the Hpo-Sav complex and activating the Hippo 

pathway (Yu et al., 2010). (Zhang et al., 2010) confirmed these results in mammals. They 

demonstrated that NF2 (Neurofibromatosis 2) is required for YAP activity inhibition by working 

in synergy with KIBRA and SAV and inducing the phosphorylation of LATS. Notably, Mer and 

Ex have independent functions in regulating the Hippo pathway. Merlin is able to bind Hpo/Mst 

leading to its activation (Yu et al., 2010), while Expanded traps partially Yki in the cytoplasm thus 

limiting its translocation to the nucleus (Badouel et al., 2009). 
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Cell density is one of the main regulators of the Hippo pathway. A fundamental aspect of normal 

cells is to stop proliferating upon reaching confluency (contact inhibition phenomenon) and one 

important hallmark of transformation is losing this aspect (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000). At high 

cell density, the YAP pool is shifted to the cytoplasm through the Hippo kinase cascade and cells 

stop proliferating (Bin Zhao et al., 2010) suggesting that Hippo could play a role in contact 

inhibition in normal cells. How the confluency activates the Hippo cascades was a hot field of study, 

one potential mechanism suggested is the regulation by the Angiomotin family of protein.  

The Angiomotin family of proteins is constituted of AMOT, AMOTL1 and AMOTL2 in 

mammalian. The AMOTs can be found at the apical junctions in cells and they are known for their 

ability to bind the F-actin. The role of the AMOTs is mainly to negatively regulate YAP activity by 

different mechanisms:  

1. AMOT binds directly YAP and traps it in the cytoplasm regardless of its phosphorylation status 

by the LATS1/2 kinases (B. Zhao et al., 2011).  

2. AMOT triggers the activation of LATS (B. Zhao et al., 2011). The phosphorylation of AMOT 

by LATS causes the dissociation of AMOT from F-actin where it could bind NF2. This interaction 

activates NF2 which in return binds LATS and triggers its phosphorylation and the activation of 

the Hippo pathway (Li et al., 2015). 

In 2011, the lab of Gumbiner demonstrated in human cells that E-cadherin-mediated contact 

inhibition occurs through Hippo components. The downregulation of MER, LATS1/2 and KIBRA 

caused the loss of contact inhibition induced by E-cadherin trans-dimerization. In cells lacking E-

cadherin, high cell density did not cause the accumulation of YAP in the cytoplasm, while E-Cad 

re-expression did, strongly suggesting that E-cadherin triggers contact inhibition of proliferation by 

modulating the activity of YAP (Kim et al., 2011). 

It is well established now that high cell density activates the Hippo core cascade through proteins 

presents at the levels of the apical junctions. a-catenin is considered as a major sensor of the forces 

created upon cell/cell contact (Yonemura et al., 2010). It transmits this information to the cytoplasm 

through conformational changes. When unfolded (under tension/low cell density) (Figure 25), a-

catenin reveals a biding site to a protein called AJUBA, a family member of the LIM domain 

containing 1 (LIMD1). Ajuba in Drosophila as well as in mammals is a repressor of the activity of 

Wts/LATS upon cytoskeletal tension (Rauskolb et al., 2014),(Ibar et al., 2018). Upon the 

recruitment of AJUBA to the membrane, it traps LATS at the junctions and thereby YAP could 

translocate to the nucleus. 
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There is a correlation between cell density and cell morphology. In a high cell density environment, 

cells are compact and round due to the restricted growth area. On the contrary, when cells are flat 

and spread this correlates with a low cell density environment. This correlation led to the discovery 

of the cell morphology as a regulator of the Hippo pathway and YAP activity. Wada et al (Wada et 

al., 2011) confirmed that cellular morphology, independently from cell/cell contact, regulates the 

localization of YAP in the cell. The actomyosin cytoskeleton is an important regulator of the cell 

morphology. Cells become flat and spread in response to external stretches forces or the forces 

generated by the cell periphery stress fibers which are produced to counterbalance (internally) the 

external stretch forces generated. The use of anti F-actin drugs, such as cytochalasin D or latrunculin 

A, or anti-myosin drugs, such as blebbistatin or Y27632 (inhibiting the activation of the myosin 

light chain (MLC) or the Rho associated kinase (ROCK) respectively), was able to modulate YAP 

localization reducing stress fibers formation. It is worth mentioning that this phenomenon was 

independent from the microtubule cytoskeleton. This regulation of YAP localization by the 

actomyosin cytoskeleton goes through LATS1/2 phosphorylation of YAP.  

YAP and TAZ are considered as sensors of the extracellular matrix (ECM) stiffness. When cells 

are growing on a soft matrix, they are round with no cytoskeleton tension and when they are grown 

on hard matrix they are spread and flat. (Dupont et al., 2011) showed, similarly to what was 

proposed by Wada et al, that when the ECM is soft YAP and TAZ activities are inhibited, while 

they are activated on hard ECM. Interestingly, they suggest that this regulation of YAP might be 

independent from the core Hippo pathway kinases, even though this remains debated. 

Focal adhesions are hubs of different regulators of YAP/TAZ activity. They are formed by integrins 

complexes that bind the ECM and a group of adaptor proteins. Their role is to integrate extracellular 

Figure 25: Summary model for regulation of 
YAP by LIMD1.  
When the cells are under high tension (left, e.g. 
cell low density or Rho activation), LIMD1 is 
associated with adherens junctions through α-
catenin, where it recruits and inhibits LATS. This 
allows YAP to go to the nucleus and activate 
transcription. When cells are under low tension 
(right, e.g. high density or myosin inhibition), 
the α-catenin conformation is altered, LIMD1 
and LATS are released from junctions, and LATS 
can be activated. Activated (phosphorylated) 
LATS phosphorylates and inhibits YAP by 
promoting its cytoplasmic localization and 
degradation. Taken from Ibar et al, 2018. 
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stimuli and relay them inside the cell. Focal adhesions thus link ECM and the cell cytoskeleton. 

When focal adhesion kinase (FAK) is activated, it recruits the SRC kinase. It was shown in many 

studies (summarized in (Dasgupta and McCollum, 2019)) that FAK and SRC are able to regulate 

YAP/TAZ activity by direct or indirect mechanisms: 

1. FAK phosphorylates YAP (on Y357) and MOB1. The phosphorylation of YAP is 

proposed to enhance its binding to its transcription factor TEAD in the nucleus. The 

tyrosine phosphorylation of MOB prevents its binding to LATS, thus preventing LATS 

activity. 

2. SRC is able to phosphorylate YAP on three different sites to enhance its activity. 

3. FAK acts through CDC42 to recruit a phosphatase (protein phosphatase 1A) able to limit 

the Ser397 phosphorylation of YAP by LATS, thus preventing its degradation. 

Components of the A/B cell polarity complexes are able to regulate the Hippo pathway. SCRIB, a 

protein of the DLG-SCRIB-LLG complex responsible of the baso-lateral identity of the cell, is 

considered as a negative regulator of the YAP/TAZ activity. SCRIB assembles a complex 

containing MST, LATS and TAZ at the membrane, mediating the activation of LATS and the 

phosphorylation of TAZ. Moreover, CRUMBS, an apical identity determinant of the cell present at 

the levels of the TJs, is able to bind YAP/TAZ and to sequester them in the cytoplasm (Varelas et 

al., 2010). However the exact mechanism of Crumb effect on YAP/TAZ in not clear yet. 

At physiological states, cells need nutrients and growth factors for growth and survival. It was 

demonstrated that some extracellular molecules such as hormones might regulate the Hippo 

pathway and the YAP/TAZ activity through their G protein coupled receptors (GPCRs) (reviewed 

in (Meng et al., 2016)). GPCR receptors once activated transduce the signal through a wide variety 

of cytoplasmic relays. Some activate RhoGTPases, which in turn can inactivate LATS1/2 by a 

mechanism that is dependent of F-actin. Conversely other GPCRs, through protein kinase A (PKA) 

or cAMPK-dependent mechanisms increase LATS activity, thus inhibiting YAP/TAZ activity. 

Although the main kinases responsible of the cytoplasmic retention and regulation of YAP/TAZ 

activity are LATS1/2, many studies have shown that YAP/TAZ could be phosphorylated by other 

Serine/threonine kinases and by tyrosine kinases (see before and reviewed in (Piccolo et al., 2014)). 

AKT can phosphorylate YAP on the same residue of LATS1/2 (Ser127) (Basu et al., 2003) 

therefore inducing its recognition by the 14-3-3 protein and its cytoplasmic retention. YES, SRC 

and cAbl tyrosine kinases can phosphorylate YAP (Y357), an activating phosphorylation of YAP 

activity.  
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Besides posttranslational modifications, the interaction of YAP/TAZ with different proteins can 

also contribute to its retention in a specific compartment inside the cell. As an example, when the 

WNT pathway is OFF, the destruction complex of the β-catenin is active in the cytoplasm. It was 

shown by the lab of Stefano Piccolo (in 2014) that YAP/TAZ are strongly associated to this 

destruction complex thus retained in the cytoplasm independently of their phosphorylated state 

(Azzolin et al., 2014). 

Altogether, these observations suggest that the regulation of the YAP/TAZ localization and activity 

is the result of the integration of different inputs inside the cell. It is clearly dependent on cell and 

tissue type, and on the different stimuli received by the cell (summarized in Figure 26). This pathway 

and its effectors are under complex and tight regulation. Misregulations of YAP/TAZ could affect 

several key cellular processes contributing to carcinogenesis such as proliferation, cell plasticity, 

drug resistance and survival, which is why they are frequently hijacked by cancer cells. 

 

 

4. Cancers : 

The human body is composed of billions of cells that live in harmony. It constitutes a dynamic 

system that needs to be highly regulated so it does not lose its balance (cell proliferation versus cell 

death). In case the balance favors local cell accumulation and uncontrolled proliferation, a cancer 

will arise. This correct balance is lost when cells lose their breaks and identity.  

Figure 26: Summary of non-exhaustive mechanisms able to regulate the Hippo pathway and/or the YAP/TAZ activity.  
Cf text for mere details about each category. 
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Based on the WHO (World Health Organization) database, cancer was considered the second 

leading cause of mortality worldwide in 2018. There are five major types of cancer, classified 

depending on their cellular origin: Carcinoma (originating from epithelial cells), Sarcoma 

(connective tissues), lymphoma (immune cells affecting the lymph nodes), melanoma (skin cells) 

and leukemia (blood and bone marrow cells).  

 

4.1. Carcinoma and epithelial polarity 

 

Epithelial cells need to have a well-established polarity and highly organized junctions for their 

proper biology and achieve their different functions. Most of the polarity proteins are known to be 

proto-oncogenes or tumor suppressors. Moreover, oncogenic signaling often targets cellular 

polarity and the loss of polarity is known to be an early event in epithelial cancers. As described in 

the table below (Table 4), some polarity proteins such as Par, Scrib or Dlg exhibit altered expression 

(gene amplification, deletion, epigenetic alteration etc…) (Halaoui and McCaffrey, 2015).  

 

Table 4: list of polarity genes disrupted in 
cancer.  
Taken from Halaoui et McCaffrey 2015. 
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The fact that polarity defect is one the main hallmarks of cancer was evidenced by experiments 

done in Drosophila in which the invalidation of proteins part of the basolateral complex (dlg, lgl 

and scrib) showed some neoplastic transformations in the developing wing imaginal discs in larvae 

(Zeitler et al., 2004), (Bilder, 2004). Consistent with these findings, studies in human patients 

showed a decrease in the expression of polarity proteins (Lee and Vasioukhin, 2008). More 

evidences came from mice models supporting the fact that a loss of polarity contributes to tumor 

growth. For example, the loss of Scrib in prostate was sufficient to cause hyperproliferation and 

prostate neoplasia (Pearson et al., 2011) and in a similar manner, the loss of Lgl was able to induce 

overgrowth and dysplasia in neuronal progenitors issued from KO mice (Klezovitch et al., 2004).  

Hence, cell polarity is implicated in the regulation of many signaling pathways and inputs in the 

cell(Halaoui and McCaffrey, 2015): 

· Growth control by regulating Ras, Myc, MAPK signaling 

· Cell density-epithelial proliferation control by regulating the Hippo pathway 

· Metabolism, invasion and metastasis 

Polarity is thus considered as a primary target for the oncogenic machinery. 

 

4.2. Carcinoma and Junction regulation 
 

Junctions are tightly regulated by the polarity machinery for their localization and size. 

Accordingly, other studies have shown that the dysregulation of junctions was involved in 

malignancy transformation and metastasis (Morris et al., 2008),(Talbot et al., 2012). Junctions are 

highly regulated to adjust adhesions for many physiological processes. EMT being one of these 

processes, it is known to be implicated in early development (type I EMT) and wound healing (Type 

II EMT), in which cells need to lose their junctions in order to leave their cohesive epithelial sheet 

and migrate. It is tightly controlled and implicates genes that functions to decrease the adhesion and 

increase the migratory phenotype of the cells. Most of cancer metastasis is thought to be due to 

cells undergoing uncontrolled EMT (type III EMT) (Knights et al., 2012).  
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Deregulation of junctions is widely documented in many cancers (Jaggi et al., 2005; Kinugasa et 

al., 2012; Kurrey et al., 2005; Martin et al., 2010; Orbán et al., 2008; Soini, 2012; Tobioka et al., 

2004) (summarized in Table 5), affecting AJs, TJs and desmosomes.  

 

The main hallmark of EMT is the “cadherin switching”, which consists on the switch of E-cadherin 

to N-cadherin. Moreover, the TGFβ pathway is one of the master regulators of this process along 

with some Transcription Factors (TFs) such as Slug, Snail and Twist (Gravdal et al., 2007; 

Krisanaprakornkit and Iamaroon, 2012; von Burstin et al., 2009). Changes is the expression of these 

TFs causes the deregulation of components of the different junctional complexes (TJs, AJs and 

desmosomes).  

The switch of cadherin has been studied extensively in order to better understand its regulation and 

the associated mechanisms. Two different studies have revealed that:  

1. The shift was associated with an aberrant DNA methylation of the CDH1 gene promoter in 

breast and prostate carcinomas (Graff et al., 1995; Strathdee, 2002). The CDH1 promoter is 

CpG island rich, and its hyper-methylation causes the downregulation of its expression leading 

thus to initiation of EMT program. 

2. At the post-transcriptional level, it is known that there is a di-leucine motif in the cytoplasmic 

domain of E-cadherin, binding to p120-catenin, stabilizing it at the membrane preventing its 

endocytosis. Knock-Down of p120-catenin results in the degradation of E-cadherin thus 

abolishing its tumor suppressive activity. The downregulation of p120 is frequent in most 

cancers (Davis et al., 2003; Kawauchi, 2012). 

Table 5: Diversity of adhesion genes are implicated in cancer.  
Taken from Knights et al 2012. 
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Even though downregulation of AJs expression is associated with poor prognosis in some cancers, 

in small cell lung cancer the expression of β-catenin is upregulated and associated with poor 

prognosis. Probably because of its nuclear accumulation and its activation of the Wnt signaling 

pathway, a pro-proliferation pathway (Yang et al., 2012). The deregulation of AJs has different 

outcomes depending on the type of cancer. 

The deregulation of the TJs was also associated with tumoral behavior. Truncated forms of 

occludins were detected in cancer cell lines and in patients samples, and it correlated with increased 

progression and metastasis in a variety of cancer (Martin et al., 2010; Orbán et al., 2008; Tobioka 

et al., 2004). These truncated forms impaired the traffic to the plasma membrane and the interaction 

of occludins with ZO-1 and with the cytoskeleton. Moreover, claudins were also associated with 

cancer. TFs implicated in EMT could deregulate the expression of the different claudins in the cell 

(Ikenouchi et al., 2003; Martínez-Estrada et al., 2006). For instance, decreased expression of 

CLDN1, 2 and 7 correlated with high malignancies in breast carcinomas. Paradoxically, increased 

expression of CLDN4 was also described to be implicated in breast cancer aggressiveness (Lanigan 

et al., 2009), probably associated with increased “stemness” capacities. In summary, this 

differential expression of claudins in cancer highlights the important role of TJs in tumorigenesis 

and disease progression. 

Nevertheless, studies have shown that the regulation of junctions during carcinogenesis is not that 

simple. The loss of junctional proteins is indeed a crucial step in metastatic spread of a malignant 

cell; however, tumorigenesis is a multi-step process: initiation, promotion and progression. So what 

about the status of the junctions in the other steps and the other types of migration? During 

expansive growth of the tumor and the increase volume of a tissue, cells tend to push others to the 

outside so they could fit, resulting in a multicellular aggregation with intact cell-cell adhesion. This 

process of pushing cells causes their movements. Moreover, if it is coupled with migration, 

collective migration occurs (Ilina et al., 2011). This latter is proven to promote cell survival by 

protecting the tumor from chemotherapy (Gillett et al., 2001). Harigopal et al. have shown that the 

metastatic lymph nodes cells in breast cancer have high levels of E-cadherin (Harigopal et al., 

2005). Concomitantly, another study proved that cells at the metastatic site of breast and lung cancer 

have more E-cadherin and that the microenvironment of these sites is able to induce the re-

expression of E-cadherin in the cells promoting thus Mesenchymal to Epithelial transition (MET) 

(Chao et al., 2010). Padmanaban et al, study revealed that E-cadherin could be a survival factor for 

cancer cells during metastasis, because the loss of this latter induces high levels of stress and 
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increases apoptosis (Padmanaban et al., 2019). Taking together, junctional regulation is not a black 

and white process during tumorigenesis and its outputs are versatile. 

Carcinomas are the most diagnosed cancers, given the abundance of the epithelial cells inside the 

body. It develops in breast, digestive tract, respiratory tract, skin and other tissues. The most 

common carcinomas subtypes are: squamous cell carcinomas, renal cell carcinomas, 

adenocarcinomas, basal carcinomas and transitional carcinomas. They could be in situ, invasive or 

metastatic. Below I will be talking further about breast and colon carcinomas due to their relevance 

to my PhD projects.  

 

4.3. Breast cancers: 

Breast cancer is the most frequent disease in women and the global incidence is rising each year. 

Almost all of breast cancer cases are carcinomas, with tumors arising from the terminal duct lobular 

unit. Breast cancer can be inherited (10% of the cases) and associated to family history of some 

predisposition genes (the BRCA1 and 2 genes implicated in DNA repair) or it could be sporadic 

(Harbeck et al., 2019). Germline mutations related to DNA repair and genome integrity are also 

shown to be related to hereditary breast cancer such as mutation linked to the BRCA genes (BRCA1 

and 2), TP53, CHEK2, ATM and others (Taylor et al., 2018). For sporadic cancer, hormone 

receptors are the main drivers, thus the drugs blocking its effect on the mammary gland or inhibiting 

its production play an important role in the treatment of breast cancer.  

In order to classify breast cancers for better clinical evaluation and personalized treatments, 

physicians assess the histological grade (with four different grades) and type of the tumor by 

immunohistochemistry (IHC). Histological subtypes can be divided in two big groups: pre-invasive 

and invasive. The pre-invasive includes the ductal and the lobular carcinomas in situ, meaning it is 

not invasive but could become. On the other hand, there is the ductal and the lobular invasive breast 

cancer. The ductal is the most common type of breast cancer. Both invasive types have different 

molecular and genetic characteristics and different treatments (Feng et al., 2018). Other less 

common breast cancer subtypes exists such as inflammatory breast cancer, breast cancer in men, 

Paget disease, papillary carcinoma and angiosarcoma.  

Together with the histological classification, physicians also assess the expression status of three 

receptors: estrogen (ER) and progesterone receptors (PR) as well as the status of the HER2 receptor. 

60 to 70% of patients are hormone receptor positive (ER+/PR+) and approximatively 10 to 15% 
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are HER2 positive. Finally, 10 to 20% are HER2 negative and ER, PR negative and called triple 

negative (TNBC). TNBC are extensively studied since there is to date a lack of treatments options 

for them (Dawson et al., 2013). Based on the two classification above, there are six breast cancer 

subtypes: luminal A (ER and PR +), luminal B (ER +, PR + and HER2 + or -), HER2-enriched 

(non-luminal) and basal-like (or TNBC) that could be further separated in two subgroups according 

to cytokeratin and EGFR expression. Additional biomarkers were proposed including the Ki-67 as 

a marker of cell proliferation (Vuong et al., 2014). It is a nuclear protein present in the nucleus 

during the active phases of the cell cycle. High Ki-67 is associated with high proliferation rates thus 

it is associated with low overall patient survival in breast cancer (de Azambuja et al., 2007). All 

these markers together gave rise to the surrogate intrinsic subtypes (Figure 27). On the other hand, 

the next generation sequencing helped us to better understand this disease, as an attempt to diagnose 

it earlier and to have better chances of higher relapse free survival in the patients. The PAM50 is a 

classification based of fifty different gene expression and it came up with five different subtypes in 

which specific amplification of some genes were associated to each one (Figure 27). 

 

Figure 27: Breast cancer in details. Origin, different classifications.  
NST is for no special type. The PAM50 intrinsic classification is based on Perou and Sorlie classification in which they used 50 genes 
expression signature. The surrogate intrinsic subtypes are usually used in clinic based on histological and IHC expression of some markers. 
GES is for gene expression signature. Taken from Harbeck et al. 2019. 
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A diversity of treatments exist for breast cancers: locoregional (surgery followed by radiation) for 

early breast cancer and other methodical strategies that include the use of endocrine therapy against 

hormone receptors for luminal A and luminal B subtypes, anti HER2, chemotherapy, inhibitors of 

BRCA mutations carriers and immunotherapy (Harbeck et al., 2019). 

The TNBC are the most aggressive ones and usually associated with poor prognosis. They are 

susceptible for early recurrences and they tend to metastasize in the lungs and brains (Harbeck et 

al., 2019). Luminal A tumors as well as the luminal B relapse late and tend to metastasize to the 

bones and the lymph nodes(Harbeck et al., 2019). Even though luminal A and luminal B subtypes 

seems to be the less aggressive tumors, after relapse they tend to progress rapidly and because of 

the lack of personalized treatment other than chemotherapy, they are difficult to treat.  

Many signaling pathways are implicated in the formation and the progression of breast cancer, such 

as: 

§ The estrogen pathway in the hormone receptor positives subtypes. As said above, the estrogen 

receptor (encoded by the ESR1 gene) is a driver of the breast cancer, due to its binding to the ERE 

(Estrogen Response Element) in the nucleus. This binding initiate the transcription of many genes 

implicated in the proliferation, survival and migration of the cell (Cyclin D1(Said et al., 1997) 

important for the transition from G1 to S phase of the cell cycle). Moreover the estrogen is able to 

work independently from the ERE by activating the expression of many genes including BRAC1. 

§ The HER2 pathway in the HER2 positive subtypes. HER2 is part of the human epidermal 

growth factors family. It is a tyrosine kinase receptor able to activate many downstream signaling 

pathway including PI3K/AKT and MAPK pathway (Arteaga and Engelman, 2014). 

§ WNT pathway. Mutations in this pathway are not that common in breast cancer, but 50% of 

patients are known to have a constitutively active WNT pathway due to their high levels of 

stabilized βcatenin. This latter is the main actor of this pathway, it will translocate to the nucleus 

and activate the transcription of a wide range of pro-proliferative and pro-survival genes. The 

accumulation of the βcatenin is associated with poor prognosis (Khramtsov et al., 2010),(S. Y. Lin 

et al., 2000). 

§ Notch pathway. It is implicated in breast carcinogenesis and constituting a novel therapeutic 

target. This pathway consist on the recognition between the ligand (Jagged or Delta) on one cell 

and the receptor (Notch 1-4) on the other cell. After the recognition, the receptor will undergo a 

series of proteolytic cleavages and the Notch intracellular domain will be released and will 

translocate to the nucleus to activate the target genes. High levels of NOTCH1 and JAG1 are 

associated with poor prognosis, and might reflect stemness potential (Reedijk et al., 2005). 
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And other pathways such as TGFβ (de Kruijf et al., 2013), NFkB (Vlahopoulos, 2017) and 

PI3/AKT/mTOR pathway (Costa et al., 2018). 

It is clear now that breast cancer goes beyond the histological markers and that there are many 

genes, susceptible of being targeted, implicated in the formation and the progression of cancer. 

Thus the need to study in details the different inputs and pathways causing the relapse and target 

them.  

 

4.4. Colon Cancers: 

Colorectal cancer (CRC) is the third most common malignancy in the world, with 50% of diagnosed 

patients presenting metastases. Due to the extreme conditions inside the colon (chemicals, enzymes, 

bacteria…), the replacement of the epithelial wall is done each 5 days (Xue et al., 2018). The colon 

stem cells present in the bottom of the Lieberkühn crypts are responsible for the development of 

the colon and its different cell types. Because of this highly dynamic structure, under physiological 

conditions the balance between stem cells, their progeny and the microenvironment need to be 

tightly controlled (Medema and Vermeulen, 2011).  

Many signaling pathways act to maintain the homeostasis of the crypt. The WNT and the Notch 

pathways maintain the proliferation status of the cells (Fre et al., 2005; van Es et al., 2010, 2005). 

The BMP pathway acts as a break for proliferation and stemness, it is activated at the top of the 

crypt while it is inactivated at the bottom by the expression of BMPs inhibitors like noggin. BMPs 

are large class of TGFβ family of ligands, expressed in many tissues under physiological conditions. 

Upon reception by specific receptors, they act through the phosphorylation of the SMADs TF which 

translocate to the nucleus and activate the transcription of target genes. And finally, the hedgehog 

pathway (HH). Its role is still not entirely clear but there is evidence that it nullifies the WNT-

mediated epithelial proliferation through BMP (van Dop et al., 2009). The protein HH initiates the 

signaling by binding to the canonical PATCHED receptor. This binding will result in the 

derepression of a GPCR protein like Smoothened (SMO), its accumulation and its phosphorylation. 

SMO mediates the release of GLI (the main effector of the HH signaling) from the kinesin family 

protein (KIF7) and SUFU its main intracellular regulator. GLI are transcriptional activators that 

activate the transcription of the HH pathway targets. 

CRC develops due to accumulation of different genetic mutations with time. Some predisposition 

factors also are found such as familial adenomatous polyposis (FAP) or the hereditary non polyposis 

CRC (lynch syndrome or HNPCC).  
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It is known that CRC arises from polyps (small abnormal tissue growth). Two different models of 

CRC are presented in Figure 28. 

 

The top row represents the classical model, which starts with aberrant crypts and progress to early 

adenomas (tubular adenomas) then advanced adenomas to finally become CRC. It progresses fast 

in patients with Lynch Syndrome. The bottom row represents an alternative model discovered 10 

years ago predicting that CRC could arise from polyps called sessile serrated polyps histologically 

and molecularly different from the tubular adenomas. They are characterized by microsatellite 

instability (MSI) and excessive methylation of CpG islands (CIMP) (Kuipers et al., 2015).  

Even though high heterogeneity is observed between the different tumors in CRCs, genetic 

mutations can be grouped. Most common mutations are APC, β-catenin from the WNT pathway, 

KRAS and BRAF, SMAD4 from the TGFβ pathway, P53, PI3K-AKT kinase, mismatch repair gene 

and others listed as proto-oncogenes or tumor suppressors.  

The TNM system (T: primary tumor, N: regional lymph nodes, M: distant metastasis) is a good 

grading system for CRCs but it does not allow precise prediction and personalized treatments for 

patients. Since there is no clear classification for colorectal cancer, many potential markers have 

been described: chromosomal or microsatellite instabilities and hyper-methylation of DNA and the 

different mutations described above, but they are not yet applicable in clinic (Weitz et al., 2005). 

DNA array could me more suitable for CRCs. 

Figure 28: CRCs progression in two different models.  
Some genes are the same in the models but others are specific of each model. The width of the arrows shows the implication 
of this pathway in tumor formation. Taken from Kuipers et al. 2015  
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 Treatments options depend on the grade on the CRCs, there is surgery, chemotherapy and 

immunotherapy. Surgery could be an option of early stages of CRCs, and even it could be used to 

remove oligometastasis of stage IV patients. Chemotherapy such as FOLFOX (5-fluorouracil and 

oxaliplatin) or the FOLFIRI (5-fluorouracil and irinotecan), basic treatments in CRCs, are used in 

combination with EGFR and VEGF inhibitors in metastatic stage of CRCs. BRAF and MEK 

inhibitors could also be used. Last, immunotherapy concerns 5% of CRCs patients that have high 

MSI and do not respond to conventional chemotherapy.    

Hence, it is clear that CRCs is a heterogeneous disease that despite the different treatment options 

is still one of the deadliest cancers and needs further characterization for more personalized 

treatments. 

 

5. The MAGI scaffolds : 

 

5.1. Structure and localization : 

The Membrane Associated Guanylate kinase with Inverted arrangement of protein-protein 

interaction domains (MAGUK Inverted or MAGI) family are scaffold proteins associated to the 

membrane at the levels of TJs (Laura et al., 2002) and AJs (Feng et al., 2014) . Among the three 

MAGI proteins (MAGI1, 2 and 3), MAGI1 and MAGI3 are ubiquitously expressed. They all have 

six PDZ domains and one or two WW domains mediating interactions with a variety of proteins 

(Figure 29). MAGIs also have an inactive pseudo-kinase GUK domain, which may mediate 

interactions with other proteins. 

 

For the rest of chapter 5, I will focus on MAGI1 due to its relevance to my project. 

Figure 29: The MAGI family members.  
PDZ domains are represented in orange, the GUK domain in green and the WW domains in purple. MAGI1 is the most expressed 
one at the levels of the apical junctions along with MAGI3, the MAGI2 is mainly expressed in the nervous system at the levels of 
synapses. MAGI3 is the shortest isoform displaying one WW domain. 
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MAGI1 was the first MAGI member to be cloned in 1998 by (Shiratsuchi et al., 1998) when they 

were trying to identify interactors of BAI1 (for Brain-specific angiogenesis inhibitor 1) using yeast 

two hybrid. 

The MAGI1 protein has three different isoforms generated by alternative splicing: MAGI1-a/b/c. 

The MAGI-b isoform localizes at TJs and apical junctions of epithelial cells whereas the two other 

isoforms are expressed mainly in non-epithelial cells. 

 

5.2. Function:  

MAGI1 is a scaffold protein present mainly at the plasma membrane and involved both in signal 

transduction and in the assembly of multi-protein signaling complexes. As shown in Figure 30, many 

interactors of MAGI1 have been identified (reviewed in (Gonzalez-Mariscal et al., 2016)) and the 

list is not exhaustive. 

MAGI1 is able to form complexes responsible for the assembly the TJs but also for the modulation 

of the AJs through its binding to β-catenin and PTEN (Laura et al., 2002),(Ide et al., 

1999),(Dobrosotskaya and James, 2000). Overexpression of MAGI1 in CRC cells increased the 

recruitment of β-catenin and E-cadherin at the levels of the AJs therefore maximizing their stability. 

Conversely, MAGI1 silencing in CRC cells caused E-cadherin dissociation from cell-cell junction, 

stress fibers disruption with reduced paxillin staining in immunofluorescence, anchorage 

independent growth and elevated activity of the WNT signaling pathway (Zaric et al., 2012) . 

Interestingly, reducing MAGI1 expression in glomerular podocytes (renal cells lining the 

Bowman’s capsule able to filter the blood), altered TJs which were performing less robustly their 

impermeable fence function as evidenced by an increased passage of fluorescent albumin over time 

(Ni et al., 2016). Hence, MAGI1 is important for cell-cell adhesion and stabilization of junctions in 

epithelial cells. 
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One of the most studied function of the MAGI protein is its role during signaling in glomerular 

injured podocytes. Rap1 is a small GTPase essential for integrin activation in podocytes (cells lining 

the Bowman’s capsule able to filter the blood) and its downregulation is associated with glomerular 

diseases in mice and humans. The downregulation of MAGI1 or Nephrin induces 

glomerulosclerosis, in part due to the aberrant activation of Rap1(Ni et al., 2016), suggesting that 

MAGI1 in combination with other genetic alterations is important for the normal function of 

podocytes. 

(Tanemoto et al., 2008) showed that MAGI1 regulates salt homeostasis in distal renal tubules. They 

demonstrated that a phosphorylation affecting the PDZ binding motif of the K+ channel subunit 

Kir4.1, and mediating its’ binding to MAGI1, alters the correct localization of the K+ channels thus 

leading to disrupted fluid and electrolytes homeostasis. Such role as anchor is also reported for 

MAGI1 in other tissues. In the hippocampus, MAGI1 is able to regulate the GLT-1 surface 

expression (Glutamate Transporter subtype 1, a sodium dependent glutamate transporter) and the 

levels of glutamate (Zou et al., 2011). In the central nervous system, regulates the traffic of CRFR1 

(Corticotropin-releasing factor receptor 1) (Hammad et al., 2016). This receptor is implicated in 

some psychiatric illness and used as a target for anxiety and depression treatments. Altered 

expression of MAGI1 caused a defect in CRFR1 endocytosis by interfering with β-arrestin 

membrane recruitment (a major endocytosis pathway for protein G coupled receptors). In the 

developing spinal cord of mice, MAGI1 recruits DLL1 (delta like 1 ligand) at the AJs, a well-known 

ligand for the Notch receptor, this result was further confirmed in cultured fibroblasts (Mizuhara et 

al., 2005). 

Figure 30: Representation of MAGI1 protein and the associated interactors.  
Taken from Gonzalez-Mariscal et al. 2016 
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Non-canonical roles for MAGI1 have also been suggested, where MAGI1 function is not restricted 

to the plasma membrane or to the apical junctions. Many studies have linked the MAGI1 locus to 

chronic inflammatory diseases such as inflammatory bowel disease (IBD), psoriasis and Crohn 

disease (Alonso et al., 2015; Camilleri et al., 2016; Julià et al., 2015). For instance, mRNA 

expression of MAGI1 is elevated in the intestine mucosa of IBD patients suggesting that MAGI1 

could play an important role in the endothelial activation upon inflammation. One recent study has 

shown that MAGI1 could be phosphorylated by the p90 ribosomal S6 kinase (P90RSK) and thus 

activating the inflammatory response of endothelial cells in blood vessels upon disturbed flow (Abe 

et al., 2019). This phosphorylation triggers deSUMOylation of MAGI1 and its translocation to the 

nucleus along with the p90RSK enzyme. This study also show that MAGI1 activates XBP1 (X-box 

binding protein1), a protein related to ER stress, via its association to the cleaved form of ATF6 

(Activating Transcription factor 6) which translocates from ER and Golgi to the nucleus and binds 

the ER stress response element to activate the transcription of XBP1. This indicates that MAGI1 is 

essential for the regulation of the endothelial activation. MAGI1 also mediates (through PKA 

signaling) the phosphorylation of eNOS (endothelial Nitric Oxide Synthase) leading to NO (Nitric 

Oxide) production under shear stress in endothelial cells(Ghimire et al., 2019). 

Finally, the tumor suppressive function of MAGI1 (reviewed in (Feng et al., 2014)) will be further 

detailed in section 5.d. 

 

5.3. Role of MAGIs in non-mammalian species 

 

· Danio rerio (Zebrafish): 

The interaction between magi1 and the Notch ligand Delta was studied extensively in zebrafish 

embryos. This physical interaction is independent of the Delta-Notch interaction and is associated 

with the migration of the Rohon-Beard sensory neurons in zebrafish(Wright et al., 2004). 

 

· Caenorhabditis elegans (Nematode): 

To understand the modulation of the cadherin complexes, (Lynch et al., 2012) conducted a genome 

wide RNAi screen in C.elegans embryos and discovered magi1 as a key player. They demonstrated 

that MAGI1 is essential for embryos segregation and the maintenance of stable apical junction 

during morphogenesis. Moreover, depletion of magi1 leads to disorganized actin cytoskeleton 
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through its partner Afadin (AFD-1) at the junctions and to increased rates of membrane protein 

movement at the levels of the apical junctions, leading to the conclusion that magi1 regulates the 

actin cytoskeleton and is able to stabilize proteins once recruited and assembled at the apical 

junctions. 

Furthermore, another study showed that the knockdown of magi1 resulted in the mixing of the 

different components of the CCC (Cadherin-Catenin complex) and the DAC (AJM-1/DLG-1 

complex) complexes constituting the different junctions in C. elegans (Stetak and Hajnal, 2011), 

suggesting that magi1 is important for the correct compartmentalization of the different complexes 

and acts as a spatial separation between the two. 

· Drosophila Melanogaster (fruit fly): 

Magi null mutants were viable despite its important role in mammals in maintaining the stability of 

the apical junctions. Overexpression studies showed that elevated levels of Magi affect the apical 

polarity complex localization (Bazooka/PAR3, Par6 and aPKC) (Barmchi et al., 2016). In this 

study, authors also suggested a model of competition between Baz and Magi where the level of 

expression of one could lower the level of the other. 

My team has a long interest in Magi and its functions. Before my arrival, Zaessinger et al. showed 

that Magi regulates E-cadherin belt integrity by assembling a multi-protein complex in the 

developing eye of the Drosophila (Zaessinger et al., 2015). My lab showed that Magi is able to 

recruit and interact with RASSF8 (Ras associated domain family member 8)/ASSP (Ankyrin repeat, 

SH3-domain, and proline-rich-region containing protein) during the AJs remodeling, thus 

stabilizing the E-cadherin complexes at the levels of the AJs. Moreover, they showed that this 

interaction is important for the correct recruitment of Baz/PAR3 protein to the membrane.  

 

Taken together, these studies in non-mammalian organisms, show that Magi scaffolds are important 

for the stabilization of the apical junctions and the maintenance of the epithelial morphology. 

 

 

5.4. Magi and cancer: 

MAGI1 is targeted by certain oncogenic viruses. Indeed, human adenovirus type 9 (Ad9) and the 

high risk human papillomaviruses (HPV) are two families of viruses containing onco-proteins 
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which can induce tumors and in particular cervical cancer in the case of HPV. These viruses contain 

onco-proteins able to bind PDZ-containing proteins such as DLG (Kiyono et al., 1997; Lee et al., 

1997), MAGI1(Glaunsinger et al., 2000; Kranjec and Banks, 2011) proteins thus sequestering them 

in the cytoplasm or targeting them for degradation. It is noteworthy that in transformation defective 

Ad9, the ability to bind MAGI1 was weakened (Glaunsinger et al., 2000). Moreover, during HPV 

infection, the knockdown of its onco-protein restores two pools of MAGI1 in the cell, a membrane 

pool and a nuclear pool (Lee et al., 1997), suggesting that the removal of MAGI1 might represent 

an advantage for the HPV mediated transformation. These findings were the first hints for a tumor 

suppressor role of MAGI1 in cells. 

Then, it was proven that MAGI1 was able to abolish the Src/AKT invasiveness phenotype in 

MDCK cells when performing a gain of function experiment. This rescue was dependent on the 

interaction between MAGI1 and β-catenin on one hand and on the interaction between MAGI1 and 

PTEN on the other hand (Kotelevets et al., 2005). While the recruitment on MAGI1 at the junctions 

reversed the Src-mediated invasiveness, this study suggested that MAGI1 stabilizes E-cadherin and 

cooperates with PTEN to suppress invasion phenotype.  

In 2008, two groups conducted different genome wide approaches to identify potential new 

candidates that could be dysregulated in cancer. A genetic profile on Egyptian hepatocellular 

carcinomas (HCC) associated with hepatitis C showed that 134 genes were down regulated ; 19% 

were implicated in signaling and MAGI1 was one of them (Zekri et al., 2008). Meanwhile, a 

genome wide analysis of promoters associated with CpG islands showed that MAGI1 promoter is 

highly methylated in Acute lymphoblastic leukemia (ALL) and, along with other genes, was 

associated with poor prognosis in patients (Kuang et al., 2008).  

Overexpression of MAGI1 in the HepG2 HCC cell line reduced their migratory and invasive 

behavior. In addition, this overexpression correlated with the upregulation of PTEN in cells, 

suggesting that MAGI1 could be a potential tumor suppressor in HCC playing its role through 

regulating PTEN in cells (Zhang and Wang, 2011). Further research determined that low levels of 

MAGI1 in HCC patients correlates with multiple nodules formation and shortened overall survival 

(Zhang et al., 2012). 

In colorectal cancer (CRC), cyclooxygenase II (COXII) is overexpressed and enhances tumor 

progression. The use of the COXII inhibitory enzymes such as celecoxib (COXIB) is considered as 

complementary treatment for patients with familial adenomatous polyposis with high risk for CRC. 

Zaric et al, demonstrated that upon COXIB treatment, MAGI1 is upregulated. To assess the function 
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of MAGI1 in CRC, they overexpressed it in colon cancer cells and found that cells exhibit more 

epithelial cells morphology with increased levels of E-cadherin and β-catenin at the junctions. 

Moreover, cells were less migratory and invasive compared to the control ones. While its 

downregulation led to the converse, they concluded that MAGI1 is a potential tumor suppressor in 

CRCs and is able to regulate the WNT pathway, a crucial and critical pathway for cancer initiation 

(Zaric et al., 2012). 

Likewise, in gastric cancer (GC), weak levels of MAGI1 were detected and correlated with elevated 

levels of distant metastasis. Jia et al, showed that the downregulation of MAGI1 in GC cell lines 

enhanced cell proliferation, migration and invasion. This phenotype was associated with elevated 

ERK activity and upregulation of metalloproteases expression and EMT markers such as N-

cadherin (Jia et al., 2017). 

Hence, MAGI1 has been proven to be a potential tumor suppressor in a variety of different cancers, 

HCC, ALL, CRC and GC but also renal cell carcinomas (Wang et al., 2019) and gliomas (Li et al., 

2019; Lu et al., 2019). 

It is worth mentioning that MAGI2 and MAGI3 have been recently implicated in cancer. Genomic 

sequencing of seven different prostate patients samples showed that four of them have 

rearrangements in the MAGI2 locus predicted to inactivate this latter, claiming that MAGI2 could 

be a tumor suppressor in prostate cancer(Berger et al., 2011). However, Goldstein et al, showed 

immunohistochemistry analyses on seventy eight different samples of prostate cancer patients that 

higher abundancy of MAGI2 was observed in high-grade prostatic intraepithelial neoplasia and 

adenocarcinomas compared to benign tumors suggesting that MAGI2 play a role in prostate 

carcinogenesis(Goldstein et al., 2016). MAGI2 overexpression stabilizes the PTEN protein via 

decreasing its degradation and PTEN is a known tumor suppressor able to block the AKT signaling 

activation and the focal adhesion formation by inhibiting the FAK (Focal adhesion kinase) 

phosphorylation. The MAGI2-PTEN complex blocks the proliferation and the migration in human 

hepatocellular carcinomas cell lines (Hu et al., 2007). MAGI3 as well is implicated in cancer. whole 

genome analyses showed a fusion between the MAGI3 protein and the AKT3 resulting in a 

constitutively active AKT signaling in breast cancer samples (“CBFB Mutations and MAGI3–

AKT3 Fusions Recur In Breast Cancer,” 2012).  
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Thesis objectives  

 

Junctional disturbance and cellular polarity alterations are often associated with epithelial cancer 

initiation and progression (see Introduction). The biology of Junctions, Polarity, but also signaling 

is controlled by scaffold proteins, amongst many other regulators. Previous work in the team 

uncovered the role of Magi, the sole Drosophila member of a family of MAGUK scaffolds, in the 

remodeling of AJs during eye development (Zaessinger et al., 2015). I thus wanted to explore the 

function of MAGIs apical scaffolds in Cancer. 

MAGI1, the most widely expressed MAGI in humans, is poorly studied in the context of mammary 

development and breast cancer. Given its important role in orchestrating many processes (see 

chapter 5 of the introduction), my main thesis project consisted in focusing on MAGI1 and studying 

its function in breast cancer cells. 

Among all breast cancer subtypes, MAGI1 is almost only expressed in luminal A breast cancer 

(BC) cell lines. Even though luminal breast cancer patients have the best prognosis among all breast 

cancer patients, unfortunately some do relapse. When luminal tumors relapse, they are really hard 

to treat. Herein, the importance to better understand the progression of this disease. Till 2019, 

MAGI1 was poorly studied in BCs and no article was published in this area. In early 2020, the 

group of Dr Ruëgg published a possible implication of MAGI1 in estrogen receptor positive breast 

cancer cells (Alday-Parejo et al., 2020). While they report a cancer-opposing role for MAGI1, 

similarly to my own discoveries, my results do not support the mechanisms they proposed. This 

article will be further discussed in the discussion chapter of this manuscript. My work on MAGI1 

uncovered a potential link with the Hippo pathway and thus my PhD thesis includes work on: 

1. The characterization of the MAGI1 tumor suppressor effect in luminal A BCs. 

In this first part, I will be presenting the work I have been doing that led to an article currently under 

review, in which I am first author. Interesting results obtained in this project made us explore 

another aspect of MAGI1 that I will detail in the second part. 

 

2. The implication of ECM stiffness in MAGI1 regulation of the Hippo pathway and the 

p38/AMOTL2 stress axis.  

In this section, I will first explore the effect of the extracellular matrix stiffness on MAGI1 

regulation of the Hippo pathway and YAP activity and I will also provide some results concerning 

the potential mechanisms by which MAGI1 controls the p38/AMOTL2 stress axis. 
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3. Characterization of the mechanism of action of Oxaliplatin treatment in colorectal cancer 

(CRC) cells. 

In a third part, I will be presenting the results that I obtained on a second project I was working on 

during my PhD, and exploring the potential role of the Hippo/YAP/TAZ pathway during 

Oxaliplatin treatment, which is represent the first line of treatment for most CRC patients. This 

project is still ongoing and its results will be part of a future publication for which I will be part of 

the authors. 
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Results 
 

1. Characterization of MAGI1 tumor suppressor effect in luminal A BCa. 
 

a) Work summary  

 

In this work, we show that the loss of MAGI1 promotes 2D cell growth, anchorage-independent 

cell growth, clonal mammosphere formation, increased cellular stiffness, and tumor growth in 

xenografted nude mice validating thereby the tumor suppressor effect of MAGI1 described in the 

literature for other tumors and cancers. This phenotype is associated with subtle alterations of 

specific junctional proteins, such as increased levels of the adhesive E-Cadherin and of the Actin 

binding scaffold AMOTL2, and with elevated activity of the Stress Activated Protein Kinase p38. 

Importantly, we further show that the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1 deficient breast luminal 

cells is suppressed in the absence of AMOTL2 or after inhibition of p38, leading us to propose that 

MAGI1 acts as a tumor-suppressor by inhibiting an AMOTL2/p38 tumorigenic stress pathway.  

Interestingly, none of the classical proliferative pathway, such as canonical WNT pathway, ERK 

and the AKT pathway, were implicated after the loss of MAGI1. Furthermore, upon MAGI1 loss 

we could demonstrate elevated levels of p-YAP and a clear downregulation of the different YAP 

targets. This inhibition of YAP signaling has almost never been associated with increased 

tumorigeneicity, thus opening a new field of discussion, maybe specific to luminal A BC, which 

calls for further investigations and a reassessment of the link between YAP signaling and breast 

cancers. 
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b) Article  

MAGI1 inhibits the AMOTL2/p38 stress pathway and prevents luminal breast tumorigenesis 
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ABSTRACT 

Alterations to cell polarization or to intercellular junctions are often associated with epithelial 

cancer progression, including breast cancers (BCa). We show here that the loss of the 

junctional scaffold protein MAGI1 is associated with bad prognosis in luminal BCa, and 

promotes tumorigenesis. E-cadherin and the actin binding scaffold AMOTL2 accumulate in 

MAGI1 deficient cells which are subjected to increased stiffness. These alterations are 

associated with low YAP activity, the terminal Hippo-pathway effector, but with an elevated 

ROCK and p38 Stress Activated Protein Kinase activities. Blocking ROCK prevented p38 

activation, suggesting that MAGI1 limits p38 activity in part through releasing actin strength. 

Importantly, the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1 deficient cells is rescued in the absence 

of AMOTL2 or after inhibition of p38, demonstrating that MAGI1 acts as a tumor-suppressor 

in luminal BCa by inhibiting an AMOTL2/p38 stress pathway.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Breast cancers (BCa) arise from mammary epithelial cells, and show tremendous diversity. 

Based on transcriptome, BCa are typically divided into five main subtypes: luminal A, luminal 

B, HER2-enriched, normal-like, and basal (reviewed in (Holliday and Speirs, 2011) (Guedj et 

al., 2012)), partly overlapping with previous classifications (such as ER/PR/HER2 receptors 

expression status). Basal tumors, overlapping strongly with triple-negative breast cancers, are 

the most aggressive and present the worst prognosis. However, even though luminal A and B 

subtypes (typically ER/PR positives) usually respond well to current treatments, when 

“luminal” tumors relapse, they become very difficult to treat with very poor outcome. 

 The apico-basal (A/B) polarity of mammary epithelial cells is established and 

maintained by the asymmetric segregation of evolutionarily conserved protein complexes 

(Knust and Bossinger, 2002b). A/B polarity governs the correct position of different 

intercellular junctions that ensure the integrity of the epithelial sheet. Adherens Junctions 

(AJs) constitute apical adhesive structures mediated by the homophilic trans-interactions of 

E-cadherin/catenin complexes (Coopman and Djiane, 2016) (Jeanes et al., 2008). At the very 

apical part of epithelial cells, Tight junctions (TJs) ensure the impermeability of tissues in part 

through the action of Claudins/Zonula Occludens proteins complexes (Balda and Matter, 

2016). The transmembrane proteins of these different junctions (E-cadherin, Claudins…) are 

coupled and anchored to the actin cytoskeleton via adaptor scaffold proteins, thus coupling 

adhesion and cell contacts to actin dynamics. As such AJs represent mechano-sensory 

structures, where tensile or compressive forces, arising from internal or external sources, will 

be sensed to promote short term responses such as changes in adhesion and actomyosin 

dynamics, but also long term responses to control cell density, in particular through the 

mechano-sensitive Hippo pathway (Charras and Yap, 2018; Pinheiro and Bellaïche, 2018). In 

epithelial cells, the compressive forces exerted by the cortical actin cytoskeleton or by cell 

packing, sensed at AJs, antagonize the proliferative and anti-apoptotic effects of YAP/TAZ in 

part through a-catenin conformational change, or through the release of Merlin/NF2 

(Benham-Pyle et al., 2015; Furukawa et al., 2017; Hirata et al., 2017; N.-G Kim et al., 2011; 

Schlegelmilch et al., 2011; Silvis et al., 2011). Other signaling pathways such as β-catenin, 

ERK, or JNK/SAPK stress pathways can also be influenced by polarity and forces sensed at 

junctions (Aoki et al., 2017; Hall et al., 2019; Hirata et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2011; Wagner 

and Nebreda, 2009). BCa are derived from transformed mammary epithelia where frequent 

alterations in TJs and/or AJs composition and structure, and the associated abnormal 

mechano-sensory responses have been linked to cell dysfunction such as uncontrolled cell 

proliferation and metastasis (Beavon, 2000; Bosch-Fortea and Martín-Belmonte, 2018). 

 At apical junctions, cortical scaffold proteins such as MAGI (MAGUKs with Inverted 

domain structure), assemble large and dynamic molecular complexes. In humans, among the 

three MAGI proteins (MAGI1-3), MAGI1 is the most widely expressed and contains several 

protein-protein interaction domains including six PDZ and two WW domains (Laura et al., 

2002) mediating interactions with TJ proteins (Hirabayashi et al., 2003). In Drosophila, we 

have demonstrated that Magi, the sole fly MAGI homolog, is required for E-cadherin belt 

integrity and AJ dynamics ultimately restricting cell numbers in the developing eye (Padash 

Barmchi et al., 2016; Zaessinger et al., 2015). The regulation of Cadherin complexes by 

MAGIs, is evolutionarily conserved from C. elegans (Allison M. Lynch et al., 2012), to 

vertebrates, and in particular vertebrate endothelial cells where MAGI1 links VE-cadherin 
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complexes with the underlying cortical actin cytoskeleton (Hultin et al., 2014). A tumor 

suppressive role of MAGI1 (reviewed by (Feng et al., 2014)) is suggested by the correlation 

between low MAGI1 expression and poor prognosis in various cancers, such as hepatocellular 

carcinoma (Zhang et al., 2012). The anti-tumoral activity of MAGI1 is further supported by 

its ability to bind the tumor-suppressor PTEN (Kozakai et al., 2018; Zhang and Wang, 2011; 

Zmajkovicova et al., 2013), the fact that it is often targeted by viral oncoproteins (Kranjec et 

al., 2014; Makokha et al., 2013), and by the observation that in colorectal cancer cells, MAGI1 

was upregulated in response to cyclooxygenase-2 inhibitor and prevented metastasis (Zaric et 

al., 2012). Thus it appeared that the apical junction-localized MAGI1 scaffold protein 

participates in multiple complexes to fine-tune adhesion and signaling, and may therefore be 

considered as a tumor suppressor. 

The angiomotin (AMOT) family of membrane-associated scaffold proteins is composed of 

three members: AMOT, AMOTL1, and AMOTL2, playing important roles in the regulation 

of intercellular junctions (Hildebrand et al., 2017). In endothelial cells and in Zebrafish 

developing embryos, AMOTL2 has been shown to link cadherins and the actin cytoskeleton. 

In particular, AMOTL2 is required for the maintenance of tension (mainly arising from 

compressive forces) at the level of cadherin junctions to properly shape strong blood vessels 

(Hultin et al., 2014, 2017). Moreover, AMOTs are also known to control the Hippo tumor-

suppressor signaling pathway. Canonical Hippo pathway, through sequential activation of the 

Hippo/MST and Wts/LATS kinases, promotes the phosphorylation and cytoplasmic retention 

of the transcriptional co-activators Yki/YAP/TAZ (reviewed by (Maugeri-Saccà and De 

Maria, 2018)). Specific PPxY motifs found in AMOTs interact with the WW domains of YAP 

and TAZ (B. Zhao et al., 2011) and AMOTs act thus as negative regulators of YAP/TAZ 

mediated transcription by trapping YAP (Yu and Guan, 2013; B. Zhao et al., 2011) and TAZ 

(Chan et al., 2011) in the cytoplasm. Recent studies identified interactions between MAGI1 

and AMOTs, in particular in the regulation of intercellular junctions (Wang et al., 2014) (Bratt 

et al., 2005; Patrie, 2005). 

 We report here that low levels of MAGI1 are associated with bad prognosis in luminal 

ER+ BCa. Impairing MAGI1 expression in luminal BCa cells promoted their growth in 2D, 

and their ability to grow in low attachment conditions in-vitro and in subcutaneously grafted 

nude mice. We further document that MAGI1 deficient cells accumulate specific junctional 

proteins, including E-cadherin and AMOTL2. Mechanistically, we show that all MAGI1 

deficient phenotypes are suppressed by down-regulating AMOTL2 suggesting that AMOTL2 

and its effects on junctions is the primary cause of the increased tumorigenicity after MAGI1 

loss. Consistent with these observations, we could further show that MAGI1 deficient luminal 

BCa cells experience higher stiffness as evidenced by increased Young’s modulus, and ROCK 

activity as evidenced by increased ROCK-specific Ser19 phosphorylation of the regulatory 

Myosin Light Chain 2. They activate the p38 stress signaling pathway while YAP activity is 

antagonized. Finally, we provide evidence that releasing actin cytoskeletal strength, or 

impairing p38 activity can revert the effects of MAGI1 loss, supporting a model by which, in 

response to MAGI1 loss, elevated AMOTL2/E-cadherin and junction dysfunction, together 

with actin cytoskeletal tension activate the p38 stress pathway fueling tumorigenicity.  
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MATERIALS & METHODS 

 

Plasmids, mutant constructs and shRNA cloning 

All expression plasmids were generated with the Gateway system (Invitrogen). The Entry 

vector pDONR223-MAGI1 was a gift from William Hahn (Addgene plasmid #23523) 

(Johannessen et al., 2010) and it was used to introduce the different point mutations in MAGI1 

by mutagenesis PCR using PfuTurbo (Agilent). All the Gateway destination vectors that were 

generated are listed as follows : pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1, pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1 

P331A, pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1 P390A and pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1-P331/390A. 

pEZY-EGFP-MAGI1 was constructed by Gateway recombination between the pDONR223-

MAGI1 and the pEZY-EGFP destination vector that was a gift from Zu-Zhu Zhang (Addgene 

plasmid #18671) (Guo et al., 2008). pcDNA3 HA-AMOT, pcDNA3 HA-AMOT Y242A, 

pcDNA3 HA-AMOT Y287A and pcDNA3 HA-AMOT Y242/287A were gifts from Kunliang 

Guan (Addgene plasmids #32821, #32823, #32824 and #32822 respectively) (B. Zhao et al., 

2011). 

shRNA directed against human MAGI1 and AMOTL2 were constructed and cloned in the 

pSIREN-RetroQ vector (TaKaRa) according to the manufacturer's conditions between BamHI 

and EcoRI cloning sites as previously described for other genes (Marzi et al., 2016). Targeted 

sequences were: 

shRNA-MAGI1(1-1): CACCTATGAAGGAAACTATT 

shRNA-MAGI1(3-1): GATCTCATAGTGGAAGTTAA 

shRNA-AMOTL2(1416): GGAACAAGATGGACAGTGA 

shRNA-AMOTL2(3667): GAGATGTCTTGTTAGCATA 

All hairpins were validated (http://cancan.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/Codex/Codex.cgi). The shRNA 

targeting Luciferase as a control was kindly provided by Celine Gongora (IRCM). Retroviral 

particles were produced in HEK293 cells and used to infect MCF7 and T47D (and HCT116) 

cell lines that were then selected with 1 µg/ml puromycin. 

 

Cell culture and cell transfection 

MCF7, T47D and HCT116 human cell lines originated from the TumoroteK bank (SIRIC 

Montpellier Cancer) and have been authenticated by STR (Short-tandem repeat) profiling and 

certified mycoplasm-free. MCF7 cell lines were grown respectively in DMEM:HAM F12 or 

DMEM medium supplemented with penicillin and streptomycin antibiotics (1%) and fetal calf 

serum (2% or 10%). T47D and HCT116 were grown in RPMI medium supplemented with 

antibiotics (1%) and fetal calf serum (2 % or 10%). MCF7, T47D and HCT116 shRNA cell 

lines were grown in their respective medium in the presence of puromycin (1 µg/mL) for 

selection of cells expressing shRNAs. 

Plasmid transfections were performed in MCF7 cells using Lipofectamine2000 reagent 

(Invitrogen) according to the manufacturer's directions. Cell extracts were assayed for protein 

expression 24-48 hours post-transfection. Concerning AMOTL2siRNA transfection 
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(Dharmacon siGENOME #M-01323200-0005), a final concentration of 100 nM was used 

using Lipofectamine2000 reagent as well. 

 

Western blotting 

Proteins issued from transfected MCF7, MCF7shRNA, T47DshRNA or HCT116shRNA cell 

lines were extracted, analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Antibodies used were mouse anti-MAG1 

(1/250; Santa Cruz #sc100326), rabbit anti-MAGI1 (1/1000; Sigma #HPA031853), rabbit 

anti-MAGI2 (1/250; Santa Cruz #sc25664), rabbit anti-MAGI3 (1/250; Santa Cruz 

discontinued), mouse anti-tubulin (1/10000; Sigma-Aldrich #T6074), mouse anti-AMOT 

(1/250; Santa Cruz #sc166924), rabbit AMOTL2 (1/600; Proteintech #23351-1-AP), mouse 

M2 anti-Flag (1/2000; Sigma-Aldrich #F1804), mouse anti-HA (1/2000; BioLegend 

#901501), rabbit anti-GFP (1/2000; Torrey Pines Laboratories #TP401), rabbit anti-

YAP/TAZ (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #8418), rabbit anti YAP (1/1000; Cell 

Signaling Technology #14074), p-YAP (S127) (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #13008) 

and p-YAP (S397) (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #13619), rabbit anti LATS1 (1/1000; 

Cell Signaling Technology #3477), p-LATS1 (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #8654), p-

Mob1 (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #8699) mouse anti-actin (1/250; Developmental 

Studies Hybridoma Bank #JLA20), goat anti-SCRIB (1/250; Santa Cruz #sc11049), rabbit 

anti-Claudin-1 (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #13255), anti-Claudin-3 (1/1000; Genetex 

#15102), anti-ZO-1 (1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #8193), anti- -catenin (1/1000; Cell 

Signaling Technology #8480), anti-PARD3 (1/1000; Millipore #07-330), anti-E-cadherin 

(1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #3195), anti-p-p38 (Cell Signaling Technology #4511), 

anti-p38 (Cell Signaling Technology #8690), anti-p-JNK/SAPK (Cell Signaling Technology 

#9251), anti-JNK/SAPK (Cell Signaling Technology #9252), anti-p-MLC Ser19 (Cell 

Signaling Technology #3675), anti-MLC (Cell Signaling Technology #3672), anti-p-Akt 

(Cell Signaling Technology #4060), anti-Akt (Cell Signaling Technology #4691), anti-p-

ERK1/2 (Cell Signaling Technology #4370) and anti-ERK1/2 (Cell Signaling Technology 

#4695). 

 

 

RNA extraction, reverse transcription and real time RT-qPCR 

RNAs were extracted from cells using RNeasy plus kit (Qiagen) and cDNAs were prepared 

starting from 1 µg of RNAs using the Superscript III reverse transcriptase (Invitrogen) and 

following manufacturer's directions. Real time quantitative PCR was then performed on 

cDNAs using SYBR Green I Mastermix (Roche) according to the manufacturer's conditions 

on a Light Cycler 480 device (Roche). All primers used are listed as follows, 5’ to 3’: 

MAGI1_For: CGTAAAGTGGTTTTTGCGGTGC 

MAGI1_Rev: TCTCCACGTCGTAGGGCTGC 

MAGI2_For: ATCATTGGTGGAGACGAGCC 

MAGI2-Rev: TAGCCACGACACAACACCAG 

MAGI3_For: CTGCACTTTTCAGTCTTCTTTTGAC 
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MAGI3_Rev: CTGAACCAAATTACGTGGCCC 

AMOTL2_For: CCAAGTCGGTGCCATCTGTT 

AMOTL2_Rev: CCATCTCTGCTCCCGTGTTT 

CTGF_For: TTCCAAGACCTGTGGGAT 

CTGF_Rev: GTGCAGCCAGAAAGCTC 

CYR61_For: ACCAAGAAATCCCCCGAACC 

CYR61_Rev: CGGGCAGTTGTAGTTGCATT 

BIRC2_For: GTCAGAACACCGGAGGCATT 

BIRC2_Rev: TGACATCATCATTGCGACCCA 

AREG_For: CGAAGGACCAATGAGAGCCC 

AREG_Rev: AGGCATTTCACTCACAGGGG 

HPRT_For: CTGACCTGCTGGATTACA 

HPRT_Rev: GCGACCTTGACCATCTTT 

 

Patients and TMA construction 

Breast cancer samples were retrospectively selected from the Institut régional du Cancer de 

Montpellier (ICM) pathology database using the following inclusion criteria: chemotherapy-

naïve at the time of surgery and estrogen (ER), progesterone (PR) receptor and HER2 status 

available. The tissue micro-array (TMA) was constructed to encompass the four subtypes of 

breast cancer. Fifty samples were identified: 14 with hormone receptor positive expression 

(>10% of tumor cells expressing ER and PR) and HER2-negative (scored 0 by 

immunohistochemistry), 12 with hormone receptor positive but HER2-positive (scored 3+ by 

immunohistochemistry), 10 hormone receptor negative HER2 positive and 14 triple negative 

samples (ER-,PR- and HER2-negative). Tumor samples were collected following French laws 

under the supervision of an investigator and declared to the French Ministry of Higher 

Education and Research (Biobanque BB-0033-00059; declaration number DC-2008–695). All 

patients were informed about the use of their tissue samples for biological research and the 

study was approved by the local translational research committee. 

Tissue blocks with enough material upon gross inspection were initially selected and then the 

presence of breast carcinoma was evaluated on hematoxylin–eosin-stained sections. The areas 

to be used for the construction of the TMA were marked on the slide and on the donor block. 

Samples corresponding to the selected areas were extracted using a manual arraying 

instrument (Manual Tissue Arrayer 1, Beecher Instruments, Sun Prairie, WI, USA). To take 

into account the tumor heterogeneity, tumor sampling consisted of two cores (1 mm in 

diameter) from different tumor areas from a single specimen, and placed at the specified 

coordinates. 
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Immunohistochemistry 

Four µm thin sections of the TMA were mounted on Flex microscope slides (Dako) and 

allowed to dry overnight at room temperature before immunohistochemistry (IHC) 

processing.PT-Link® system (Dako) was used for pre-treatment, allowing simultaneous de-

paraffinization and antigen retrieval. Heat-induced antigen retrieval was executed for 15 

minutes in High pH Buffer (Dako) at 95°C. Immunohistochemistry procedure was performed 

using the Dako Autostainer Link48 platform. Briefly, endogeneous peroxidase was quenched 

using Flex Peroxidase Block (Dako) for 5 min at room temperature. TMA sections were 

incubated with rabbit polyclonal antibodies against MAGI1 (1/50; Sigma Aldrich 

#HPA0311853) and YAP (1/100; Santa Cruz #15407) at room temperature. Following an 

amplification step with a rabbit linker (Dako) and two rinses in buffer, the slides were 

incubated with a horseradish peroxidase-labeled polymer coupled to secondary anti-mouse 

and anti-rabbit antibodies for 20 min, followed by appliance of 3,3'-Diaminobenzidine for 10 

min as substrate. Counterstaining was performed using Flex Hematoxylin (Dako) followed by 

washing the slides under tap water for 5 min. Finally, slides were mounted with a coverslip 

after dehydration. MCF7 cell line transfected with Flag-MAGI1 expression vector was used 

as positive control for MAGI1 IHC. 

Staining intensity of each marker was performed in a blinded fashion by two trained observers 

with the following criteria: 0 (negative), 1 (weak), 2 (moderate), 3 (strong). When both spots 

were assessable, data were consolidated into a single score as the mean of the duplicate. 

 

Immunofluorescence 

Cells seeded on glass coverslips were fixed 10 min in paraformaldehyde (4 %), before being 

permeabilized in PBS / 0.1% TritonX-100 for 10 min. After blocking in PBS / 0.5% BSA, 

cells were incubated with primary antibodies overnight at 4C. Antibodies used were mouse 

anti-MAGI1 (1/100; Sigma Aldrich #HPA031853), rabbit anti-AMOT (1/100; Proteintech 

#24550-I-AP), rabbit anti AMOTL2 (1/100; Atlas Antibodies #HPA063027), rabbit anti-E-

cadherin (1/100; Cell Signaling Technology #3195), mouse anti-E-cadherin (1/200; BD 

Transduction Lab #610182), phalloidin (1/200; Sigma-Aldrich #P1951), rabbit anti- -catenin 

(1/1000; Cell Signaling Technology #8480), rabbit anti-Claudin-3 (1/100; Genetex 

#GTX15102), anti-PARD3 (1/1000; Millipore #07-330) and anti-ZO-1 (1/100; Cell Signaling 

Technology #8193). Secondary Alexa Fluor Antibodies (1/200; Invitrogen) were used as 

described previously (Zaessinger et al., 2015) for 1 hour at room temperature before mounting 

the coverslips with Vectashield (Vector Laboratories #H-1200) and imaging on a Zeiss 

Apotome microscope. 

 

Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM) measurements 

Cells were plated on glass 35mm fluorodish at intermediate (1/3) dilution density, grown 

overnight, and placed in 2% serum medium before AFM experiments. Cells grew as clusters 

of cells. AFM Force Spectroscopy (AFM-FS) experiments (Saavedra V et al., 2020) on living 

cell clusters were performed on a JPK Nanowizard 4 microscope equipped with a CellHesion 

stage (JPK). The AFM is mounted on an inverted Axiovert 200M microscope system (Carl 

Zeiss) equipped with a 100x (1.5NA, plan-Apochromat) objective lens (Carl Zeiss). We 
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employed a heating module (JPK) placed at the sample level to maintain cells at the 

physiological temperature of 37°C during measurements. We used CP-CONT-SIO-D 

cantilevers with 10µm colloidal beads as tip (NanoAndMore). Cantilever stiffness and optical 

lever sensitivities were both calibrated in liquid environment using the Contact-Free-Method 

provided by JPK AFM, and based on a mix of a thermal and Sader (Fernandes et al., 2020) 

calibration methods. Calibrated springs constant for cantilevers were evaluated in the range 

of 0.15-0.24 N/m. AFM-FS indentation cycles were performed using a 5-10nN force threshold 

to induce 2-3µm (approx. 20% of cell height) maximal indentation lengths. A squared grid of 

4x4 pixels covering a region of 50µm X 50µm was fixed at the center of cell cluster 

monolayers, defining a force map constituted by 16 indentation curves. At least 5 force maps 

were acquired in each experiment on each cell category and 3 separated experiments were 

performed. Analyses were carried out using the JPK AFM data processing software. The 

elastic Young’s modulus (E; Pa) was evaluated by fitting each force versus tip-cell distance 

curve with the Hertz contact model for indenting an infinite isotropic elastic half space with a 

solid sphere as described in (Cartagena-Rivera et al., 2017). 

 

Cell cycle analysis 

MCF7shRNA cell lines were fixed with ethanol and stained with propidium iodide for cell 

cycle analysis according to the on-line technical protocol (BioLegend 

http://www.biolegend.com/media_assets/support_protocol) and analyzed using a Gallios 

Flow cytometer (Beckman Coulter). 

 

Mammosphere culture  

MCF7shLuc and MCF7shMAGI1 cell suspensions were obtained by trypsinization and then 

filtered using 30µm cell strainer (Miltenyi). Filtered cells were immediately seeded in 96 well 

plates coated with 1% Poly (2-hydroxyethyl methacrylate; Sigma Aldrich) at a density of 200 

or 50 cells per well. Cells were grown in MEBM basal medium supplemented with B27 

without vitamin A (50X), 20 ng/mL EGF, 20 ng/mL bFGF and 4 μg/mL heparin. Cells were 

incubated at 37 °C with 5% CO2 during 5 days.  

 

Mammosphere acquisition and analysis  

At day 5, mammospheres were labeled using 0.2 nM Calcein-AM (PromoCell GmbH) and 

incubated 30 minutes at room temperature. Data acquisition was done using Incucyte® (Essen 

Bioscience, Sartorius) for brigthfield and green fluorescence. Image analysis was processed 

with IncuCyteS3 ®Software using the following parameters: Segmentation [Top Hat, Radius 

(100µm), Threshold (2 GCU)], Edge split [on, edge sensitivity -55], Hole fill [100µm2]. 

 

Immunoprecipitation and co-immunoprecipitation 

Protein extracts were prepared in lysis buffer (NaCl 150 mM, Tris pH 7.4 10 mM, EDTA 1 

mM, Triton X-100 1%, NP-40 0.5%, cOmplete, EDTA-free protease inhibitors (Roche 

#11873580001) for 30 min on ice before centrifugation. Immunoprecipitations were 
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performed overnight at 4°C on a rocking wheel using either mouse anti-MAGI1 antibody for 

endogenous immunoprecipitations or anti-HA antibody and EZview Red anti-FLAG M2 

affinity gel (Sigma-Aldrich #F1804) for co-immunoprecipitations. Protein G sepharose was 

then added to the MAGI1- or HA- immunoprecipitates for 1 hour at 4°C before extensive 

washes. Concerning the FLAG immunoprecipitation, washes were performed followed by 

protein elution by competition with 3XFLAG peptide (150 ng/µL final concentration) during 

1 hour at 4°C. The different immunoprecipitates were then submitted to Western blotting for 

detection of protein complexes. 

 

Subcellular fractionation - Isolation of cytoplasmic, nuclear and membrane protein fractions. 

Subcellular fractionation of cultured human cell lines was performed as previously described; 

samples, buffers and centrifugations were kept and performed at 4°C at all time. For more 

details, the protocol is available on-line (http://www.bio-protocol.org/e754). 

 

Cell growth assay 

2D cell growth assay was analyzed using MTT (Thiazolyl Blue Tetrazolium Bromide (Sigma 

Aldrich #M2128)). Briefly, cells seeded in 96 well plates were stopped from day 0 to day 7 

by incubation with MTT solution (0.5 mg/mL final concentration) during 4 hours at 37 °C. 

Before reading OD at 570 nm, cells were incubated with DMSO to solubilize the formazan 

crystals formed in the presence of MTT. 

 

3D Spheroid formation and measures 

10 000 cells were seeded in Ultra-Low Attachment 96 well plates (Costar) cultured in their 

regular medium supplemented with 15 % FCS. After 3 days, all cells formed 3D spheroids 

that can be further analyzed by perimeter and circularity measurements. Pictures of spheroids 

were taken 3 days after seeding cells to assay the ability of cell lines to form spheroids and 

both the perimeters and the circularity of spheroids were calculated. Circularity was calculated 

(4px(area/(perimeter)2) where 1 is considered as a perfect circle. 

 

p38 MAPK inhibitor treatment 

The different MCF7shRNA cell lines were plated at 3x106 cells per 60mm plates. The day 

after, 10 µM of Ralimetinib (LY2228020; Selleckchem #S1494) was added and 24 h later 

cells were collected and counted to be plated for the different experiments (Ralimetinib 

treatment is maintained throughout the experiments). For proliferation assay, 3000 cells were 

plated in 96-well plates and plates were stopped at Day 0, Day 2, Day 5 and Day 8 using 10 

% of Trichloroacetic acid (TCA; Sigma Aldrich #T4885) for 10 min, then washed 3 times 

with PBS and stored at 4°C until the end of the experiment. Once the experiment is finished, 

50 µl of Sulforhodamine B (SRB; Sigma Aldrich #230162) 0.04% diluted in acetic acid 1% 

were added for 30 min before extensive washes with acetic acid 1% and drying step overnight 

at room temperature. Before reading OD at 540 nm, cells were incubated with Tris 10 mM pH 

10.5. For Soft agar assay, 10 000 cells were plated in 12-well plates before proceeding to the 
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assay detailed below. The same experiments were conducted with another p38 inhibitor using 

10 µM of Pexmetinib (ARRY-614; Selleckchem #S7799). 

 

ROCK inhibitors treatment  

The treatments of MCF7shRNA cell lines with either Blebbistatin (Selleckchem #7099) or Y-

27632 (Selleckchem #S1049) were both performed at a final concentration of 10 µM and cells 

were treated during 2 hours before being lysed for Western blot analyses. 

 

Soft Agar assay 

To assess anchorage independent growth, soft agar assays were performed. A first layer of 

0.8% Noble agar (Sigma Aldrich #A5431) was prepared in 12-well plates and left at 4C during 

1 hour for the agar to solidify gently. The plate was kept at 37C before the cell-containing 

agar layer was prepared. 5,000 or 10,000 cells were imbedded in the second layer containing 

0.4% Noble agar on top of the first layer. When the second layer was solidified, fresh medium 

was added on top of the cells. MCF7 cell lines were cultured during 14 to 21 days before 

Crystal violet coloration (0.01% final concentration; Sigma Aldrich #C0775) or MTT assay 

(1 mg/mL final concentration). 

 

Primary tumor growth assay 

MCF7shRNA and HCT116shRNA cell lines were injected subcutaneously in six-week-old 

female athymic Nude-Foxn1 mice (Envigo). Both flanks of each mouse were injected with 

cells mixed with Matrigel (106 cells injected for HCT116; 10x106 cells injected for MCF7). 

Mice injected with MCF7 cells were subjected to neck dropping with 50µl of -estradiol (1.5 

mg/mL diluted in ethanol) to stimulate MCF7 cell growth. Animal procedures were performed 

according to protocols approved by the French national committee on animal care. 
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RESULTS 

 

The loss of MAGI1 enhances tumorigenicity of luminal breast cancer (BCa) cells 

 

In order to study the role of the apical scaffold MAGI1 during breast carcinogenesis, we first 

analyzed the expression of MAGI1 by western blot in both luminal and basal BCa cell lines: 

MAGI1 expression was restricted to luminal ER+ lineages (T47D and MCF7 luminal A, and 

to a lesser extent in ZR75 luminal B), while no expression could be detected in basal ER- 

lineages (immortalized MCF10A and triple negative MDA-MB-468 and BT549; 

Supplemental Fig. 1A). Moreover, public database mining (http://www.kmplot) (Györffy et 

al., 2010), indicated that low MAGI1 RNA expression levels were associated with worse 

prognosis in relapse-free survival for BCa patients, but only in ER+ (mainly luminal) 

molecular BCa subtypes (Kaplan Meier curve; Supplemental Fig. 1B). 

We thus decided to investigate the functional role of MAGI1 and the consequence of MAGI1 

knockdown in luminal BCa, and generated MCF7 and T47D cell lines in which MAGI1 was 

targeted by constitutive shRNA. Two independent shRNA constructs targeting different parts 

of the MAGI1 transcript were used, shMAGI1(3-1) and shMAGI1(1-1), which led respectively 

to more than 90% and around 50% MAGI1 knockdown at the protein level as shown by 

western blot and immunofluorescence analyses (Supplemental Fig. 1D&E). The knockdown 

was specific for MAGI1 and did not induce compensatory up-regulation of MAGI2 and 

MAGI3, the two remaining MAGI family members (Supplemental Fig. 1D&F). shMAGI1(3-

1) was the most potent resulting in almost knock-out like down-regulation, and was therefore 

used in all subsequent studies and referred to as shMAGI1 thereafter. 

First, MAGI1 knockdown increased 2D cell growth of MCF7 cells (25% increase at day 7) as 

assayed by MTT cell growth assay (Fig. 1A). It was associated with a weak increase in the 

proportion of cells in the S phase of the cell cycle from 21% in control MCF7shLuc to 29% 

in MCF7shMAGI1 cells (Fig. 1B). More importantly, in anchorage-independent soft agar cell 

growth conditions, MCF7shMAGI1 cell lines formed circa twice as many colonies compared 

to shLuc controls (Fig. 1C). Similarly, MCF7shMAGI1 cells showed enhanced clonal 

mammosphere capacities which were correlated with an expanded area occupied by the 

spheres (60% increase; Fig. 1D). Significantly, when MCF7shMAGI1 cells were injected 

subcutaneously in nude mice, they grew as a tumor mass much more rapidly and extensively 

than control MCF7shLuc cells (Fig. 1E). Together, these results show that the loss of MAGI1 

in MCF7 cells promotes tumorigenicity (Fig. 1A-E). Similar results were obtained in T47D, 

a second luminal A BCa cell line, in which MAGI1 knockdown (shMAGI1) led to elevated 

2D and anchorage-independent cell growth (Supplemental Fig. 2A&B). Even though BCa 

was the prime focus of this study, the effects of MAGI1 knockdown appeared not restricted to 

mammary cells, and similar observations on anchorage-free growth in soft agar, and 

orthotopic tumor growth in nude mice were also observed using HCT116 colon cancer cells 

(Supplemental Fig. 2E&F) extending earlier reports (Zaric et al., 2012). Altogether, our results 

show that the loss of MAGI1 in luminal A BCa cells enhances their tumorigenic behaviors. 
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The loss of MAGI1 promotes the accumulation of epithelial junctions components 

 

In order to further investigate the role of MAGI1 in breast tissue, we sought to determine its 

localization in mammary epithelial cells. Immunohistochemistry on BCa patient tissue micro-

array revealed that in normal breast cells, MAGI1 was expressed only in the luminal epithelial 

cells and not in the underlying basal myo-epithelial layer, consistent with MAGI1 expression 

exclusively in luminal-type BCa cell lines (Supplemental Fig. 1A). At the sub-cellular level, 

MAGI1 was localized at the apical pole of luminal breast cells (Supplemental Fig. 1C, 

arrows). Using MCF7 cancer cells, immortalized hMEC (human mammary epithelial cells), 

and polarized canine MDCK cells, we further confirmed by immunofluorescence that MAGI1 

localized near the plasma membrane, overlapping with junction components such as E-

cadherin (AJ), ZO1, and Claudin3 (TJ), suggesting that MAGI1 is a TJ and/or AJ resident 

protein (Fig. 2A, arrows and data not shown).  

The localization of MAGI1 at apical junctions prompted us to explore whether MAGI1 could 

control their biology. Performing western-blot analyses on whole protein extracts, the loss of 

MAGI1 did not affect the total protein abundance of the typical TJs component ZO-1 nor of 

the AJs component PARD3 (Fig. 2B). However, in MCF7shMAGI1 we observed increases in 

the junctional proteins β-catenin (x1.25), E-cadherin (x1.6) and AMOTL2 (x1.8) (Fig. 2B). 

Consistently, performing immunofluorescence on fixed MCF7shMAGI1 cells, the membrane 

levels and localization of ZO-1 and PARD3 were unchanged, while E-cadherin staining was 

increased, and less tightly restricted to the plasma membrane (Fig. 2C). The altered 

distribution of E-cadherin in shMAGI1 cells is reminiscent of the role of Magi in Drosophila 

where we showed that it controls E-cadherin belt at AJs in epithelial cells of the developing 

eye (Zaessinger et al., 2015). 

In epithelial cells, the increase in E-cadherin material is often associated with increased 

strength of the junctions, and through the linkage to the underlying actin to increases in tension 

and overall compressive forces (reviewed by (Charras and Yap, 2018)). While we did not 

observe obvious changes in the intensity or morphology of F-actin upon MAGI1 knockdown 

(Supplemental Fig. 3A&B), MCF7shMAGI1 cells exhibited behaviors compatible with 

increased compressive forces. First, when cultured as spheroids, MCF7shMAGI1 cells grew 

as round masses of cells, rounder than MCF7shLuc controls with circa 30% smaller perimeter 

(Fig. 3A&B) and better circularity (0.95 vs 0.62 respectively; Fig. 3C), a sign that 

MCF7shMAGI1 cells aggregates were more compact, even though composed of the same 

number of cells as MCF7shLuc controls. This compaction was also observed in T47D 

shMAGI1 cells (Supplemental Fig. 2C&D). Second, using Atomic Force Microscopy (AFM), 

we showed that MCF7shMAGI1 cells were stiffer than controls (higher Young’s modulus 

factor; Fig. 3D), strongly suggesting that MCF7shMAGI1 cells may have a stronger 

cytoskeleton and might experience higher internal pressure. Since AFM was performed on 

small MCF7 cells clusters, our data indicate that the increased compressive forces were 

generated from within the cells, likely through increased actin contractility. Indeed, elevated 

ROCK activity was detected in MAGI1 deficient cells as shown by the increase in ROCK-

specific serine 19 phosphorylation of the regulatory myosin light chain MLC2 (Fig. 3E&F), 

suggesting that the actin cytoskeleton was under higher tension. Furthermore, treating 

MCF7shMAGI1 cells with ROCK inhibitors completely abolished the increased cell stiffness 
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and the Young’s modulus factors measured by AFM after inhibitors treatment reached 

similarly low levels in shMAGI1 and shLuc controls (Supplemental Fig. 3C). 

 

 

MAGI1 loss does not promote YAP nor β-catenin signaling 

 

In epithelial cells, E-cadherin-based AJs regulate the activity of mechanosensitive pathways, 

and in particular the Hippo and Wnt/β-catenin pathways, two major pathways controlling cell 

proliferation and frequently mis-regulated during carcinogenesis (Nusse and Clevers, 2017; 

Pinheiro and Bellaïche, 2018). We thus explored whether these two pathways could be 

affected following MAGI1 depletion. 

Monitoring Hippo pathway and YAP activity in stable MCF7shMAGI1 showed that in the 

absence of MAGI1, total YAP and phosphorylated YAP (on both serine residues S127 and 

S397) accumulated in the cells while TAZ levels remained unchanged (Western blot analyses; 

Fig. 4A). By immunofluorescence, we then showed that unlike what was observed for control 

cells grown at similar confluence, YAP did not accumulate in the nuclei of MCF7shMAGI1 

cells (Fig. 4B). These findings were further confirmed in luminal BCa patients TMA, where 

we observed a strong correlation in ER+ tumors between MAGI1 apical membrane 

localization and YAP nuclear localization: only 27 % of the patients with no MAGI1 

expression or mis-localized MAGI1 (no membrane staining) showed YAP nuclear 

localization while 92% of patients with membranous MAGI1 showed nuclear YAP (Figure 

4C). Accordingly, MAGI1 knockdown in MCF7 cells resulted in impaired YAP 

transcriptional activity with decreased expression of canonical YAP target genes such as 

CTGF, CYR61, BIRC2, and AREG (Figure 4D). Surprisingly, even though YAP 

phosphorylations on S127 and S397 are mediated by LATS kinases (Reviewed in (Furth and 

Aylon, 2017; Misra and Irvine, 2018)), the loss of MAGI1 did not promote a higher activity 

of the Hippo pathway and the levels of phosphorylated activated LATS1 kinase and of 

phosphorylated MOB1 were unaffected (Figure 4A). This suggests that the 

elevated phosphorylated YAP were not the consequence of increased upstream Hippo 

pathway activity (MST kinases), but might reflect higher p-YAP stability, either because it is 

protected from destruction, or because it is not dephosphorylated as efficiently, or a 

combination of the two. These results are in agreement with earlier studies showing that E-

cadherin junctional tension in epithelial cells promote YAP/TAZ nuclear exclusion either 

through a-catenin conformational change (N.-G Kim et al., 2011; Schlegelmilch et al., 2011; 

Silvis et al., 2011), or through Merlin/NF2-mediated cytoplasmic retention (Furukawa et al., 

2017). Together, these results show that the junctional MAGI1 scaffold prevents the 

accumulation of phosphorylated YAP in the cytoplasm of luminal BCa cells.  

Similarly, even though higher overall protein levels of β-catenin could be observed in 

MCF7shMAGI1 cells compared to controls, this was not reflected by an increase in the active 

unphosphorylated β-catenin pool (Figure 4A). These results are in agreement with studies 

showing that increased compression transduced by apical junctions in epithelial cells prevent 

β-catenin nuclear accumulation (Hall et al., 2019; Hirata et al., 2017). These results thus show 
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that the loss of MAGI1 does not promote YAP nor β-catenin signaling, and suggest that these 

pathways do not mediate the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1 deficient cells.    

 

 

p38 Stress Activated Protein Kinase mediates tumorigenicity of MAGI1 deficient cells 

 

We thus asked which mechanisms mediate the increase in 2D cell proliferation and in 

anchorage-independent cell growth observed upon MAGI1 loss (see Fig. 1), focusing on other 

known oncogenic pathways. The ERK/MAP Kinase and JNK stress kinase pathways could 

be influenced by junctions and the forces they sense (Aoki et al., 2017; Pereira et al., 2011; 

Wagner and Nebreda, 2009). In response to MAGI1 loss, we did not detect any alterations of 

the main oncogenic pathways: Akt, ERK1/2, and JNK pathways (Fig. 5A&B). Interestingly, 

the p38 stress kinase was strongly activated in MCF7shMAGI1 compared to MCF7shLuc, and 

the amount of phosphorylated p38, normalized to total p38 protein level, was increased 2 fold 

(Fig. 5A&4B). The p38 pathway is activated in response to a wide variety of cellular stresses 

and has been implicated either as a tumor-suppressor or as an oncogene in various cancers, 

including BCa (Cánovas et al., 2018b; Gupta et al., 2014; Gupta and Nebreda, 2015; Hardwick 

et al., 2001; Maik-Rachline et al., 2018). Using p38 specific inhibitors, we then tested whether 

the p38 pathway could mediate, at least in part, the increased tumorigenicity of MCF7 luminal 

cells. In 2D cell growth, MCF7shMAGI1 treated with LY2228820 p38a/β inhibitor (also 

named Ralimetinib) grew less than untreated cells (2 fold suppression at 8 days of growth; 

Figure 5C). It should be noted that p38 inhibition also slowed the growth of MCF7shLuc 

control cells, but the effect was far less pronounced than for MCF7shMAGI1 cells. In soft 

agar, LY2228820 treatment suppressed strongly the anchorage-independent cell growth of 

MCF7shMAGI1 (2.5 fold decrease) as compared to its effect on MCF7shLuc control cells 

(Figure 5D). Similar effects were obtained using a second independent p38 inhibitor, ARRY-

614 (p38 and Tie2 inhibitor), even though we observed higher toxicity (data not shown), 

strongly supporting that the effects observed were the consequence of p38 inhibition and not 

any unspecific action of the drugs. Taken together, our results demonstrate the essential role 

of the p38 signaling pathway for MAGI1-deficient MCF7 luminal BCa cells tumorigenicity, 

consistent with previous report identifying the critical role of p38a in mammary 

tumorigenesis using mouse BCa models (Cánovas et al., 2018b). 

Strikingly, treating MCF7shMAGI1 cells with the Rho Kinase (ROCK) inhibitors Y-27632 or 

Blebbistatin that prevent Myosin-mediated F-actin tension, abolished p38 activation (Fig. 

5E&F) and largely decreased elastic cell Young’s modulus (Supplemental Fig. 3C), showing 

that increased ROCK activity and actin strength represent critical events to activate p38 

signaling. However, due to their cell toxicity, these ROCK inhibitors treatments could only 

be maintained for short periods, preventing us to assay formally, whether releasing actin 

tension in MAGI1 deficient cells could suppress their tumorigenicity as would be expected 

from their effects on p38. 
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MAGI1 interacts with the angiomotin family members AMOT and AMOTL2 at the junctions 

 

In order to better understand how the loss of MAGI1 and the associated alterations in ROCK 

activity and in E-cadherin-based junctions could lead to p38 stress-kinase activation, we 

decided to focus our studies on the junctional MAGI1 molecular complexes. Several studies, 

including proteomic approaches, have described a physical association between MAGI1 and 

AMOT or AMOTL2, two members of the angiomotin family of apical scaffolds, acting both 

as junctions/actin linkers as well as negative regulators of YAP transcriptional activity (Bratt 

et al., 2005; Couzens et al., 2013; Hildebrand et al., 2017; Patrie, 2005; Wang et al., 2014). 

We thus, investigated whether AMOTs could mediate the effects of MAGI1 to restrict 

tumorigenesis in breast luminal cells.  

First, using co-immunoprecipitation experiments, we confirmed that overexpressed Flag-

tagged MAGI1 or endogenous MAGI1 interacted with endogenous AMOT and AMOTL2 in 

MCF7 luminal BCa cells (Fig. 6A&B). Building on the availability of numerous constructs 

generated by the group of KL. Guan (B. Zhao et al., 2011), we have then used AMOT as a 

paradigm to study the interaction between MAGI1 and AMOTs through co-

immunoprecipitation experiments between Flag-tagged MAGI1 and HA-tagged AMOT 

constructs. Using point mutations affecting key structural Proline residues in the first and 

second WW motifs of MAGI1, we showed that the second WW motif was required for the 

interaction with AMOT, since co-immunoprecipitation was abolished by a point mutation on 

Proline residue 390 (mutated to Alanine MAGI1 P390A; Fig. 6C&D). The first WW domain 

appeared dispensable as no change in binding was observed when mutating Proline 331 

(MAGI1 P331A). Similar results were obtained performing co-immunoprecipitations on 

endogenous AMOTL2 (Fig. 6E), showing that as for AMOT, the second WW domain of 

MAGI1 was required for AMOTL2 binding, confirming earlier findings (Patrie, 2005). The 

N-terminus part of AMOT contains two PPXY motifs, which represent canonical WW 

domains interactors. Using HA-tagged AMOT point mutants, we then determined that the 

interaction between MAGI1 and AMOT occurred through the second PPXY motif (Fig. 

6F&G) since co-immunoprecipitation was lost in AMOT Y287A (Tyrosine 287 mutated to 

Alanine; the mutation AMOT Y242A did not show any effect). Together these results confirm 

using precise point mutations that MAGI1 binds to AMOT and AMOTL2 through its second 

WW domain, and at the level of the conserved second PPXY motifs of the N-terminal domains 

of AMOT family scaffolds. 

Then, using immunofluorescence on MCF7 fixed cells, MAGI1, AMOT, and AMOTL2 

localized in overlapping membrane domains corresponding to cellular junctions (Fig. 6H; the 

AMOT nuclear staining is non-specific). Even though, MAGI1 colocalized with AMOTL2 

and AMOT (Fig. 6H, arrows), it was not required for their proper membrane localizations as 

they were unaffected in shMAGI1, suggesting that even though they physically interact once 

in proximity, they must reach their membrane localization independently (Fig. 6I). 

Nevertheless, even though MAGI1 was not required for AMOTL2 localization, it did however 

control AMOTL2 levels, and AMOTL2 accumulated 1.8 fold in MCF7shMAGI1 compared 

to controls as measured by western blots on whole protein extracts (Supplemental Fig. 

3A&B). These results suggest that MAGI1 regulates the stability and/or degradation of 

AMOTL2, but using classic drugging approaches, we were unable to identify the mechanisms 

involved. 
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Together our results confirm the physical interaction between MAGI1 and AMOTs and show 

that MAGI1 restricts the total AMOTL2 protein levels, through a mechanism that remains to 

be established. 

 

AMOTL2 mediates the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1-deficient luminal BCa cells 

 

We observed that in luminal BCa cells, the loss of MAGI1 triggered both i) an accumulation 

of AJs material including its binding partner AMOTL2, and ii) an activation of the p38 

pathway driving an increase in tumorigenicity. We thus studied next whether these two 

different aspects were linked or independent consequences of MAGI1 loss. Generating double 

knockdown MCF7 cells for MAGI1 and AMOTL2, we could show that the increased 2D 

growth and anchorage-independent growth after MAGI1 loss were suppressed by the 

knockdown of AMOTL2 (Fig. 7A&B). Consistently, AMOTL2 knockdown abolished the 

accumulation of E-cadherin and the activation of the p38 stress kinase (phospho-p38 levels; 

Fig. 7C&D). These results identify AMOTL2 accumulation as a critical mediator in the p38 

activation and tumorigenesis induced by impaired MAGI1.  

Together, these results show that both AMOTL2 and ROCK activity are required for p38 

activation in MAGI1 deficient luminal BCa cells. They support a model in which, the 

AMOTL2 accumulation in MAGI1 deficient cells governs an increase of E-cadherin-based 

junctions, which together with ROCK activity and cortical actin tension, activates the 

tumorigenic activity of the p38 signaling pathway (Fig.7E). 

 

DISCUSSION 

In this study, we explored the function of the junctional component MAGI1 in breast 

carcinogenesis and showed that the loss of MAGI1 in luminal BCa cell lines promoted 

tumorigenesis. At the cellular level, we showed that the loss of MAGI1 induced an 

accumulation of AJ components and increased cell compression behaviors. Importantly, we 

showed that the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1 deficient luminal BCa cells was mediated 

by p38 stress signaling. Molecularly, we confirmed that MAGI1 interacted with the AMOT 

family of apical scaffolds and actin linkers, and showed that decreasing AMOTL2 levels, 

completely suppressed the effect of MAGI1 loss on the activation of p38 and on 

tumorigenicity. Finally, we provided evidence that inhibiting ROCK activity could alleviate 

the p38 activation, supporting a model in which MAGI1 suppresses luminal BCa by 

preventing both ROCK and AMOTL2-mediated Junction dysfunction, and subsequent p38 

stress signaling. 

The loss of MAGI1 led to an increase in tumorigenicity, and an accumulation of AJ material, 

in particular E-cadherin, reminiscent to the role we described previously for the unique MAGI 

homologue in Drosophila (Zaessinger et al., 2015). This correlation could appear 

counterintuitive as E-cadherin knockdown promotes invasion and migration in cultured cells 

(Frixen et al., 1991), and is critical during EMT and for aggressiveness (recently reviewed in 

(Yang et al., 2020)). However, in several cancers including some BCa, E-cadherin expression 

is maintained with a proposed tumor supporting role (Kleer et al., 2001; Rodriguez et al., 
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2012) and recent mouse models of luminal and basal invasive ductal carcinomas have 

demonstrated that mammary cancer cells proliferation, resistance to apoptosis, and distant 

metastatic seeding potential, require E-cadherin (Padmanaban et al., 2019). These 

observations reconcile the high E-cadherin levels and increased tumorigenicity observed upon 

MAGI1 loss, and suggest that at least in specific phases of tumorigenesis (e.g. mass 

proliferation, colony formation), E-cadherin could play a positive role during BCa. 

One striking feature of MAGI1 depleted cells is the protein accumulation of AMOTL2. Even 

though the exact mechanisms remain to be described, the stability of the related AMOT is 

controlled by the activity of the RNF146/Tankyrase pathway (Campbell et al., 2016; Wang et 

al., 2015), and by phosphorylation by the Hippo pathway core kinase LATS1 (reviewed by 

(Maugeri-Saccà and De Maria, 2018)). Importantly AMOTL2, a binding partner of MAGI1, 

is required for the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1-depleted luminal BCa cells, showing 

that AMOTL2 is a critical mediator in this context. AMOTs are apical scaffolds playing 

important roles in cadherin-based junction regulations and its linkage to the actin cytoskeleton 

(Hildebrand et al., 2017; Hultin et al., 2014, 2017). Previous reports have shown that 

AMOTL1 is overexpressed in invasive ductal carcinomas, leading to invasive behaviors. 

However, this effect of AMOTL1 appears specific to ER-negative subtypes (Couderc et al., 

2016). AMOTL1 is not expressed in breast luminal lineages, in which AMOTL2 is the most 

abundant (twice more abundant than AMOT in MCF7 cells; our unpublished observation). 

We propose thus that in ER-positive luminal breast lineages, AMOTL2 overexpression could 

play similar roles as marker and mediator of tumorigenesis. Interestingly, a short isoform of 

AMOTL2 (AMOTL2 p60 in contrast to the long AMOTL2 p100) was reported overexpressed 

in in situ and invasive ductal carcinoma cells (Mojallal et al., 2014). The AMOTL2 p60 

isoform lacks the PPxY domain critical for its interaction with MAGI1, and it is possible this 

isoform is thus insensitive to MAGI1-dependent destabilization, even though this remains to 

be studied. Hypoxia and Fos signaling govern the specific expression of AMOTL2 p60 

(Mojallal et al., 2014), and the accumulation of AMOTL2 in the context of MAGI1 mutation 

could thus represent an alternative mechanism for AMOTL2 expression, extending the 

relevance of AMOTL2 up-regulation during carcinogenesis. 

AMOTL2 couples adhesion complexes to the actin cytoskeleton to allow F-actin tension and 

thus morphogenesis in endothelial cells (coupling with VE-cadherin (Hultin et al., 2014)) and 

in epithelial cell during embryogenesis (E-cadherin (Hildebrand et al., 2017)). Importantly, 

the specific cellular morphology defects in AMOTL2 knockdown could be mimicked by 

inhibiting ROCK kinase and Myosin phosphorylation showing that AMOTL2 and actin 

tension are linked (Hildebrand et al., 2017). Relaxing actin tension using two ROCK inhibitors 

(Y-27632 and Blebbistatin), or preventing AMOTL2 accumulation (siRNA), both robustly 

suppressed p38 activation, a key feature mediating tumorigenesis after MAGI1 loss. So how 

could AMOTL2 and ROCK interact to mediate the effects of MAGI1 loss? They could either 

(i) be two independent consequences of MAGI1 loss or (ii) they could be linked causally. Due 

to the toxicity of long term exposures to ROCK inhibitors, we were unable to study whether 

AMOTL2 stability could be a consequence of ROCK activity. Preliminary results would 

indicate that AMOTL2 does not control ROCK activity (data not shown), suggesting that 

ROCK might act upstream, or in parallel to AMOTL2, but more experiments are needed to 

better determine how MAGI1 controls ROCK activity, and how ROCK and AMOTL2 

regulate p38 activity.  
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p38 signaling is activated by many upstream signals including a wide variety of environmental 

stresses such as UV, genotoxic agents, heat shock, or hyperosmotic conditions (Wagner and 

Nebreda, 2009). During osmotic shock, the cellular cortex is subjected to external pressure 

reminiscent to compressive forces, and we propose therefore that E-cadherin and AMOTL2 

enrichment, together with increased ROCK activity and actin tension result in similar 

compressive forces that could represent a new stress signal activating p38. Amongst the four 

different p38 kinases (p38a, β, δ), P38a is the most ubiquitously expressed. p38 signaling has 

been implicated either as a tumor suppressor or as an oncogene depending on cancer type and 

stage (Gupta et al., 2014; Hardwick et al., 2001; Maik-Rachline et al., 2018; Wagner and 

Nebreda, 2009). In BCa, targeting p38δ resulted in a reduced rate of cell proliferation and 

enhanced cell-matrix adhesion (Wada et al., 2017). More importantly, BCa mouse models, 

demonstrated the critical role of p38a (Mapk14) during the initiation, and proliferation of 

mammary tumors. The tumor promoting role of p38a involves a protective role against 

deleterious DNA damage in the mammary epithelial cancer cells (Cánovas et al., 2018b). We 

observed in MAGI1-deficient cells an increased proportion of cells in S-phase, indicating that 

these cells might have a slower S-phase. Slow S-phase is classically observed when cells have 

to overcome a high level of DNA damage. These results highlight the need for further studies 

to better understand the link between MAGI1 loss, p38 activation, DNA damage, and breast 

tumorigenesis. 

Besides elevated p38 signaling, MAGI1-deficient cells exhibited low YAP nuclear activity, 

consistent with earlier reports showing that in epithelial cells with high E-cadherin and/or 

under compressive forces a-Catenin and NF2/Merlin act to exclude YAP from the nucleus 

(Furukawa et al., 2017). Here we demonstrated the critical role of AMOTL2 downstream of 

MAGI1 to mediate E-cadherin accumulation. Since AMOTs have been shown to trap YAP in 

the cytoplasm (B. Zhao et al., 2011), further studies are thus required to better understand the 

interactions between MAGI1/AMOTL2 and a-Cat/NF2 in the control of YAP localization 

and activity. This low YAP signaling could appear surprising since the oncogenic role of 

nuclear YAP is well established (Zanconato et al., 2016). However, the oncogenic role of YAP 

in luminal BCa remains debated. While elevated YAP/TAZ activity gene signatures have been 

reported to correlate with more aggressive BCa (Bartucci et al., 2015; Cordenonsi et al., 2011; 

Di Agostino et al., 2016), aggressive BCa are enriched in basal/triple negative sub-types. 

Furthermore, several studies report conflicting or no correlation between YAP staining levels 

and clinical outcomes in BCa patients (reviewed in (Zanconato et al., 2016)) suggesting that 

YAP/TAZ levels and nucleo/cytoplasmic distributions in luminal BCa could be re-examined. 
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FIGURES 

 

Figure 1: MAGI1 impairment induces tumorigenic phenotypes in epithelial cells 

(A) MTT assay (OD 560 nm) representing 2D cell growth of MCF7shMAGI1 as compared to MCF7shLuc cells. Bars represent 

mean ± Standard Deviation (SD; n=10 wells as replicates) of a representative experiment (out of 3). Unpaired two-tailed 

Student's t-test; *** p < 0.001. 

(B) Cell cycle phases of MCF7shLuc (a) and MCF7shMAGI1 (b) cells labeled with propidium iodide and analyzed by Flow 

cytometry, showing a slight increased proportion of cells in S phase at the expense of G0/G1 after MAGI1 invalidation. 
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(C) Top: quantification of colony numbers of MCF7shMAGI1 cells grown in anchorage independent conditions (soft agar 

assay) and represented as fold increase compared to MCF7shLuc cells. Data are presented as the means ±SD (n=3). Unpaired 

two-tailed Student's t-test; *** p < 0.001. Bottom: western blot analysis of whole protein extracts issued from the cells 

used in the soft agar assays and showing the relative amounts of MAGI1 in the different cell lines; Tubulin was used as a 

loading control. 

(D) Top: quantification of mammospheres represented as total area issued from MCF7shMAGI1 cells and shown as fold 

increase compared to MCF7shLuc cells, starting from 200 cells. Data are presented as the means ±SD (n=4). Unpaired two-

tailed Student's t-test; *** p < 0.001. Bottom: images of mammosphere formation assay showing a representative 

experiment.  

 (E) Primary tumor growth of MCF7shLuc and MCF7shMAGI1 cells injected subcutaneously in nude mice. Primary tumor 

growth was assessed by measuring the tumor volume over time until the tumors were too big and the mice had to be 

euthanized. Bars correspond to the mean ± Standard Error to the Mean (n=8 mice per group). Unpaired two-tailed Student’s 

t-test; * p < 0.05. 
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Figure 2: The loss of MAGI1 affects E-cadherin levels and localization in MCF7 cells 

(A) Representative immunofluorescence experiments performed in MCF7 cells monitoring MAGI1 localization (red) 

compared to E-cadherin, ZO1, and Claudin3 (green). DAPI (blue) was used to stain DNA and the nuclei. White arrows 

indicate staining overlap. Scale bar=10 µm. 

(B) Western blot analysis of whole protein extracts (n=4) monitoring the expression the junctional components Claudin-1, 

ZO-1, β-catenin, PARD3, E-cadherin and AMOTL2 in MCF7shMAGI1 cell lines compared to MCF7shLuc. Tubulin was used as 

a loading control. Note the increase in E-cadherin levels. Western blot experiments have been repeated at least four times. 

Protein expression levels were quantified as compared to Tubulin (not shown). 

(C) Representative immunofluorescence experiments (n=3) were performed on MCF7shMAGI1 compared to MCF7shLuc 

cells monitoring the localization of β-catenin, PARD3, Claudin-3, ZO-1 and E-cadherin (green). DAPI (blue) was used to stain 

DNA and the nuclei. Scale bar=10 µm. Note the slight sub-cortical accumulation of E-cadherin shown in the high 

magnification images. 
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Figure 3: The loss of MAGI1 affects MCF7 cell compaction, ROCK activity, and compressive forces 

(A) Representative phase contrast and fluorescence images of MCF7shLuc and MCF7shMAGI1 cells grown in 3D spheroid 

cultures and stained with E-cadherin (red) and DAPI (blue). 

(B) Calculated perimeters for 3D spheroid cultures of MCF7shMAGI1 normalized by the perimeter of MCF7shLuc cells. Bars 

represent mean ±SD (n=10 spheroids) of five independent experiments. Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test; * p < 0.05. 

(C) Calculated circularity for 3D spheroid cultures of MCF7shLuc and MCF7shMAGI1 (calculations were done with the ImageJ 

software where a value of 1 is considered as a perfect circle). Bars represent mean ±SD (n=10 spheroids) of five independent 

experiments. Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test; * p < 0.05. 

(D) Elastic Young’s modulus (EYM) of cells: Hertz contact mechanics model for spherical indenters was used. In 

MCF7shMAGI1 cells, the apical surface EYM is significantly elevated when compared to control MCF7shLuc cells. Data are 

represented as mean +/- standard deviation: shLuc EYM= 258.8 +/- 101, shMAGI1 EYM= 302.4 +/- 91. Unpaired two-tailed 

Student’s t-test; * p < 0.05 (n=132 and 94 for shLuc and shMAGI1 respectively). 

(E) Western blot analysis on whole protein extracts (n=3) of ROCK-specific ser19 phosphorylation of Myosin Light Chain 2, 

total MLC2 and MAGI1 in MCF7shMAGI1 cell lines compared to MCF7shLuc. GAPDH was used as a loading control. 

(F) Quantification of the representative Western blot showing protein expression represented in panel E. Phosphorylated 

proteins were quantified as compared to their total protein counterparts to evaluate their activation. 
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Figure 4: The loss of MAGI1 tumorigenic phenotypes are not associated with active YAP 

(A) Western blot analysis on whole protein extracts (n=3) of phosphorylated YAP (S397 & S127), total YAP and TAZ, 

phosphorylated LATS1, total LATS1, phosphorylated MOB1, non-phosphorylated (active) β-catenin, total β-catenin and 

MAGI1 in MCF7shMAGI1 cell lines compared to MCF7shLuc. Tubulin was used as a loading control.  

 (B) Representative immunofluorescence images (n=3) of endogenous MAGI1 and YAP protein expression in MCF7shLuc 

and MCF7shMAGI1 cells cultured to similar confluence (60.4 % and 63.2 % respectively). Scale bar=10 µm. 

 (C) Quantification of MAGI1 and YAP staining in a tissue micro-array (TMA) from luminal breast cancer patients in a cohort 

of 28 patients, showing the strong correlation between MAGI1 membranous and YAP nuclear localizations; Fisher exact 

test, *** p<0.001. Histogram shows the percentages of patients having a nuclear or a cytoplasmic YAP staining according 

to the absence or the presence of MAGI1 membranous staining. 

(D) Real-time qRT-PCR showing the expression of canonical Hippo pathway target genes (CTGF, CYR61, BIRC2 and AREG) in 

MCF7shMAGI1 compared to the control MCF7shLuc cells and normalized with GAPDH expression. Data are presented as 

the means ±SD (n=3). Unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001. 
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Figure 5: The loss of MAGI1 tumorigenic phenotypes are associated with p38 stress signaling pathway activation 

 (A) Western blot analysis showing protein expression and/or activation of Akt and MAPK proliferation signaling pathways 

as well as p38 and JNK stress signaling pathways in MCF7shMAGI1 compared to MCF7shLuc cells. Tubulin was used as a 

loading control. Western blot experiments have been repeated at least three times. 

(B) Quantification of the representative Western blot showing protein expression represented in panel A. Phosphorylated 

proteins were quantified as compared to their total protein counterparts to evaluate their activation. (C) 2D cell growth 

assay of MCF7shMAGI1 treated, or not, with the p38 MAPK inhibitor LY2228820 (LY in the figure) compared to MCF7shLuc. 
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Bars represent mean ±SD (n=6 wells as replicates) of a representative experiment (n=3). Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-

test; * p<0.05. Note the increased percentage of drop for MCF7shMAGI1 cells at day 8. 

(D) Quantification of colony numbers of MCF7shMAGI1 cells non treated or treated with LY2228820 grown in anchorage 

independent conditions (soft agar assay) and represented as fold increase compared to MCF7shLuc cells non treated or 

treated with the p38 inhibitor (LY in the figure). Data are presented as the means ±SD (n=3). Unpaired two-tailed Student's 

t-test; *** p < 0.001. 

(E) Western blot analysis showing protein levels of phosphorylated p38 and total p38 in MCF7shMAGI1 cells treated or non-

treated (NT) with Blebbistatin (Blebb) or Y-27632. Both inhibitors were used at 10 µM during 2 h and Tubulin that was used 

as a loading control. 

(F) Quantification of the representative Western blot showing protein expression and represented in panel E. 

Phosphorylated p38 was quantified as compared to total p38 to evaluate its activation. 
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Figure 6. MAGI1 interacts with AMOT and AMOTL2 

(A) Western blot of Flag-MAGI1 immunoprecipitates: Flag-MAGI1 transfections were performed in MCF7 cells and 

endogenous AMOT (upper panels) and AMOTL2 (lower panels) were revealed; Flag blotting was used as the 

immunoprecipitation control. Note that we could hardly detect Flag-MAGI1 by Western blot in the inputs, even though 
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MAGI1 was well immunoprecipitated, due to sensitivity issues associated with single Flag tag in Flag-MAGI1 used in this 

typical experiment. 

(B) Western blot analysis of endogenous MAGI1 immunoprecipitates revealing the presence of endogenous AMOT (upper 

panels) and AMOTL2 (lower panels). MAGI1 blotting was used as the immunoprecipitation control (*shows non-specific 

bands with the anti-MAGI1 antibody). 

(C) Schematic of full length MAGI1 and of the point MAGI1 WW domain mutants used (P331A & P390A). 

(D) Western blot analysis of Flag-MAGI1 immunoprecipitates on protein extracts from MCF7 cells transfected with HA-

AMOT and different Flag tagged MAGI1 constructs, showing that the interaction with AMOT occurred through the second 

WW domain of MAGI1 (interaction lost in P390A; red). 

(E) Western blot analysis of Flag-MAGI1 immunoprecipitates on protein extracts from MCF7 cells transfected with Flag-

MAGI1 or Flag-MAGI1 P390A mutant, revealing the interaction of endogenous AMOTL2 with Flag-MAGI1 but not Flag-

MAGI1 P390A (red). 

(F) Schematic of full-length AMOT and of the point AMOT PPXY mutants used (Y242A & Y287A). 

(G) Western-blot analysis of Flag-MAGI1 immunoprecipitates on protein extracts from MCF7 cells transfected with Flag-

MAGI1 and different HA-AMOT constructs, showing that the interaction occurs through the second PPXY domain of AMOT 

(interaction lost in Y287A; red). Similar levels of interaction were obtained for HA-AMOT/Flag-MAGI1 and HA-AMOT 

Y242A/Flag-MAGI1 complexes (quantified using the ImageJ software). 

(H) Representative immunofluorescence images of endogenous staining for MAGI1 (red; top panels) co-localizing at the 

plasma membrane (white arrows) with AMOT (green; left) or AMOTL2 (green; right) in MCF7 cells. Note the non-specific 

nuclear staining for AMOT. Scale bar=10 µm. 

(I) Western blot analysis after subcellular fractionation showing the relative amount of AMOTL2 protein in the cytoplasmic 

and membrane fractions in MCF7shMAGI1 compared to MCF7shLuc cells. Tubulin was used as a cytoplasmic control for the 

fractionation and for normalization. 
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Figure 7. AMOTL2 mediates the effects of MAGI1 on junctions and on p38 signalling 
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(A) MTT assay (OD 560 nm) representing 2D cell growth of MCF7shMAGI, MCF7shAMOTL2 and MCF7shMAGI1/shAMOTL2 

cells as compared to MCF7shLuc. Bars represent mean ±SD (n=10 wells as replicates) of a representative experiment (n=3). 

Unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test; ** p<0.01; *** p < 0.001. 

(B) Quantification of colony numbers of MCF7 cells (shMAGI1, shAMOTL2 & shMAGI1/shAMOTL2) grown in anchorage 

independent conditions (soft agar assay) and represented as fold increase compared to MCF7shLuc cells. Data are 

presented as the means ±SD (n=3). Unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test; * p < 0.05. Western blot analyses confirmed the 

90 % knockdown for MAGI1 in MCF7shMAGI1 and MCF7shMAGI1/shAMOTL2 and QPCR data confirmed the 50 to 60 % 

knockdown for AMOTL2 in MCF7shAMOTL2 and MCF7shMAGI1/shAMOTL2 respectively (determined by RT-qPCR and/or 

Western Blot ; Data not shown). 

(C) Western blot analysis showing protein expression and/or phosphorylation (activation) of p38 and JNK stress signaling 

pathways as well as junctions’ components in MCF7shMAGI1 as compared to MCF7shLuc cells when AMOTL2siRNA were 

transfected. Tubulin was used as a loading control. Western blot experiments have been repeated at least three times. 

(D) Quantification of the representative Western blot showing protein expression and represented in panel C. 

Phosphorylated proteins were quantified as compared to their total protein counterparts to evaluate their activation and 

junctions’ proteins were quantified as compared to tubulin that was used as a loading control. Upper: Phosphorylated p38 

/ Total p38 protein quantification and Lower: protein / Tubulin quantification. 

(E) Model for the role of MAGI1 during Luminal BCa. MAGI1 prevents the accumulation of junctional AMOTL2 and E-

cadherin as well as ROCK activity thus releasing cellular stiffness. Increased AMOTL2 and ROCK then activate p38 stress 

signaling responsible for the increased tumorigenicity of MAGI1-deficient cells. Anti and Pro tumorigenic events are 

highlighted in green and red respectively. 
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SUPPLEMENTAL FIGURE LEGENDE 

Suppl Figure 1 
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(A) Western blot showing MAGI1 expression in different breast cancer cell lines (T47D and MCF7 from the luminal A sub-

type, MDA-MB-468 and BT549 from basal sub-type and ZR75 from luminal B sub-type. Tubulin was used as loading control. 

(B) Kaplan-Meier survival curves and log-rank analysis. Relapse-free survival (RFS) curves for 841 ER positive breast cancer 

patients as a function of MAGI1 expression. Patients were split according to median expression. Data for MAGI1 

(225474_at) were obtained using the KM plotter website at http://kmplot.com (Gyorffy B, Lanczky A, et al, Breast Cancer 

Res Treatment, 2010). 

(C) Representative immunohistochemical staining of MAGI1 performed in normal human breast samples. Brown staining 

indicates positive immunoreactivity and arrows show MAGI1 staining. 

(D) Western blot analysis of MAGI1, MAGI2 and MAGI3 expression in MCF7shMAGI1(1-1) and MCF7shMAGI1(3-1) showing 

respectively 50% and 100% knockdown as compared to MCF7shLuc control cell line. Tubulin was used as a loading control. 

(E) Representative immunofluorescence images showing MAGI1 staining (red) in the MCF7shMAGI1 (1-1) and (3-1) and in 

MCF7shLuc cell lines. Scale bar=10 µm. 

(F) Real-time qRT-PCR showing the expression of MAGI1, MAGI2 and MAGI3 mRNA in MCF7shMAGI1(1-1) and in 

MCF7shMAGI1(3-1) compared to the control MCF7shLuc cell line. Data are presented as the means ± SD. Three independent 

experiments; unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test (* p < 0.05; n.s. not significant). 
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Suppl Figure 2 

(A) MTT assay (OD 560 nm) representing 2D cell growth of T47DshMAGI1 as compared to T47DshLuc cells. Bars represent 

mean ± SD (n=10 wells as replicates) of a representative experiment (n=3), showing similar increased cell growth as 

observed for MCF7 cells. Unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test; *** p < 0.001. 
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(B) Upper: quantification of the number of colonies of T47DshMAGI1 grown in anchorage independent conditions (soft agar 

assay) represented as fold increase compared to T47DshLuc cells. Data are presented as the means (n=3) ± Standard 

Deviation. Unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test; ** p < 0.01. Below: western blot analysis on whole protein extracts from 

cells used on the left showing the efficient MAGI1 protein knockdown; Tubulin was used as a loading control.  

(C) Calculated perimeters for 3D spheroids cultures of T47DshMAGI1 (shMAGI1(3-1) cell line only) normalized by the 

perimeter of T47DshLuc cells. Bars represent mean ± SD (n=10 spheroids) of three independent experiments. Unpaired 

two-tailed Student’s t-test; * p < 0.05. 

(D) Calculated circularity for 3D spheroid cultures of T47DshLuc and T47DshMAGI1 (shMAGI1(3-1) cell line only). 

Calculations were done with the ImageJ software where a value of 1 is considered as a perfect circle. Bars represent mean 

± SD (n=10 spheroids) of three independent experiments. Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test; * p < 0.05. 

(E) Upper: quantification of the number of colonies of HCT116shMAGI1 grown in anchorage independent conditions (soft 

agar assay) represented as fold increase compared to HCT116shLuc. Data are presented as the means (n=3) ± Standard 

Deviation. Unpaired two-tailed Student's t-test; * p < 0.05. Below: analysis on whole protein extracts from cells used on the 

left showing the efficient MAGI1 protein knockdown; Tubulin was used as a loading control.  

(F) Primary tumor growth of HCT116shLuc and HCT116shMAGI1 cells injected subcutaneously in nude mice. Primary tumor 

growth was assessed by measuring the tumor volume over time until the tumors were too big and the mice had to be 

euthanized. Bars correspond to the average ± SEM (n=8 mice). Unpaired two-tailed Student’s t-test (* p < 0.05). 
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Suppl Figure 3 

(A&B) Representative immunofluorescence images of endogenous AMOTL2 and actin (phalloidin red staining) in 

MCF7shLuc (A) and MCF7shMAGI1 (B) showing unaffected localisation at the plasma membrane. Scale bar=10 µm. 

(C) Elastic Young’s modulus (EYM) of cells treated, or not, with Y-27632 (10µM for 45 min): Hertz contact mechanics model 

for spherical indenters was used. In treated cells, the apical surface EYM is significantly decreased when compared to 

untreated cells. Data are represented as mean +/- standard deviation: shLuc untreated EYM= 248.4 +/- 133.5, treated with 

Y-27632 EYM= 112.0 +/- 81.5, shMAGI1 untreated EYM= 321.1 +/- 107.1 and shMAGI1 treated with Y-27632 EYM= 103.3 

+/-79.9. Anova and unpaired two-tailed student’s t-test; * p<0.05 (n=67, 49, 57 and 63 for untreated and treated control 

shLuc and shMAGI1, respectively). 
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c) Conclusion 

 

MAGI1 has tumor suppressive effect in luminal A BCa and this is reflected by its ability 

to control cell proliferation, anchorage independent cell growth and tumor growth in 

vivo. MAGI1 acts through p38 MAPK stress pathway to control the aggressiveness of 

the luminal A BCa cells. More importantly, AMOTL2 a binding partner of MAGI1 is 

required for this phenotype. The implication of AMOTL2, an F-actin binding protein, 

and the slight increase of E-cadherin levels are associated with an increased cell stiffness 

and increased ROCK activity as shown by elevated levels of p-MLC. 
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2. The implication of ECM stiffness in MAGI1 regulation of the Hippo 

pathway and the p38/AMOTL2 stress axis.  

 

When attached to a stiff matrix, isolated and non-confluent cells are flat and spread; when attached 

to a soft matrix they are rounder. Cells sense the ECM stiffness through a macromolecular complex 

called the Focal Adhesion (FA). Components of the FA transduce the ECM state into the cell: that 

is called mechano-transduction. One of the main pathway involved in mechano-transduction by FA 

is the Hippo pathway. Although mechanisms dependent of the Hippo core kinase LATS have been 

described as regulators of YAP/TAZ in response to ECM changes (see Introduction, FAK 

phosphorylating YAP or MOB), other independent mechanisms exist. Recently (Elosegui-Artola 

et al., 2017) showed that a stiff ECM causes actomyosin fibers to pull the nucleus membrane, thus 

leading to nucleus flattening and opening of the nuclear pore, favoring the nuclear import of 

YAP/TAZ without affecting their export rates (Figure 31). 

 

 

Based on Figure 4 from the article presented above, I observed elevated levels of phosphorylated 

YAP accompanied by a downregulation of its transcriptional targets such as CTGF, CYR61, BIRC2 

and AREG upon downregulation of MAGI1 in MCF7 cells. 

Figure 31: Schematic representation the effect of ECM stiffness on YAP/TAZ nuclear localization independently from the Hippo 
pathway components.  
When cells are cultivated on soft substrate, they are round relaxed with no cytoskeleton tension thus no YAP import in the nucleus. 
When the cells are grown on stiff matrix, they are flattened and spread, actin fibers are under tension pulling toward the nucleus 
enhancing thereby the nuclear pores stretching and the entry of YAP in the nucleus. Taken from Elosegui-Artola et al, 2017. 
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Knowing that the Hippo pathway and YAP activity are highly modulated by the ECM stiffness, I 

wanted to check if plating MCF7 cells on a soft matrix (Elastic Modulus of 0.5KPa) would modify 

the phenotype of MAGI1 loss on YAP activity and localization. 

Western blot and qPCR analysis were performed on MCF7shluc (ctrl) and shMAGI1. I observed 

an accumulation of p-YAP (Figure 32A) with a downregulation of one of the main YAP 

transcription targets CYR61 (Figure 32B). Even though, I could not observe a change in the 

activation state of canonical Hippo signaling on hard/plastic plates, I then decided to check whether 

a similar situation was occurring on soft matrix. Giving that MOB1 is a LATS kinase scaffold 

important for its activity within the canonical Hippo pathway, I checked for the status of MOB1 in 

the cell. Elevated ratio of pMOB1/MOB1 in the cell upon MAGI1 KD (Figure 32C) shows that the 

canonical Hippo pathway is activated and that the effect observed on YAP are potentially mediated 

by canonical Hippo in MCF7 cells cultured on soft matrix. Thus whether on soft or hard matrix, 

MAGI1 KD leads to YAP inhibition, even though the mechanistic details (canonical vs non-

canonical respectively) might differ. 

 

 
 
Figure 32: Effect of shRNA MAGI1 on MCF7 cells cultivated on soft matrix (0.5 KPa). 
A) Western blot analysis of MCF7 shluc and MCF7 shMAGI1 showing more p-P38 levels, more p-MOB1 and more p-YAP in the 
cells after MAGI1 KD. MAGI1 is used as a control of the shRNA efficacy. Tubulin is a loading control.  
B) qPCR analysis showing a downregulation of CYR61, one of known YAP target genes after MAGI1 KD.  
C) Quantification of the western blot analysis presented in panel A. these quantification show up regulation of p-P38, p-YAP 
and p-MOB1 in the cells upon removal of MAGI1.   

 

 

Moreover, the level of p-P38 is elevated in MCF7shMAGI1 as compared to MCF7shLuc suggesting 

that the same signaling events as those described on hard matrices in the article above are also 

taking place on soft extracellular matrix. 
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On hard matrix / plastic plates, elevated levels of p-YAP could be explained by the increased levels 

of AMOTL2 observed upon MAGI1 loss. Indeed, AMOTL2 is a known negative regulator of YAP 

activity (B. Zhao et al., 2011), which by homology with AMOT could act either by trapping YAP 

in the cytoplasm or by activating indirectly LATS1 (through complex interactions between F-actin, 

NF2, and LATS). Thus one would expect that the downregulation of AMOTL2 would restore YAP 

activity in MCF7 cells. Using siRNA against AMOTL2 followed by qPCR analysis, transfected 

cells were not able to rescue the transcription levels of the different YAP target genes (CYR61 is 

shown as an example in Figure 33A). Even though the levels of the different transcription targets 

were not rescued upon AMOTL2 knockdown, p-YAP levels were lowered (data not shown), and 

immunofluorescence analysis showed a re-localization of YAP in the nucleus (Figure 33B). 

 

  

It appears thus, that MAGI1 acts on two different levels of YAP activity. MAGI1 promotes YAP 

nuclear localization, a process that is dependent on AMOTL2 and on YAP phosphorylation on 

Ser127, but also on YAP efficient transcriptional activity, a process that appears independent of 

AMOTL2. Interestingly, when doing a confluence-course study of the effect of shMAGI1 on YAP 

localization, it should be noted that at low confluence, YAP is strongly nuclear in Ctrl and 

Figure 33: Analysis of the effect of siRNA AMOTL2.  
 A) qPCR on MCF7shluc as control in green, MCF7 shMAGI1 (3.1) in blue and MCF7 cells with shRNA MAGI1 and transfected with siRNA 
AMOTL2 in yellow, showing that siRNA AMOTL2 does not rescue the effect of the shRNA MAGI1 on CYR61, one of YAP targets. This is a 
representation of the ΔΔCT normalized over GAPDH. B) Immunofluorescence of MCF7 cells. The second panel correspond to YAP (in red) and 

the first panel shows the nucleus (stained with DAPI in blue). This figure shows that upon downregulation of MAGI1 in MCF7 cells YAP is 
exported from the nucleus to the cytoplasm. This phenotype is rescued by knocking down AMOTL2 in these cells. Cells were imaged using 
Zeiss apotome with 40X objective.   
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shMAGI1. It appears thus that shMAGI1 is shifting YAP nuclear exclusion earlier on hard matrices, 

as if cells were sensitized to confluence inhibition, an interpretation that correlates with the harder 

membrane and compressive forces experienced by MAGI1 KD cells. This process, appears thus 

dependent on AMOTL2. It should be noticed that siRNA AMOTL2 was able to alleviate the 

activation p-P38 levels on plastic (stiff) observed after shMAGI1 (as mentioned in the article) also 

on soft matrix, and that knocking down AMOTL2 rescued the effect of the loss of MAGI1 on 2D 

cell and anchorage-independent cell growth. These results suggest that the phenotypes obtained 

upon MAGI1 loss are mediated by AMOTL2 but interestingly that MAGI1 also controls the 

transcriptional activity of YAP/TAZ independently of AMOTL2. One attractive hypothesis is that 

MAGI1 could affect the Y-phosphorylation of YAP, since the phosphorylation of YAP on Yxxx 

by YES/SRC or by FAK was shown to control directly its activity. These results will need further 

investigation. 

 

Upon the loss of MAGI1 in MCF7 cell lines, we reported the phosphorylation (and thus activation) 

of the myosin light chain (MLC). This activation is coupled with an elevated cellular membrane 

stiffness measured by scan atomic force microscopy (AFM). When myosin is activated, it starts to 

pull on the actin filaments generating tension inside the cell. The main kinase of MLC is ROCK, 

and inhibitors of ROCK activity prevented several effects of MAGI1 KD, suggesting that ROCK 

is indeed activated. The next step is thus to understand how the ROCK kinase is activated upon the 

loss of MAGI1. Increased RhoA activity could activate ROCK by phosphorylation. RhoA is a small 

GTPase part of the Rho family of small GTPases along with CDC42 and RAC1 (summarized in 

(Hoon et al., 2016)). They are well known for their role in the modulation of the cytoskeleton upon 

a wide variety of extracellular stimuli. CDC42 and Rac1 are also known to activate the formation 

of lamellipodia and fillopodia respectively (cf chapter 2 section 3 of the introduction). When 

introduced in epithelial cells, RhoA enables the formation of stress fibers and enhances Focal 

Adhesion formation / stability. 

 

The regulation of RhoA is very complex, covered by a vast literature and numerous studies. 

Interestingly, a recent article published by (Meng et al., 2018) suggested that RAPGEF6 (a.k.a. 

PDZ-GEF2 in the article), a RAP guanine nucleotide exchange factor 6 is able to regulate RhoA 

through the activation of RAP2, another small GTPase. RAPGEF6 is an especially interesting lead 

to look at since proteomic analyses that we have performed in MCF7 cells overexpressing MAGI1 

identified RAPGEF6 as a strong potential binding partner for MAGI1. RAPGEF6 loss of function 

experiments as well as drug inhibition of RhoA are currently being performed in the lab and will 
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be followed by western blot analysis and phenotypic studies to determine a potential implication of 

RAPGEF6 in our model. 

 

3. Characterization of the mechanism of action of the Oxaliplatin 

treatment in colorectal cancer cells (CCR). 
 

Oxaliplatin treatment is considered as a first line chemotherapy treatment for CRC patients. 

Oxaliplatin belongs to the platinum compound based chemotherapies; it forms inter and intra 

strands cross link (called adducts) within the DNA molecules inhibiting replication and 

transcription and thus leading to damage-induced cell death. Used along with 5FU (FOLFOX), it 

has greater effect than used alone (Graham et al., 2004). 

 

Because of the big interest of our lab in the Hippo pathway and based on omics approaches done in 

collaboration with the lab of Dr Céline Gongora, we investigated the effect of Oxaliplatin treatment 

on the Hippo pathway and its effectors YAP and TAZ in HCT116 cell line. This work was done in 

collaboration with Dr Vera Slaninova, a former post doc in the lab. 

 

After establishing the IC50 (the half maximal inhibitory concentration required to kill 50% of the 

cells after 4 days of treatment) of Oxaliplatin in HCT116 at 0.5µM, it was used to treat the cells 

during all the experiments that I will describe below. 

 

a) Oxaliplatin activates YAP/TAZ activity in HCT116: 

 

To check for the Hippo pathway status after Oxaliplatin treatment, HCTT16 were incubated with 

0,5mM of drug for 24h and 48h and then analyzed by western blot to check the different components 

of the pathway and qPCR to check the transcription levels of YAP/TAZ targets.  
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Even though Oxaliplatin treatment causes an accumulation of YAP and TAZ in the nucleus, seen 

in immunofluorescence analysis using HCT116 cells treated with 0.5mM of Oxaliplatin during 48 

hours (Figure 34A), WB analysis show elevated levels of TAZ only whereas the levels of YAP do 

not change (Figure 34C). This effect is observed at 24 hours, same results were obtained after 48 

hours of treatment. The accumulation in the nucleus is accompanied by higher levels of the 

transcription targets CTGF, CYR61, BIRC2, AXL and AREG (Figure 34B). To assess the status of 

the Hippo pathway in cells, I tried to detect several components of this pathway: LATS1 and its 

activated phosphorylated form and MOB1 and its activated phosphorylated form. As a reminder, 

when the components of the Hippo pathway get phosphorylated the pathway is activated and 

YAP/TAZ are phosphorylated and trapped in the cytoplasm. What we expect is low levels of 

activation of the different components. The Figure 34C-D show the results of MOB1 and p-MOB1 

because our p-LATS1 did not give us interpretable results. This experiment was done once and 

Figure 34: Analysis of HCT116 cells after Oxaliplatin treatment.  
A) Immunofluorescence analysis of YAP (the first and second line) and TAZ (third and fourth line) both in red after 48h of Oxaliplatin 
treatment. After the treatment, we see a clear accumulation of both YAP and TAZ in the nucleus presented in blue. These images were 
acquired using a ZEISS apotome microscope at 40X objective. B) The expression of the different targets of YAP/TAZ: BIRC2, AXL, AREG, 
CTGF and CYR61 analysed by qPCR. After 24h and 48h of treatment, the transcription levels of the different targets are elevated compared 
to the control. This graph is a representation of the 2^ΔΔct of each gene normalized over the expression of HPRT (Hypoxanthine-guanine 
phosphoribosyl transferase). A stronger expression of the different genes is observed at 24h compared to 48h of treatment. C) Western 
blot analysis showing the levels of YAP and its phosphorylated form, TAZ, MOB1 and p-MOB1 in the cells after 24h of treatment. GAPDH 
(Glyceraldehyde 3-phosphate dehydrogenase) is used a loading control. More TAZ in the cells is observed after the treatment while YAP 
and p-YAP levels do not move. MOB1 and p-MOB1 are used to check the status of the Hippo pathway. D) quantification of pMOB1/MOB1 
signals obtained in C using ImageJ. The fact that we do not see 22% less p-MOB1/MOB1 in the treated cells implies that an inhibition of 
the Hippo pathway might be triggering this accumulation of TAZ in the cell.  
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needs further validation but as preliminary data, we can say that we have a slight decrease of the p-

MOB1/MOB1 ratio after Oxaliplatin treatment implying that the accumulation of TAZ in the 

nucleus might be due to the inhibition of the activity of the Hippo pathway. 

 

Apart from canonical Hippo signaling, the localization and the activity of YAP and TAZ could also 

be regulated by actin reorganization. Thus I looked at the actin organization by 

immunofluorescence analysis. Strikingly, we can observe an accumulation of cortical F-actin at the 

leading edge of the cells after 48h of treatment with Oxaliplatin (Figure 35 in Red). Whether such 

re-organisation is only at the cortex, or also affects FA and stress fibers will need to be explored 

further with higher magnification. This actin re-organization, might thus also play a part in the 

activation of YAP/TAZ (in parallel to canonical Hippo).  

 

Alternatively, actin re-organization, instead of actin upstream of YAP/TAZ, could be a 

consequence of YAP/TAZ activation following treatment, or could represent a completely 

independent response of the treated cells. These different hypotheses needs further investigation; 

for instance experiments of tension disturbance and actin cytoskeleton disorganization should be 

performed to evaluate whether actin tension participates in YAP/TAZ activation. 

 

b) Characterization of the mechanism of action of Oxaliplatin on Hippo pathway and TAZ: 

 

We wanted to better characterize the effects of Oxaliplatin treatment on the activation of the 

transcription of the different targets of YAP/TAZ. To do so, I monitored TEAD4 levels and 

localization in the cells; TEAD4 is the main transcription factor to which YAP/TAZ bind in the 

nucleus to activate the different target genes in colon cells. This experiment should allow us to 

understand if the activation of transcription upon oxaliplatin treatment could be due in part to 

increased TEAD4 presence. Immunofluorescence analyses of TEAD4 in cells after 48h of 

Oxaliplatin treatment (Figure 35 in Green) shows that the levels and localization of TEAD4 are not 

affected by the treatment. This suggests that the elevated levels of TAZ in the cell and its 

accumulation in the nucleus are likely causing the increased transcriptional activity. 

The question that remains to be answered is that, even though we still have the same amount of 

TEAD4 in the cell after the treatment, did the binding sites of this transcription factor change as a 

result of the treatment? Are we facing a change in the transcriptional program of TAZ? To answer 

this question chromatin immunoprecipitation analysis (chIP) of TEAD4 in Oxaliplatin treated cells 

needs to be done.  
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c) Wider look at the effect of Oxaliplatin in HCT116: 

 

To better characterize the effect of Oxaliplatin treatment on HCT116 and try to understand which 

part of the response could be controlled by the increased YAP/TAZ activity, we decided to realize 

transcriptomic analysis on cells treated with Oxaliplatin for 24h and 48h. This approach consists on 

sequencing the whole set of RNAs present in the cells and perform differential expression analyses 

to identify the gene expression changes after treatment. HCT116 cells are Oxaliplatin sensitive cells 

activating cell death upon treatment.  

 

Interestingly, cells treated with Oxaliplatin have higher YAP/TAZ activity. This can be counter-

intuitive since a vast literature supports a role for YAP/TAZ as oncogenic drivers and as promoting 

resistance, even though YAP/TAZ are also involved in differentiation or stemness depending on 

cell type. Our results suggest that HCT116 cells treated with oxaliplatin might activate an oncogenic 

response when dying. Alternatively, it could be that in this context, YAP/TAZ might control a 

completely different program, not involved in cell proliferation or migration. Therefore, the main 

goal of the RNA sequence approach is to understand this unusual phenomenon. Moreover, this 

approach will allow us to understand the effect of Oxaliplatin of sensitive cells independently from 

its known role in inducing DNA double strand breaks.  

 

Following differential expression analysis (tuxedo algorithm implemented by the RNA-Seq facility 

Figure 35: Immunofluorescence of HCT116 cells after 48h of Oxaliplatin treatment.  
Phalloidin was used to visualize actin (in red), DAPI staining for the nucleus and TEAD4 is in green. The first column represents a zoom of 
the red squared regions in the actin panel. The TEAD4 is the transcription factor that YAP/TAZ bind in the nucleus to activate the different 
targets. The no changing in the staining of TEAD4 after Oxaliplatin treatment shows that we do not have more binding sites of TAZ at the 
levels of the DNA but the effect is directly linked to the levels of TAZ in the cell. The actin staining show an accumulation of cortical actin 
at the leading edges of the cells treated with Oxaliplatin shown with the white arrows. This shows that the treatment is affecting the 
actin organization inside the cell. These images were acquired using ZEISS apotome Microscope at 40X objective.  
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at fold-change 1.5 and FDR 5%) 288 genes were upregulated after 24h of treatment and 1311 genes 

after 48h. Most importantly, almost all the genes up-regulated at 24h were also up-regulated at 48h, 

suggesting that these two time points capture a similar transcriptional phase, which gets amplified 

and broader with time. Obviously, not all the genes affected (up-regulated) are direct targets of 

YAP/TA. In order to identify the TEAD4/YAP/TAZ program, we crossed the lists of up-regulated 

genes with published TEAD4 ChIP-Seq data in untreated HCT116 cells from the lab of Junhao 

Mao (Liu et al., 2016). The intersect identifies upregulated genes with TEAD4 binding in the 

vicinity that represent genes potentially directly regulated by YAP/TAZ activity. Based on Figure 

36, the YAP/TAZ activity is progressively going up through time suggested and the number of 

potential direct targets is increasing from 60 at 24h to 200 genes at 48h. The canonical targets of 

YAP/TAZ are upregulated at 48h such as CTGF, CYR61 and AREG.  

 

  

The analysis of the genes family of the different targets of YAP/TAZ in GSEA revealed the 

activation of 20 different transcription factors, 6 oncogenes and 3 tumor suppressors (Table 6). From 

the 20 different transcription factors activated, I found some interesting genes worth mentioning 

and commenting. JUN and FOSL2 are two important subunits of the AP1 complex. This complex 

regulates expression genes in response to stress and other stimuli. Oxaliplatin treated cells are 

clearly experiencing cellular stress, and several studies have reported a strong overlap between 

TEAD and AP-1 responses. 

Figure 36: Jvenn diagram showing the intersection 
between the upregulated genes obtained by RNAseq at 
different time point in Oxaliplatin treated HCT116 cells 
and the chIPsep list of gene of TEAD4 taken from Liu et al, 
2016. 
24h of treatment (in green), 48h of treatment (in blue) 
and the chIPsep list of gene of TEAD4 taken from Liu et al, 
2016 (in pink).  
60 different genes are common between the three lists, 
whereas 211 genes are common between the 24 and the 
48 hours of treatment and 140 are common between 48 
and HCT TEAD4. It is clear that YAP/TAZ activity is 
progressively going up showing by the progressive up 
regulation of its target genes.  
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Other interesting genes are those associated with cytoskeleton remodeling such as SNAI2, a 

transcription factor linked to EMT (Epithelial to mesenchymal transition), ARC (Activity regulated 

cytoskeleton associated protein), or TRIP6 (thyroid hormone receptor interactor 6) responsible for 

the transmission of signals from cell surface to nucleus promoting the weakening of AJs and actin 

cytoskeleton reorganization. NF2 (Merlin) is also found in this cytoskeleton regulators list; it is a 

negative regulator of YAP/TAZ activity suggesting the presence of a probable negative feedback 

loop. 

 

Basic regulatory elements analyses on the lists of upregulated genes at 24h and 48h of Oxaliplatin 

treatment, and looking for enrichment with predefined Transcription Factor targets database 

(composed of 958 gene sets), identified the major TF that potentially control the response to 

oxaliplatin. For 24h the most significant enrichment is an AP1 signature (meaning genes having at 

least one occurrence of the highly conserved motif for AP1 fixation of DNA), further demonstrating 

that treated cells experience cellular stress.  

 

For the 48 hours up regulated gene list, the best hit is for genes with binding domain for TEAD2 in 

their promoter. This result suggests an implication of YAP/TAZ mediated transcription at 48 hours 

and validate our initial hypothesis and observations. Moreover, the AP1 signature remains at 48 

hours, along with other transcription factors such DIDO1 (Death inducer obliterator 1), a tumor 

Table 6: Gene family analysis of the 200 genes of YAP/TAZ targets observed at the different Oxaliplatin treatment time points. 
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suppressor implicated in activating pro-apoptotic genes, NFE2L1 (endoplasmic reticulum 

membrane sensor) able to translocate to the nucleus upon stress stimuli in the cell.  

 

In conclusion, after 48h of Oxaliplatin treatment, HCT116 cells exhibit a transcriptional response 

which resemble a TEAD4/YAP/TAZ program as well as an AP1 program. Interestingly, (Liu et al., 

2016) suggested that TEAD4 cooperated with AP1 transcription factors and they co-occupy cis 

regulatory regions. The same conclusion was drawn in breast cell lines in (Zanconato et al., 2015). 

In addition, cells starts to activate whole programs able to detect and respond to the stress stimulus 

caused by the Oxaliplatin treatment.  

 

These results are still preliminary and need further bioinformatics analysis and in cellulo validation, 

but they strongly suggest that Oxaliplatin treatment triggers a YAP/TAZ early response. Whether 

this response participates in the cell sensitivity to oxaliplatin, or represents early phase of resistance 

acquisition remain to be established, but preliminary results impairing YAP/TAZ suggest that 

higher YAP/TAZ activity sensitizes HCT116 cells to oxaliplatin. 

 

· What is the role of YAP/TAZ activity in Oxaliplatin treated cells? 

· Is the remodeling of the actin cytoskeleton observed in Figure 35, a cause or a consequence of 

YAP TAZ activity?  

· Even though YAP/TAZ activity is high after the treatment, it just consists of 20% of the total 

genes upregulated at the different time point, is there any other transcription programs activated in 

these cells and being the main output, in spite of YAP/TAZ, that are shadowing the effect caused 

by YAP/TAZ activity?  

· Is YAP/TAZ working in concert with other transcription factors?  

 

Many question remain to be answered and analysis of the different list of RNA seq results will 

allow that.   
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Materials and Methods 

  
Cell culture: MCF7 and HCT116 cell lines were grown in DMEM/F12 glutamax (Dulbecco’s 

Modified Eagle Medium: Nutrient Mixture F12) and RPMI 1640 glutamax respectively, 

supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 1% de pencillin/Streptomycin. Grown at 37°C with 

5% CO2. shRNA infected cell lines were cultured in the presence of 1ug/ml puromycin for 

selection. 

  

Plasmids, mutant constructs and shRNA cloning: All expression plasmids were generated with 

the Gateway system (Invitrogen). The Entry vector pDONR223-MAGI1 was a gift from William 

Hahn (Addgene plasmid #23523) and it was used to introduce the different point mutations in 

MAGI1 by mutagenesis PCR using PfuTurbo (Agilent). All the Gateway destination vectors that 

were generated are listed as follows: pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1, pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1 

P331A, pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1 P390A and pCMV10 3xFlag RfB-MAGI1-P331/390A. 

pEZY-EGFP-MAGI1 was constructed by Gateway recombination between the pDONR223-

MAGI1 and the pEZY-EGFP destination vector that was a gift from Zu-Zhu Zhang (Addgene 

plasmid #18671). pcDNA3 HA-AMOT, pcDNA3 HA-AMOT Y242A, pcDNA3 HA-AMOT 

Y287A and pcDNA3 HA-AMOT Y242/287A were gifts from Kunliang Guan (Addgene plasmids 

#32821, #32823, #32824 and #32822 respectively). 

shRNA directed against human MAGI1 and AMOTL2 were constructed and cloned in the pSIREN-

RetroQ vector (TaKaRa) according to the manufacturer's conditions between BamHI and EcoRI 

cloning sites. Targeted sequences were: 

shRNA-MAGI1(3-1): GATCTCATAGTGGAAGTTAA 

shRNA-AMOTL2(1416): GGAACAAGATGGACAGTGA 

shRNA-AMOTL2(3667): GAGATGTCTTGTTAGCATA 

All hairpins were validated (http://cancan.cshl.edu/cgi-bin/Codex/Codex.cgi). The shRNA 

targeting Luciferase as a control was kindly provided by Celine Gongora (IRCM). Retroviral 

particles were produced in HEK293 cells and used to infect MCF7, T47D, and HCT116 cell lines. 

 

Western blotting: Cells were lysated using a 1ml syringe-needle 25G after adding a home made 

laemelli 1X supplemented with 100 mM DTT. Proteins were separated by SDS-PAGE and 

transferred on nitrocellulose membranes. After incubating 1h with 10% TBS-milk, membranes 
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were incubated overnight at 4°C with primary antibodies (Table 7) . Antibodies used are listed in 

Table 7. The Next day membrane are washed three times with PBS 1X/0.1 Tween and incubated 

for one hour at room temperature with the secondary antibodies: HRP coupled Goat anti Mouse 

(1/15000) or Goat anti-Rabbit (1/15000). After incubation, the membrane are washed three times 

with PBS 1X/0.1 Tween and revealed using SuperSignal West Pico PLUS Chemiluminescent 

Substrate (Thermofisher Scientific #34580).  

 

Quantitative Real Time PCR: Total RNA extraction was performed using the RNeasy extraction 

kit (QIAGEN), according to the manufacturer instructions. 1ug to total RNA was subjected to 

reverse transcription using the SuperScript III (Thermofisher) and random primers (Invitrogen). 

Gene expression was monitored by quantitative qPCR using the SYBR Green I Mastermix (Roche) 

according to the manufacturer instructions, on Light Cycler 480 device (Roche). Transcript 

expression levels were calculated as mean normalized expression ratios referred to housekeeping 

gene using the ΔΔCT method. Three different housekeeping genes were used each time. The 

primers used for analysis are summarized in Table 9. 

 

Immunofluorescence: MCF7 and HCT116 cells were fixed with 4% PFA for 10 minutes, 

permeabilized with 0.5% PBS1X/Triton X-100, and subsequently blocked with 0.5% PBS1X/BSA 

before incubation with specific primary antibodies at 4°C overnight. Antibodies used are listed in 

Table 8. Secondary Alexa Fluor Antibodies (1/200; Invitrogen) were used as described previously 

for 1 hour at room temperature before mounting the coverslips with Vectashield (Vector 

Laboratories #H1200) and imaging on a Zeiss Apotome microscope. 

Cells transfection: Transfection with siRNA AMOTL2, siRNA RAPGEF6 and siRNA P38a 

(HorizonDiscovery/Dharmacon) or the different plasmids was performed using lipofectamin 2000 

according to the manufacturer instructions, and kept for 48 or 24 hours respectively prior to 

subsequent assays.  

 

ROCK inhibitors treatment: The treatments of MCF7shRNA cell lines with either Blebbistatin 

(Selleckchem #7099) or Y-27632 (Selleckchem #S1049) were both performed at a final 

concentration of 10 µM and cells were treated during 2 hours before being lysed for Western blot 

analyses. 
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p38 MAPK inhibitor treatment: The different MCF7shRNA cell lines were plated at 3x106 cells 

per 60mm plates. The day after, 10 µM of Ralimetinib (LY2228020; Selleckchem #S1494) was 

added and 24 h later cells were collected and counted to be plated for the different experiments 

(Ralimetinib treatment is maintained throughout the experiments). The same experiments were 

conducted with another p38 inhibitor using 10 µM of Pexmetinib (ARRY-614; Selleckchem 

#S7799). 

 

Oxaliplatin Treatments: HCT116 cells were plated at a density of 125000 cells/ well in a 6 wells 

plate. The next day cells were treated or not with 0.5 µM of oxaliplatin (the IC50 dose) for 24 and 

48 hours. After 48h, cells were collected for RNA and protein extractions. For 

Immunofluorescence, the protocol is described above, the antibodies used for staining are listed in 

Table 8.  

   

Cell viability assay: MCF7 shRNA cell lines were plated at a density of 3000 cells/well in a 

96wells plate. Depending on the experiments two growth assay were conducted: 

· MTT (3-(4,5-dimethylthiazol-2-yl)-2,5-diphenyltetrazolium bromide (Sigma Aldrich 

#M2128)). Cells were stopped at day 0 till day 7 by incubation with MTT solution (0.5 mg/mL final 

concentration) during 4 hours at 37 °C. Before reading OD at 570 nm, DMSO was added to 

solubilize the formazan crystals formed in the presence of MTT. 

· Sulforhodamin B (Sigma Aldrich #230162) assay. Plates were fixed using 10 % of 

Trichloroacetic acid (TCA; Sigma Aldrich #T4885) for 10 min, then washed 3 times with PBS and 

stored at 4°C until the end of the experiment (Day 8). Once the experiment is finished, 50 µl of 

Sulforhodamine B (SRB; 0.04% diluted in acetic acid 1%) were added for 30 min before extensive 

washes with acetic acid 1% and drying step overnight at room temperature. Before reading OD at 

540 nm, cells were incubated with Tris 10 mM pH 10.5. 

 

Soft Agar assay: To assess anchorage independent growth, a first layer of 0.8% Noble agar (Sigma 

Aldrich #A5431) was prepared in 12-well plates and left at 4°C during 1 hour for the agar to 

polimerize gently. The plate was kept at 37°C before the cell-containing agar layer was prepared. 

5,000 or 10,000 cells were imbedded in the second layer containing 0.4% Noble agar on top of the 

first layer. When the second layer was polymerized, fresh medium was added on top of the cells. 

MCF7 cell lines were cultured during 14 to 21 days before Crystal violet coloration (0.01% final 

concentration; Sigma Aldrich #C0775) or MTT coloration (1 mg/mL final concentration). 
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Subcellular fractionation - Isolation of cytoplasmic, nuclear and membrane protein fractions: 

Subcellular fractionation of cultured human cell lines was performed as previously described; 

samples, buffers and centrifugations were kept and performed at 4°C at all time. For more details, 

the protocol is available on-line (http://www.bio-protocol.org/e754). 

 

Cell cycle analysis: MCF7 shRNA cell lines were trypsinized and fixed at a density of 106 cells 

using Ethanol 70% overnight at -20°C. The Next day cells were centrifuged washed once with PBS 

1X and incubated with Propidium iodide for 5 hours. Analysis were performed on Gallios Flow 

Cytometer (Beckman Coulter). 

 

Immunoprecipitation and co-immunoprecipitation: Protein extracts were prepared in lysis 

buffer (NaCl 150 mM, Tris pH 7.4 10 mM, EDTA 1 mM, Triton X-100 1%, NP-40 0.5%, cOmplete, 

EDTA-free protease inhibitors (Roche #11873580001) for 30 min on ice before centrifugation. 

Immunoprecipitations were performed overnight at 4°C on a rocking wheel using either mouse anti-

MAGI1 antibody for endogenous immunoprecipitations or anti-HA antibody and EZview Red anti-

FLAG M2 affinity gel (Sigma-Aldrich #F1804) for co-immunoprecipitations. Protein G sepharose 

was then added to the MAGI1- or HA- immunoprecipitates for 1 hour at 4°C before extensive 

washes. Concerning the FLAG immunoprecipitation, washes were performed followed by protein 

elution by competition with 3XFLAG peptide (150 ng/µL final concentration) during 1 hour at 4°C. 

The different immunoprecipitates were then submitted to Western blotting for detection of protein 

complexes. 

 

Cytosoft: CytosoftÒ plates of 0.5KPa (Sigma-Aldrich #5140) and 32KPa (Sigma-Aldrich #5144) 

were prepared in advance by coating them with 100 mg/ml collagen (Sigma-Aldrich #C3867) and 

left at room temperature to polymerize. After one hour, the exceeding collagen was removed and 

the wells were washed twice with medium. Meanwhile, cells were trypsinized, counted and seeded 

at a density of 3x106 cells/well. The next day, cells were collected for RNA and protein extractions. 

 

Boyden chamber assays: In Transwell permeable supports, 6.5mm Insert with 8mm polycarbonate 

membrane, 24 wells plate (Costar, #3422) 100 ml of matrigel (AMSBIO, #3433-010-01) at final 

concentration of 300 mg/ml was deposited. These plates are incubated at 37°C for one hour for the 
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matrigel to polymerize. Meanwhile, MCF7 cells were trypsinized, counted and seeded at a density 

of 50000 cells/insert in 1% FBS medium. Under the insert, medium with 10% FBS was added. As 

a control, wells without inserts were seeded at the same cell density to assess the proliferation rate. 

The plates were kept for 48h in the incubator before analyses. After 48h, cells in the inserts are 

aspirated and the inside of the insert is cleaned with a cotton swab. The media below the insert is 

aspirated and MTT solution was added and the plates are incubated for 4h at 37°C. Before reading 

OD at 570 nm, DMSO was added to solubilize the formazan crystals formed in the presence of 

MTT. 
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Antibodies: 

Table 7: List of antibodies used for western blots analysis. 

For Western blot 

Antigen Specie Dilution Manufacturer 

MAGI1 mouse 1/250 Santa Cruz #sc100326 

MAGI1 Rabbit  1/1000 Sigma #HPA031853 

MAGI2 Rabbit 1/250 Santa Cruz #sc25664 

MAGI3 Rabbit 1/250 Santa Cruz discontinued 

tubulin Mouse 1/20000 Sigma-Aldrich #T6074 

AMOT Mouse 1/250 Santa Cruz #sc166924 

AMOTL2 Rabbit 1/2000 Atlas Antibodies #HPA063027 

M2 FLAG Mouse 1/2000 Sigma-Aldrich #F1804 

HA Mouse 1/2000 BioLegend #901501 

GFP Rabbit 1/2000 Torrey Pines Laboratories #TP401 

YAP/TAZ Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #8418 

YAP Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #14074S 

TAZ Rabbit  1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #4883S 

p-YAP(S127) Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #13008 

p-YAP(S397) Rabbit  1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #13619 

LATS1 Rabbit  1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #3477 

p-LATS1 Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #8654 

MOB1 Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #13730P 

p-MOB1 Rabbit  1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #8699 

Actin  Mouse 1/250 Hybridoma Bank #JLA20 

GAPDH Mouse  1/20000 Proteintech #60004-1-Ig 

Claudin1 Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #13255 

ZO1 Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #8193 

Β-catenin Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #8480 

PARD3 Rabbit 1/1000 Millipore #07-330 

E-cadherin  Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #3195 

P38 Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #8690 

p-P38 Rabbit 1/1000 Cell Signaling Technology #4511 

 

Table 8: List of antibodies used for Immunofluorescence analysis. 

 

  

For Immunofluorescence 

Antigen Specie Dilution Manufacturer 

MAGI1 Mouse 1/100 Sigma Aldrich #HPA031853 

AMOT Rabbit 1/100 Proteintech #24550-I-AP 

AMOTL2 Rabbit 1/100 Atlas Antibodies #HPA063027 

YAP Rabbit 1/50 Santa Cruz #15407 discontinued 

YAP Rabbit 1/100 Cell Signaling Technology #14074S 

E-cadherin Rabbit 1/200 Cell Signaling Technology #3195 

E-cadherin Mouse  1/200 BD Transduction Lab #610182 

 Phalloidin x 1/200 Sigma-Aldrich #HP1951 

Claudin-3 Rabbit 1/100 Genetex #GTX15102 

ZO-1 Rabbit 1/100 Cell Signaling Technology #8193 

TAZ Rabbit  1/50 Santa Cruz #SC-48805 

TEAD4 Mouse 1/50 Santa Cruz sc-101184 
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Table 9: List of primers used for qPCR analysis 

Gene Sequence 5’à3’ 

HPRT F 

HPRT R 

CTGACCTGCTGGATTACA 

GCGACCTTGACCATCTTT 

28S F 

28S R 

CGATCCATCATCCGCAATG 

AGCCAAGCTCAGCGCAAC 

GAPDH F 

GAPDH R 

TCTATAAATTGAGCCCGCAGCC 

AGTTAAAAGCAGCCCTGGTGA 

MAGI1 F 

MAGI1 R 

CGTAAAGTGGTTTTTGCGGTGC 

TCTCCACGTCGTAGGGCTGC 

MAGI2 F 

MAGI2 R 

ATCATTGGTGGAGACGAGCC 

TAGCCACGACACAACACCAG 

MAGI3 F 

MAGI3 R 

CTGCACTTTTCAGTCTTCTTTTGAC 

CTGAACCAAATTACGTGGCCC 

AMOTL2 F 

AMOTL2 R 

CCAAGTCGGTGCCATCTGTT 

CCATCTCTGCTCCCGTGTTT 

CYR61 F 

CYR61 R 

ACCAAGAAATCCCCCGAACC 

CGGGCAGTTGTAGTTGCATT 

CTGF F 

CTGF R 

TTCCAAGACCTGTGGGAT 

GTGCAGCCAGAAAGCTC 

AREG F 

AREG R 

CGAAGGACCAATGAGAGCCC 

AGGCATTTCACTCACAGGGG 

BIRC2 F 

BIRC2 R 

GTCAGAACACCGGAGGCATT 

TGACATCATCATTGCGACCCA 

TAZ F 

TAZ R 

CTGGGGTTAGGGTGCTACAG 

TCATTGAAGAGGGGGATCAG 

AXIN2 F 

AXIN2 R 

GGGGTTGTGTTGGATGGGAT 

ATTTCCACGAAAGCACAGCG 
 

CCND1 F 

CCND1 R 

TGGCTGAAGTCACCTCTTGG 

AGCGTATCGTAGGAGTGGGA 

RUNX2 F 

RUNX2 R 

GGAGATCATCGCCGACCAC 

CATCGTTACCCGCCATGACA 
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CRELD2 F 

CRELD2 R 

CTGCTCTCCAGGAACCTACG 

GAGCTGAAGTAGCCGTCCAT 
 

CHOP F 

CHOP R 

AGTCTAAGGCACTGAGCGTATC 

TCTGTTTCCGTTTCCTGGTT 

CHAK1 F 

CHAK1 R 

GAA CCC TGG TTA CCT GGG C 

CGC AGC AAG TAT TCA AGG TTG 

ASNS F 

ASNS R 

GGA AGA CAG CCC CGA TTT ACT 

AGC ACG AAC TGT TGT AAT GTC 

ATF3 F 

ATF3 R 

CCT CTG CGC TGG AAT CAG TC 

TTC TTT CTC GTC GCC TCT TTT T 

ATF4 F 

ATF4 R 

TTCTCCAGCGACAAGGCTAAGG 

CTCCAACATCCAATCTGTCCCG 

SLC6A9 F 

SLC6A9 R 

GATCAGCCCCATGTTCAAAGG 

GTTGGAGGCGTCCAGTACAC 

MYC F 

MYC R 

CAGCGACTCTGAGGAGGAAC 

GCTGCGTAGTTGTGCTGATG 
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Discussion and perspectives 

 

What we demonstrated so far is that MAGI1 has the same tumor suppressive role in luminal A BC as 

in HCC (Zhang and Wang, 2011), ALL (Kuang et al., 2008), CRC (Zaric et al., 2012), GC (Jia et al., 

2017), Renal carcinoma (Wang et al., 2019) and in gliomas (Li et al., 2019).  

Recently, (Alday-Parejo et al., 2020) described similarly to our findings, a cancer opposing role of 

MAGI1 in ER positive breast cancer cells. Using MCF7 cells as model for Luminal A breast cancer 

cells, they claim that MAGI1 knock-down promotes AKT phosphorylation and propose (without 

testing it formally) that this increased AKT signaling mediates the pro-tumoral effect of MAGI1 loss. 

My results do not support such claims. Furthermore, AKT phosphorylation is triggered by PI3K, and 

MCF7 cells are known to harbor an activating mutation in the PI3K enzyme rendering it constitutively 

active. “Normal” MCF7 cells have thus very high levels of activated AKT, and it appears highly 

unlikely that the knock-down of 50% in MAGI1 expression they obtained could trigger an even higher 

AKT activation. Actually, I have many concerns regarding the “MCF7” cells they have used in their 

study, since they reported N-Cadherin expression in MCF7, a claim that has never been observed 

and/or reported in the numerous research papers that have used MCF7 cells. In all likelihood, the cells 

they have used either derived or were simply not epithelial MCF7 cells, casting serious doubt about 

their findings and conclusions. Our results, based on signaling pathways profiling, tightly controlled 

experiments, and more importantly “rescue” experiments to validate functionally our observations, 

do not support AKT modulation, but show that MAGI1 is controlling AMOTL2 (a protein located at 

the junctions) and is preventing the excessive activation of the p38 stress MAPK pathway in cells. In 

the absence of MAGI1, p38 is activated and supports increased tumorigenic behaviors.  

MAGI1 is part of the AJs and the TJs and its knock-down would affect the stoichiometry of the 

junctions. We never saw an activation of EMT in MAGI1 depleted cells (no expression of 

mesenchymal cell markers such as vimentin, or the transcription factors Snail, Slug and Twist). On 

the contrary, the levels of E-cadh (a main protein of the AJs and a marker of epithelial cells) were 

higher upon the removal of MAGI1 (cf. Figure 2 in the paper).  

 

How to explain this correlation between high levels of E-cadherin and elevated tumorigenic 

traits of MAGI1 depleted cells?  
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Carcinogenesis is composed of many steps: initiation, promotion and progression and the loss of E-

cadherin has been associated with tumor progression and metastasis. Many evidence exist to support 

this theory. Reviewed in (Mendonsa et al., 2018), E-cadherin is an important regulator of contact 

inhibition. When cells multiply under space constraints, they reach a point at which maximum 

confluency is sensed and relayed by components of the cellular junctions leading to inhibitory signals 

inside the cells to stop proliferation. When E-cadherin is deregulated or absent these inhibitory signals 

are not sent anymore which lead to an over proliferation and an uncontrolled growth (Figure 37). 

Moreover, E-cadherin is a marker of epithelial cells and its loss leads to a detachment form the 

epithelial sheet, which can lead to epithelial to mesenchymal transition or EMT, where cells acquire 

a migratory behavior (single cell mesenchymal migration). Many TFs responsible of EMT are known 

to inhibit the expression of E-cadherin in the cells. It is clear that at primary tumor sites, cells get rid 

of this tumor suppressor to grow and progress and to migrate, but once arrived to distant sites there 

are evidence suggesting that cells re-express E-cadherin. (Harigopal et al., 2005) show that distant 

metastatic sites tumors have increased levels of E-cadherin. Metastatic cells, once they have reached 

their distant sites, need to anchor tightly together and to the ECM to promote their survival.  

 

However, cell migration in cancer is not restricted to sparse cell migration, and many examples of 

collective cell invasion and migration have been reported. In this case, coordinated E-cad changes 

within the migrating cell clusters support migration. It appears therefore that E-cad loss is not that 

Figure 37: E-cadherin and contact inhibition. 
 In normal cells, E-cadherin senses the high 
density of cells causing an inhibition of 
proliferation and this called contact inhibition. 
When E-cadherin is lost, cells grow even when 
they reach high density because the sensor in 
absent leading to high proliferation and 
overgrowth. Taken from Mendonsa et al. 

2018. 
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simple or straightforward in cancers. In a recent study, (Padmanaban et al., 2019) shows that E-

cadherin is required for cancer cells survival and metastasis. They show that even though loss of E-

cadherin promote invasion it promotes also apoptosis and reduction of metastases formation. E-

cadherin protect the cell from Reactive Oxygen species (ROS), and thus promotes their survival 

during early phases of tumorigenesis. More studies are emerging with this novel role of E-cadherin 

in promoting cancer cell survival. In our study, we showed that upon MAGI1 loss more E-cad was 

accumulating in the cells. We observed increase cell numbers, and better mammosphere formation 

and soft agar growth. However we did not observe any increase 2D cell migration (collective 

migration) and MCF7 cells remained as low migratory cells as commonly observed, nor did we 

observe any increase in invasion (Boyden chamber assay). Together, these results would suggest that 

MAGI1 loss increases the cells ability to initiate tumors, to resist anoikis, and to overcome contact 

inhibition. All these steps, could be considered as early steps before tumor spreading, where according 

to the study of (Padmanaban et al., 2019) increased E-cad levels could actually be beneficial. It is 

possible that later transient modulations of E-cad could help spreading, but we have not directly 

assayed that. 

It should be noticed that so far, I have just observed a correlation, and I have not directly tested 

whether the increased E-cad levels are functionally important and required for the effects of MAGI1 

knock-down. To assess the function of E-cadherin in our cells it would thus be interesting to follow 

the status of the ROS inside the cells and study whether modulating E-cadherin levels would activate 

or not apoptosis and render the cells less fit and less tumorigenic. 

But E-cad was not the only accumulating junctional protein, and we observed high levels of AMOTL2 

in the cells upon MAGI1 KD.  

 

How these elevated levels of AMOTL2 could be explained?  

AMOTL2 like AMOT, are regulated by many processes inside the cell. AMOT is documented to be 

highly expressed in breast cancer tissues and cell lines. (Lv et al., 2015) show that MCF7 cells lacking 

AMOT are less invasive and have reduced proliferation, supporting our observation that AMOT 

family members increase expression is associated with increased tumorigenicity, contrary to what is 

currently assumed from the YAP sequestering function (anti-YAP basically) of AMOTs (B. Zhao et 

al., 2011) 

After using an shRNA targeting MAGI1 in MCF7 cells we observed increased levels of AMOTL2 in 

qPCR, in western blot (cf. Figure 2B in the paper) and also in immunofluorescence analyses. The 
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increased expression levels are a bit unexpected since AMOTL2 is a known YAP targets, and we 

clearly show that YAP signaling is down in MAGI1-depleted cells, as evidenced by YAP nuclear 

exclusion and a robust decrease in classic YAP transcriptional targets (CYR61, BIRC2, AREG, 

CTGF…). One possibility is that AMOTL2 transcription is activated by other signaling pathways 

activated upon MAGI1 loss. One obvious candidate is P38 signaling, even though I have not formally 

tested that hypothesis. 

But the increased level of AMOTL2 is unlikely only due to increased mRNA expression. Indeed 

when using expression vectors with CMV strong promoters to transiently express MAGI1 and 

AMOTs, we consistently observed lower AMOTs protein levels when MAGI1 was co-expressed, 

suggesting that MAGI1, somehow decreases AMOTs stability. The mechanisms of this potential 

MAGI1-dependent protein degradation remain unknown. 

The Tankyrase (TNKS1,TNKS2) is known to regulate the stability of AMOT/AMOTL2 in the cell 

(Wang et al., 2015). This enzyme is a member of the poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase family (PARP) 

that are known to poly ADP ribosilate (PARsylate) their substrate leading to their degradation or 

changes in their localization. AMOT is parsylated by TNKS and thus recognized by the E3 ubiquitin 

ligase RNF146 (Ring Finger Protein 146) ubiquitinated and degraded. One would think that the 

removal of MAGI1 destabilizes the TNKS activity on AMOTL2, and it would be interesting to study 

AMOTL2 PARsylation and Ubiquitination status with and without MAGI1, and whether MAGI1 

directs TNKS towards AMOTL2, for instance by stabilizing an AMOTL2 TNKS interaction. A 

schematic summary of the hypothesis supporting AMOTL2 accumulation is represented in Figure 38. 

 

 

Figure 38: representation explaining the hypothesis supporting AMOTL2 accumulation in MCF7 cells upon MAGI1 removal.  
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Another important mechanism to regulate AMOT stability is its phosphorylation by LATS1, and 

phosphomimetic forms of AMOT S175D are more stable and accumulate in the cell (Adler et al., 

2013). We have been able in the lab to confirm that at equivalent quantity of transfected plasmidic 

DNA, more AMOT S175D is detected in the cells than wild-type AMOT. A similar regulation for 

AMOTL2 has not been demonstrated, but it would be interesting to 

- Test whether similar mutations cause AMOTL2 stability 

- Monitor the +P status of AMOTL2 in the absence of MAGI1 

- Whether the AMOTL2 accumulation in MAGI1 knock-down could be reversed by simultaneous 

knock-down of LATS1 (even though that experiment might turn out difficult to interpret since 

AMOTL2 is a YAP direct target and that LATS1 knock down should potentiates YAP 

transcriptional activity).  

 

Alternatively, it is possible that AMOTL2 is stabilized by another phosphorylation. One attractive 

candidate is ROCK (or any kinase activated downstream of ROCK), since we were able to document 

an increased ROCK activity upon MAGI1 loss. Indeed my preliminary results suggest that AMOTL2 

depletion, can rescue all MAGI1 KD associated phenotypes but the increased phosphorylation of 

MLC, suggesting that AMOTL2 might be acting downstream of ROCK. 

Interestingly, AMOTL2 is an F-actin binding protein and it was shown to couple adhesion complexes 

to actin and allow actin tension (Hildebrand et al., 2017). KD of MAGI1 in MCF7 cells caused elevated 

intracellular stiffness and/or membrane strength as observed by AFM measurements. As previously 

shown and reproduced by us, relaxing the F-actin tension by inhibiting ROCK activity (using Y-27632) 

or by inhibiting the Myosin II (using blebbistatin) mimic the siRNA AMOTL2 phenotype linking thus 

AMOTL2 to cellular tension via F-actin contractility.  

 

How are AMOTL2 and cellular tension linked?  

(Hildebrand et al., 2017) demonstrated that E-cadherin, AMOTL2 and MAGI1 form a ternary complex 

that could be responsible for actin cytoskeleton tension observed during egg hatching in Zebrafish 

embryos. They verified the function of this complex by depleting AMOTL2 and they saw that siRNA 

AMOTL2 and F-actin relaxing by drug usage had the same effect. They thus suggested that E-cad, 

AMOTL2, and MAGI1 work together to promote actin tension, a process necessary for correct embryo 

morphogenesis. However, it should be noticed that they never formally checked for role of MAGI1 in 
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this process, and just extended the role of AMOTL2 to the whole complex based on the physical 

interaction of AMOTs with MAGI1, and with the assumption that protein that interact must work 

together. However, there are abundant examples of inhibitory/antagonistic physical interactions. Indeed, 

after KD MAGI1 in MCF7 cells we observed increased level of AMOTL2 and increased cytoskeleton 

contractility as monitored by the high levels of activated Myosin Light Chain (cf. Figure 3E-F of the 

paper). These results would suggest that MAGI1 in the complex acts as a regulatory inhibitory 

component, probably ensuring that the actin cytoskeleton is not put under too much contraction and 

tension. 

But how could MAGI1 regulate ROCK activity and Myosin? Mass spectrometry analysis done on 

overexpressed Flag tagged MAGI1 immunoprecipitates in MCF7 cells (but also in HCT116) show that 

peptides corresponding to RAPGEF6 are amongst the most abundantly recovered. RAPGEF6 is a RAP 

guanine nucleotide exchange factor, interacting with and activating the RAP2 small GTPase which in 

return activates RhoA by activating the Rho GTPases activating protein 29 (ARHGAP29) (Meng et al., 

2018). RhoA is one of the main activator of ROCK, the kinase phosphorylating and activating MLC, 

thus promoting F-actin contractility (tension). One hypothesis would be that the KD of MAGI1 

unleashes a higher activity of RAPGEF6, thus promoting increased F-actin tension. Preliminary results 

supporting our hypothesis show that shRNA MAGI1 cells have more ARHGAP29 protein levels 

compared to Ctrl.  

To verify this hypothesis, we would need to perform loss of function analyses of RAPGEF6 and test 

whether it could rescue the phenotypes caused by the loss of MAGI1 (2D proliferation, 3D soft agar, 

ROCK activity by monitoring the levels of MLC/p-MLC, AMOTL2 and E-cad accumulation, P38 

phosphorylation). Moreover, RhoA is a druggable molecule and it would be interesting to try blocking 

its activity to restore MAGI1 KD phenotypes, even though such experiments might reveal to be 

challenging for long time exposures (2D proliferation, soft agar, AMOTL2 accumulation…) as RhoA 

represents a pleiotropic protein.  
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Another potential player is Syx (synectin-binding guanine exchange factor), a protein belonging to the 

RhoGEF family. It is involved in vasculature sprouting in Zebrafish and in Mice (Garnaas et al., 2008) 

and was characterized as a binding partner of AMOT (but also AMOTL1 and AMOTL2) in endothelial 

cells (Ernkvist et al., 2009). It is involved in the migration of polarized breast tumor cells by activating 

Diaphanous 1 (DIA1), an enzyme involve in F-actin cables bundle polymerization, and a RhoA 

downstream effector (Dachsel et al., 2013). One potential model could be that when SYX is bound to 

AMOTL2 in epithelial cells, it would promote the activation of RhoA that will activate in return ROCK 

activating thus MLC and enabling tension of the cytoskeleton. However, preliminary experiment using 

AMOTL2 knock-down shows that the pMLC increase after MAGI KD (ROCK activity) is not 

suppressed, suggesting that ROCK activation occurs upstream or in parallel to AMOTL2 accumulation 

(and thus the potential activation of SYX). Schematic representation of RhoA signaling to regulate actin 

dynamic is represented in Figure 39 (Bros et al., 2019).  

 

Another intriguing aspect of MAGI1 KD cells is the increased phosphorylated (activated levels) of p38 

MAPK (cf. Figure 5A of the paper).  

 

By which mechanism cells are activating the p38 MPAK pathway?  

MAGI1 KD cells experience a high intracellular pressure and/or increased membrane strength. One 

would think that high pressure inside the cell would be translated into a stress stimulus, mimicking the 

confluency states in epithelial cells, Mechanical strain on MDCK cells could indeed lead to E-cad 

Figure 39: Scheme of RhoA signaling.  
Binding of exogenous ligands via different types of 
receptors as well as intracellular events trigger 
activation of RhoA GEF which, in turn, engage 
membrane-bound RhoA and mediate the exchange of 
GDP by GTP mediated by RhoGEF resulting in RhoA 
activation. GAP elevate the GTPase activity of RhoA, 
thereby promoting its inactivation. GDI translocate 
RhoA from the membrane and keep it in an inactive 
state. Active RhoA via protein kinases regulates 
cytoskeletal rearrangements. Active RhoA via 
ROCK/LIMK negatively regulates cofilin, which is 
required for F-actin turnover. Additionally, ROCK via 
inhibition of MLCP confers activation of MLC 
promoting actomyosin assembly. Active RhoA also 
promotes mDia activity, which in turn, activates 
profilin that is also involved in actin remodeling. Taken 

from Bros et al. 2019.  
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junctions sensing and Yap translocation in the nucleus leading to cell cycle re-entry (Benham-Pyle et 

al., 2015). This process probably mediated by transverse stress fibers tension, is not the only one 

occurring in epithelial cells. Indeed, here the key actin structure is not the transverse stretch fibers, but 

the cortical actin belt encircling the TJs and AJs. When epithelial cells become more confluent, 

junctional engagement promotes the positive re-enforcement of actin/myosin cortical tension leading to 

clustering of junctional material. However, as compression continues, cells might then experience 

increased cellular pressure, which could be sensed as a stress 

Molecularly, p38 kinases belong to the MAPK family and they are classically activated by a cascade of 

kinases. In the upstream steps, specific MAPKKKK (MAP4K) exhibit some degrees of specificity 

towards one or the other of the different MAPK cascades (ERK, JNK, p38…). For p38, Ste-20 family 

kinases like MAP4K4 (aka Misshapen MSN), MAP4K6 (aka Misshapen like kinase 1 or MINK1), or 

SLK have been shown to activate the p38 cascade (Nicke et al., 2005). 

Interestingly, in Drosophila Msn has also been linked to the activation of Moesin an ERM (Ezrin 

Radixin Moesin) protein regulating cortical actin cytoskeleton which when activated promotes apical 

membrane strength (a phenotype reminiscent to the increased membrane strength seen upon MAGI1 

KD) (Plutoni et al., 2019). It is thus possible that MSN is activated upon MAGI1 KD leading both to 

ERM activation (membrane strength) and p38 activation (MAP4K cascade activation). Such hypothesis 

could be validated by following ERM activation (phospho ERM) and MSN inactivation by si/sh RNA 

strategies. 

As mentioned previously, and supported by the interaction seen between MAGI1 and RAPGEF6 in our 

proteomic data, (Meng et al., 2018) have shown that RAPGEF6 activation leads to ARHGAP29 

activation which could then activate amongst others the p38 upstream MAP4K MINK1 (Nicke et al., 

2005). It is thus attractive to speculate that upon MAGI1 depletion, the activation of 

RAPGEF6/RAP2/ARHGAP29 would lead to MINK1 activation and thus p38 activation. To test this 

model, we would need to invalidate MINK1 by si/shRNA in the context of MAGI1 KD and check 

whether p38 activation could be reverted. 
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What is the role of p38a in this phenotype?  

Normally acute stress kinase activation should lead to cell cycle arrest and be detrimental to cell fitness 

or survival, and ultimately lead to cell death. However, at low or intermediate levels, stress kinase 

activation could help protect cells against aggressions and prepare for mitigation of the initiating stress. 

As such, there is wide literature demonstrating the rewiring or highjack of stress pathway responses, 

including p38, by cancer cells to fuel their growth and aggressiveness (Martínez-Limón et al., 2020). 

We demonstrated that the inhibition of p38a activation is able to rescue the phenotype of over-

proliferation observed upon MAGI1 KD. Even though p38a is described to be a tumor suppressor 

recently emerging evidence have been linking it to tumor promotion functions (reviewed in (Igea and 

Nebreda, 2015) (Figure 40). 

 

Many mechanisms could explain how p38 is promoting this tumorigenic phenotype in MAGI1 KD 

MCF7 cells. P38a could act in synergy with its downstream target ATF2 to control cell cycle 

progression. Enhancement of proliferation by ATF2 is well documented in many cancers such as skin 

adenocarcinomas (Zoumpourlis et al., 2000), melanomas (Recio and Merlino, 2003) and in prostate 

cancer (Ricote et al., 2006), and it would thus be interesting to monitor the levels of ATF2 and to assay 

directly its function (by si/shRNA invalidation).  

Another p38 target is the MK2 (MAP kinase activated protein kinase 2) it is phosphorylated and 

activated by p38 and known for its positive contribution in tumor progression (Soni et al., 2019). The 

Ralimetinib (LY2228820), a drug used to block the p38 pathway is known to inhibit the activation of 

Figure 40: Role of p38a in tumorigenesis based 
on mouse modes.  
Its tumor suppressive function are shown in 
green. In red, we can see its tumor promoting 
functions. Taken from Igea and Nebreda, 2015. 
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MK2. Using Ralimetinib in the paper, we proved that inhibiting the p38a pathway was able to attenuate 

the tumorigenesis phenotype caused by the loss of MAGI1 in MCF7 cells. Therefore, it would be 

interesting to check if p38 acts through MK2 in our cells to promote tumorigenesis. 

Moreover, (Cánovas et al., 2018, p. 38) showed that p38a is required for a correct progression through 

the cell cycle and to prevent cell death in mice. After depletion of p38a using CRE/LOX experiments 

they documented high levels of DNA damage caused by an impairment of the DNA single strand break 

machinery mostly done by ATR and CHK1. In addition, in tumor epithelial cells they observed high 

levels of chromosome instability upon KO of p38 after treatment. Among the most prevalent features 

of cancer cells are uncontrolled proliferation, reduced apoptosis and genomic instability. Perhaps 

activation of p38 upon MAGI1 KD could represent a sign the cells are fighting against excessive DNA 

damage and chromosome instability that would be deleterious. 

 

Besides p38 activation, we demonstrated that KD of MAGI1 is accompanied by retained p-YAP in the 

cytoplasm and reduction of YAP activity seen by monitoring its different transcription targets. This is 

counter-intuitive especially that YAP is a known oncogene and we observe higher oncogenic traits upon 

removal of MAGI1. 

 

How to explain the retention of YAP in the cytoplasm? 

(Furukawa et al., 2017) demonstrated in MDCK cells that at high density, AJs components are able to 

sense the tension of the apical actin belt. When this belts is under tension YAP and TAZ are translocated 

to the cytoplasm. They support these findings by treating cells at high density with blebbistatin, and this 

treatment causes the import of YAP/TAZ in the nucleus even at high cell density levels. This key paper 

support our findings regarding YAP localization upon MAGI1 removal in cells with increased AJ 

material and which experience increase in Actin contractility (pMLC increase). The mechanisms by 

which YAP is then excluded involve the mechano-sensing properties of a-catenin and NF2 (Furukawa 

et al., 2017)..  

Another mechanism, by which MAGI1 KD could induce YAP nuclear exclusion, is through AMOTL2. 

Indeed, AMOTL2 is a known negative regulator of the YAP activity in the cells. It is well document 

that AMOTL2 is able to trap YAP in the cytoplasm and inhibit its translocation to the nucleus. Since 

we have high levels of AMOTL2, this could explain the retention of YAP. This theory was confirmed 

by using siRNA AMOTL2 (cf. Figure 33B). We see increased nuclear YAP after the removal of 
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AMOTL2 in MCF7 cell with a shRNA MAGI1. However, it should be noted that this effect is only seen 

at circa 70%-80% confluency. Indeed, at low confluency, YAP is nuclear even in shMAGI1 MCF7 

cells, and the removal of AMOTL2 at low confluency (50%) has thus no effect. The YAP exclusion 

occurs “faster” in shMAGI1 MCF7 cells and at 70% confluency YAP is excluded for the nucleus while 

it remains nuclear in Ctrl cells. Surprisingly, after AMOTL2 removal, even though YAP stayed nuclear 

at 70% confluency, its transcriptional activity was not restored. That would suggest that MAGI1 is also 

required for YAP activity somehow. 

1. It is reported that YAP full activity requires the phosphorylation of key Y residues on its C-

terminal part by SRC family of kinases or by FAK (reviewed in (Dasgupta and McCollum, 

2019)) Whether MAGI1 could control the action of these kinase on YAP independently of its 

action on localization, is an interesting prospect that needs further investigation.  

2. In our Mass spectrometry analysis performed on MAGI1, we see that NF2/Merlin is able to 

bind MAGI1. NF2 is a known regulator of YAP. In (Furukawa et al., 2017), they show that 

Merlin is able to bind YAP and translocate with it in the nucleus. This interaction inhibit the 

binding of YAP to the TEAD transcription factors thus inhibiting the transcription of its target 

genes. This would be an interesting theory to test especially if we hypothesize that the loss of 

MAGI1 would release NF2 in the cytoplasm to be able to bind YAP. First, we need to verify 

the interaction between YAP and NF2 in our cells by performing a co-IP then we need to do 

some loss of function experiments of NF2 and monitor the transcription activity of 

YAP/TEAD.  

 

The Hippo pathway is a mechanosensitive pathway remodeled by intercellular junctional engagement, 

Actin cytoskeletal tension (stress fibers and cortical actin tension with opposing effects), but also by the 

stiffness of the ECM. It was interesting to monitor the effect of the ECM on the phenotype caused by 

the loss of MAGI1. 

 

How to explain the different phenotype regarding the Hippo pathway obtained on stiff and soft 

matrices? 

We used commercially available Cytosoft plates with different ECM stiffness (soft 0.5KPa and stiff the 

plastic plate). Comparison between the two conditions made us realize that in both cases the shRNA 

MAGI1 causes an accumulation of p-YAP in the cells. An interesting observation was the effect of the 

core components of the Hippo pathway. On plastic dishes, MCF7 shMAGI1 cells did not harbor an 
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activation of LATS1 nor MOB1, core components of the Hippo pathway which made us conclude that, 

even though LATS1 is probably mediated the phosphorylation, the accumulation of p-YAP is not due 

to an increase in Hippo/LATS1 activity, but rather by increased cytoplasmic retention (AMOTL2 …). 

On the other hand, on soft matrix we observed elevated levels of phosphorylated MOB1 suggesting an 

activation of the canonical Hippo pathway. This activation could be the cause of the accumulation of 

the p-YAP. 

We hypothesize that depending on the stiffness of the matrix MAGI1 binding partners could change. 

Preliminary results show that MAGI1 could bind to LATS in cells plated on soft matrix. Whether this 

interaction is controlling the activity of LATS toward YAP, and that upon MAGI1 KD LATS would be 

released to phosphorylate YAP and inhibit its translocation to the nucleus, is an attractive model that 

needs further investigation. 

It is interesting though to see that on soft and on stiff ECM these luminal A breast cancer cell do 

not depend on YAP activity to promote their tumorigenic traits.  
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Résumé: 

Au cours du développement, le comportement des cellules est étroitement régulé, ce qui assure un fonctionnement optimal des tissus 

épithéliaux sains. Les cellules épithéliales établissent ainsi des jonctions intercellulaires bien organisées, une polarité apico/basale, 

une architecturede le cytosquelette et intègrent des entrées régulatrices et homéostatiques relayées par des voies de signalisation 

dédiées. Les altérations de ces processus sont le plus souvent associées au cancer. 

Mon laboratoire s'intéresse au décryptage des mécanismes par lesquels les altérations de jonctions et de polarité sont capables 

d'induire une tumorigenèse. Les protéines d'échafaudage représentent des régulateurs importants de ces différents processus, et les 

altérations de plusieurs échafaudages épithéliaux clés ont été liées au cancer. Des travaux récents de l'équipe ont identifié Magi, un 

membre de la famille MAGUK, comme un régulateur des jonctions adhérentes à base d'E-Cadherin pendant le développement de 

l'œil chez la drosophile. Le but principal de ma thèse était d'étudier la fonction de MAGI1, le membre le plus abondant de la famille 

MAGI dans les tissus humains, pendant le cancer, et plus spécifiquement ses rôles dans les cellules luminales A du cancer du sein. 

En utilisant principalement des approches de perte de fonction, nous avons pu identifier une fonction de suppression de tumeur de 

MAGI1 dans les cellules BCa luminales, aussi bien par des essais cellulaires in vitro que sur des souris nudes xénogreffées. De plus, 

ces travaux ont révélé que MAGI1 inhibe un axe de signalisation AMOTL2/P38 qui est activé lors de la perte de MAGI1 et qui est 

ensuite responsable du phénotype de tumorigénicité accrue obtenu. Il est intéressant de noter que la perte de MAGI1 a induit une 

augmentation de l'activité de la myosine, des comportements de compression amplifiés et une tension élevée de la membrane 

plasmique associée, que nous proposons d'être l'un des activateurs de P38 en aval de la perte de MAGI1. Il est frappant de constater 

que, même si les cellules dépourvues de MAGI1 présentent une tumorigénicité élevée, l'activité de l'onco-protéine YAP est réduite 

dans les cellules du cancer du sein luminal dépourvues de MAGI1, ce qui suggère que la relation entre YAP et la tumorigénèse 

pourrait être plus complexe qu'on ne le pense généralement. 

L'étude de la régulation de la voie d'Hippo est en effet un axe majeur de l'équipe. Un objectif secondaire de ma thèse était donc 

d'explorer l'implication de YAP/TAZ et de la voie Hippo lors de l'exposition à l'oxaliplatine dans les cellules cancéreuses du côlon. 

En tant que chimiothérapie de première ligne avec le 5 Fluorouracil, il est important de comprendre le mécanisme d'action de 

l'Oxaliplatine au-delà de son rôle majeur d'inducteur de cassures délétères des doubles brins d'ADN. Les cellules cancéreuses du 

côlon HCT116 traitées avec des doses relativement modestes d'oxaliplatine (à la IC50) ont présenté une translocation de YAP/TAZ 

vers le noyau accompagnée d'une augmentation de la transcription médiée par YAP/TAZ, comme en témoignent la RTqPCR et 

l'ARN-Seq. Cet effet a été couplé à une réorganisation du cytosquelette d'actine à l'intérieur de la cellule lors du traitement, et de 

nombreux gènes affectés par le traitement à l'oxaliplatine étaient des régulateurs d'actine (dont plusieurs qui sont également des 

cibles potentielles de YAP/TAZ). Cette étude implique YAP/TAZ dans la réponse HCT116 au traitement à l'oxaliplatine, et nous 

proposons qu'elle conduise à une réorganisation de l'actine. 

Abstract: 

During development, the behaviour of cells is tightly regulated ensuring optimal functioning of healthy epithelial tissues. Epithelial 

cells thus establish well organized intercellular junctions, apico/basal polarity, cytoskeletal architecture, and integrate regulatory and 

homeostatic inputs relayed by dedicated signalling pathways. Alterations in these processes are most often associated with cancer. 

My lab is interested in deciphering the mechanisms in which junctional and polarity alterations are able to induce tumorigenesis. 

Scaffold proteins represent important regulators of these different processes, and alterations to several key epithelial scaffolds have 

been linked to cancer. Recent work in the team identified Magi, a member of the MAGUK family, as a regulator of E-Cadherin-

based Adherens Junctions during eye development in Drosophila. The main goal of my thesis was to study the function of MAGI1, 

the most abundant MAGI family member in human tissues, during cancer, and more specifically its roles in luminal A Breast Cancer 

cells. Using mainly loss-of-function approaches, we were able to identify a tumour suppressive function of MAGI1 in luminal BCa 

cells both in vitro cellular assays as well as in xenografted nude mice. Moreover, this work revealed that MAGI1 inhibits an 

AMOTL2/P38 signalling axis that is activated upon MAGI1 loss and then responsible for the enhanced tumorigenicity phenotype 

obtained. Interestingly, the loss of MAGI1 induced increased myosin activity, increased compressive behaviours, and associated 

elevated plasma membrane tension, which we propose to be one of the activator of P38 downstream of MAGI1 loss. Strikingly, 

even though cells lacking MAGI1 showed increased tumorigenicity, the activity of the YAP onco-protein is lowered in MAGI1-

deficient luminal breast cancer cells, suggesting that the relationship between YAP and tumorigenesis could be more complex than 

commonly assumed. 

The study of Hippo pathway regulations is indeed a major axis of the team. A secondary objective of my thesis was thus to explore 

the involvement of YAP/TAZ and of the Hippo pathway during Oxaliplatin exposure in colon cancer cells. As first line 

chemotherapy along with 5 Fluorouracil, it is important to understand the mechanism of action of Oxaliplatin beyond its major role 

as inducer of deleterious DNA double strand breaks. HCT116 colon cancer cells treated with relatively modest doses of Oxaliplatin 

(at IC50), featured a translocation of YAP/TAZ to the nucleus accompanied with increased YAP/TAZ-mediated transcription, as 

judged by qPCR and RNA-Seq. This effect was coupled with a re-organization of the actin cytoskeleton inside the cell upon the 

treatment, and many genes affected by oxaliplatin treatment were actin regulators (including several that are also potential YAP/TAZ 

targets). This study involves YAP/TAZ in HCT116 response to Oxaliplatin treatment, and we propose that it leads to actin re-

organization. 


